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• SONY Stereo Tape Deck 262-D-4 & 2 track stereo recording
-Pocket size mike and transmitter providing complete freeand playback tape transport to add tape to your existing hi fi
dom from entangling microphone cables. $250 .• SONY Condenser Microphone C-37 A- For purity of sound reproduction,
system. $89.50. (Also available, not pictured, the new SRA-2
stereo recording amplifier for the 262 D. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , the unqualified choice of professional studios throughout the world. $295. • SONY
$89 .50 . ) • SONY Sterecorder 777-Alltransistorized professional 2 or 4 track
777
Sound on Sound Recorder 262 SL- The
stereo recorder featuring the exclusive
~
perfect recorder for language, music and
00
Sony Electro Bi Lateral playback Head.
ij~
drama students. With 4 track stereo playWorld's finest tape recorder. $595. • SONY
~ 464 D
back. $199.50. • SONY Tapecorder Ill-A
Sterecorder 300-A complete professional~
262 SL
popularly priced, high quality bantam requality hi fi stereo tape system with 4 & 2
CR-4
d
corder for everyday family fun . $79.50.
track recording and playback in one pore~
EM 1
• SONY Condenser Microphone C-17 Btable unit. $399.50. • SONY Portable 101
~111
~
Miniature size (3% "x !jig" diameter) and
-2 speed, dual-track, hi-fidelity recorder
~
exceptional background isolation unidiwith 7" reel capacity. $99.50. • SONY Stererectional cardioid pattern. $350. • SONY
corder 464-D - Dual performance 4 track stereo tape deck with
Newscaster Portable EM-I - A professional on-the-spot battery
built-in recording & playback pre-amps for custom installations
powered portable recorder with precision spring wind conand portable use. $199.50 .• SONY Wireless Microphone CR-4
stant speed motor. $495 . All Sony Sterecorders are Multiplex Ready!
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For additional literature and name of nearest franchised dealer write Superscope, Inc .. Dept. 7, Sun Valley, California
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Prevents over-emphasis of bass
ton es- r e produ ces voices in
natu ral . life·like tones-the perf ect solution to halls or rooms
with annoying bass resonances.
Hand so me ly desig ned. versatile,
extreme ly ru gge d .. . world's
sma lle s t ca r dioid dynami c
microphone. Ultra-cardioid pi ckUP pattern sym metri ca l about
ax is. uniform with frequency.
Dua l i mpedance. 50·50.000 cps.
response. With or without on·off
switch.
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Total
Communications . . •

a new concept in
modern microphone
merchandising {or
Ihe sound installer.
Wrile {or lilerature:
Depl. lO-L,
Shure Brothers, Inc.,
222 Harlrey Avenue,
Evan slon, Illinois

AUDIO 'CLINIC
Joseph Giovanelli

Send qnestions to :
Joseph Giovanelli
3420 Newkirk Ave.
Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
Include stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

World's most
Complete Line of
Hi Fi Phased
FM Antennas

THE TOP PERFORMANCE

FM ANTENNA LINE
• No matter how well your FM unit
is perform ing , you 'll hear the difference a FINCO makes . Rich, luxurious
d istortion-free sound is yours when
you pick just the righ t FM antenna
from FIN CO's complete line.
fM2 KIT -

FM3 -

$14 50

$13 ,00

"r.!

'f.'.,

FM ELECTRONIC BOOSTER
Model T-AMB-AC - $34.95

FMT- 1 Turnstile Kit -

$14.50

Write for Catalog # 20-213

THE FINNEY COMPANY
Dept. A
34 W. Interstate Road

Bedford, Ohio

Duplex Hig h Fidelity Systems
Q. Over the years I have assembled a fin e
music system. My system includes the
Marantz Model 7C preamplifier and the
McIntosh Model 275 power amplifier. The
power amp lifier is l'emote from the preamplifier and is operated through a relay.
My question is this. Myoid preamplifiers
are McIntosh Model C8. The McIntosh
amplifier is the only one that I own. Can a
switching system be designed to allow me
to use either the Marantz (in the main
listen l'oom) or the older preamps (in the
recreation Tooln) with the power amplifier? Please advise if this is practical. Robel·t J. Dohnal, Lakewood, Ohio .
A. First of all, before contemplating the
switching of either set of preamplifiers you
should remember that you will also have to
swit~h th e amplifier from the set of speakers lD one room to the set of speakers in
the other room. This would have to be done
~ conjunction with the preamplifier switchmg.
The relay would have to be controlled
from either of the two listening rooms, and
this can be done by merely paralleling the
switching which now actuates the relay
with the switch locatecl in the second listening room.
In order to switch the power amplifier
from one preamplifier to the other, all you
would have to do is to use a single-pole
double-throw switch in such a way that it
can switch the "hot" lead of the amplifier
into either of the preamplifiers. (This, of
course, supposes only one channel, or supposes a situation wherein the channels can
be switched independently. If the channels
a~e t o be ~witched simultaneously, then you
~I reqUIre a double-pole double-throw
sw~tch . ) To prevent feedback, keep this
SWItch away from the one used for swit ching the speakers.
It would be desirable to have both switch
Ellements actuated by a single shaft. If this
is done, be sure that the decks are widely
spaced and that a metal shield is placecl
between th em. This metal shield should be
grounded to your high fidelity system. In
order to insert this shield, you must first
disassemble the switch. Then mount the
metal shield on each support rod in snch a
manner that the plate is sandwiched between the two spacers which are mounted
on each rod.
As a precaution against high level tran sient "clicks" which could cause damage
to your loudspeakers, do all t his switching
with the power amplifier turned off. The
magnitude of these t ransients can be reduced by placing a 5-megohm resist or
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across the output of each channel in the
preamplifier.
If all these precautions are followed you
should have no trouble.
Pre-e mphasis and the RIAA Curve
Q. I notice that FM pre-emphasis (75
/Lsec) coincides with the high-end boost
called for in the RIAA recording cm·ve.
I n equalizing R I AA records faT bl'Oadcast, can an FM station supply only the
low-end boost, between 50 opa and 500 cps,
allowing the high-end boost of the RIAA
recording CUI've to serve as pre-emphasis?
This would do away with the overlapping
functions of high-end cut for R I AA playback and high-end boost f or FM preemphasis, and it would justify the RIAA
in choosing 2122 cps instead of the easierto-work-with 2000 cps normally used for
compensation computations. Roderick S .
Oakley, Jr., LT. JG. FP., New York .
A. Theoretically an FM station could use
the unattenuated high-frequency response
of the RIAA disc to obtain the proper preemphasis, and the listener would hear the
program properly. The one serious drawback to the scheme, however, is that the
other program material would not conform
to this standard. True, compensation could
be introduced into the speech channels of
the console, but this compensation would
have to be added channel by channel. This
is logical when you realize that if it were
added to the output of the control console
it would be boosting all the t ime as is tru~
in conventional practice, regardless of the
setting of the record player-attenuated or
unattenuated highs. If the record player
were set to have a fiat response at t he high
end, and if there were added boost at the
output of the console, the result would be
an exaggeration of the highs and overmodulation of the transmitter. Examination of a modern broadcast console will
show that there is a considerable number
of channels, and it wonld be a costly process to convert each channel in the manner
required. In other words, just to remove
t~e necessity of having high-end equalizatIOn of the record -playing channels, you
wonld have to boost the response on all
other channels, so more wou ld be lost than
gained. Although I understand what you
are trying t o do, I do not think that the
dual equalization used t oday when records
are ~eing. played over FM will cause any
detenoratIOn of the sound quality heard by
the listeners.
When I refer to the channels of a
broadcast console, I do not mean the term
a.s applied t o stereophonic Boun d reproductIon . A channel might consist of a microphone input, phono input, tape input or
r~mote line input, .all of these i nputs feeddlllg a common mlXer bUBS in such a way
that any or all of t hem can feed t he common output connection.
Effects of a Load on Cartridge Damping
Q. I plan t~ build a transistor preamplifie r for use w~th one of the new high-cO'1n-
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n pase a professional
with this qrm?

iYm a1!fl'fosiiiOrt,
will it start) track,
~i tqpr, 'is safely
as the best
single-play equipment?·

THE ANSWER:

Absolutely Yes!

These are some of the questions people ask their dealers when
they learn, to their surprise, that the Garrard Type A Automatic
Turntable costs only $79.50. Some have assumed this must be the
price of the turntable alone . . . certainly not the complete unit.
These are intelligent questions, since a few dollars do not really
matter when yo u are investing hundreds in a high fid elity system,
expecting to be able to enjoy music free of distortion , and to protect your substantial investment in records. 0 Chances are, for
example, that you may want to use one of the ultra-sensitive
cartridges developed originally for separately-sold tone arms
because of their high compliance. Now, Garrard has integrated
precisely such an arm into the Type A. It is counterweighted and
dynamically-balanced ... will bring out the best in the cartridge
of your choice ... tracking at the lowest stylus for ce prescribed
by the cartridge manufacturer. Best proof of its capabilities is
that the Type A tone arm is on the recommended list of every important manufacturer
of professional-type pickups. 0 The Type A
turntable and its double-shielded motor

were designed for each other. The cast turntable itself is something special ... full-size, heavy (6 lbs.), balanced and nonmagnetic. You will hear no wow, no flutter, no vibration. 0 Many
people consider Garrard's pusher platform the most important
exclusive· Type A feature. This is unquestionably the gentlest
device ever designed for its purpose, and gives you the incomparable convenience and pleasure of automatic play whenever
you want it. 0 With all this to offer, it is small wonder indeed
that Garrard's Type A, in a single year, has become America's
number one hi gh fid elity record playing unit. It is proudly owned
by a growing legion of discriminating people who, originally
amazed at the price, have come to realize this superb instrument
could have been expected only from the Garrard Laboratories.
For illustrated literature, write Dep t. GX-12 ~
Garrard Sales Corporation, Port Washington, N. Y. ~

A
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE ..
GARRARD'SLABs~~fJ~RYTYPE

Can adian InClul rles 10 Chas. W. P oln ton, L td .. OG Ra elne R oad, Ru dalo. Onlmo.
Co.. Lid.. Swludon, Wllu.. lODrl&D4.

Territorlu otbu than U.S.A. and Cllnada to Ganard Ensineerlni and
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Music . . . so ft and caressin g . . . vibran tly
alive . .. jnspiring. Th e p u re so und of
Grommes ster eo recreates each m ood . ..
with fi d elity and presence of infinit e superiority. Prices a r e sen sib le . .. qual ity
unsurpassed .

Mode l 101M FM multip lex-ste reo tu ner. Magi c ba r
tuning with exclusive Stereo S entry to indicate
stereo broadcasts . ... " ..
. .$139.95
Model 102M FM and AM mu ltiplex tuner with a ll
features of above. ..
. ........ ' . .$159.95
Write GROMMES
Division of Pre cision Electro nics, Inc. ,
9101 King St., Franklin Park , III .

C;;II. 6-Hl HI. e:L
sets the
scene ••.

pl'iance ste?'eo caTtTidges. I intend to obtain
tj'eb Ie rolloff' by loading the cartj'idge with
a low v.alue j·esistance. Will this advej'sely
affect the compliance of the pichtp in the
way a mete?' shunt will damp a sens'i t'ive
lneter? Bob G. MahTenholz, Tl111ah01lta,
Tennessee.
A. The stiffness of the stylus is much
greater than the stiffness provided by a
meter spring. Therefore, any damping
which will result :i;rom the action of a loading resistor placed across the cartridge will
be nominal as compared to the mechanical
damping within th e cartridge, and the
added damping provided by the stylus
being in contact with the record.
In addition, and possibly more important, the magnetic field of a magnetic cartridge is considerably less than t hat found
in met er movements. The effect of this is
to limit mutual coupling between the moving mass of the cartridge a nd its electrical
circuit.

Voltage Across Volume Controls

Q. How do you measure tile voltage at
the volume control of an amplifier? My
meter has a sensitivity of 20,000 oMits/volt
d.c. The scale shows no indication at all.
Would the indication-if I 71acl gotten one
- be 10-volt a.c. or d.c.? D. M. Anglin,
Seattle, Washington.
A. If the resistanee of our ,-olume CO Il-

trol is 500,000 ohms, and if the meter is
set to the 10-volt range, the resistance
offered by the meter is 200,000 ohms which
is in parallel with the 500,000-ohm (or 0.5megohm ) volume control. This will automatically cause some voltage reduction because the total load resulti_ng from th e
combination of the meter and the volume
('outrol is much smaller tban the stage
feeding this combination was supposed to
see. Probably the voltage which appears
across th e volume control is only one volt,
or even less. If the meter is switched to the
one-volt range, the instrument will bave
a resistance of only 20,000 ohms. Tbis ,vill
completely load down tbe volume control,
giving you an inti rely erroneous indicat ion, if, indeed, you can get an indication
at all.
You simply cannot use a meter of this
type when reading bigh-impedance circuits: A VTVM is the only kind of instrument whicb can be used. The loading by a
VTVM is very small because it bas a resistance of perhaps 11 megohms, which is
considerably more than the 500,000 ohms
we bave been considering.
The voltage developed across most volume control circuits is an a.c. voltage, but
this is not always tbe case. III radio receivers, for exa mpie, tbere is some d. c.
along with the a.C. Tbere is usually a ca·
pacitor wbich removes the d.c. component
from the signal and allows only the a.c. to
enter the audio section of the receiver. JE

THIS MONTH'S COVER
This month we glimpse th e system as
assembled by James C. Vales tin of St.
Louis, Missouri. An interesting aspect
of this audio center is that the cabinets
were all desig ned and constructed by
Mr. Valestin. Another unusually interesting fact is that the low-frequency
speaker system is a CW folded horn
built from p lans presented in November,
1955, issue of AUDIO. Apparently some
of those early designs still satisfy the
critical audiofan. In building the cabinets, followed the unusual procedure of
cementing lis-in. cork to %,-in. plywood
and then bonding walnut veneer on top
of the cork. The thought behind the cork
lining was to prevent resonances, and
according to the builder, it is quite successfUl.
..'
.... .
The equipment concealed behind those
non-resonant panels is:
McIntosh C-20 preamp
(2) Dynakit 60-watt amps

H. H . Scott 330B tuner
Thorens TD-124 turntable
Grado arm and cartridge
Ampex 960 tape recorder
(2) CW folded horns
(2) JBL 175 tweeters
A fan is built in below the C-20 and
330B to keep ambient temperatures low.
The photographer of the system is Bill
Sollis, an electronics instru ctor a t O'Fallon Technical High School, and a
photography enthusiast. Mr. Valestin
asked u s to especially commend his long
suffering wife who put up with raw
speaker enclosures, exposed components,
wire leads, and all the difficulties of
being an audiofan's wife.
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If not for University's Classic Mark II ...

the three-way system with two 12" speakers-r>lus!
From the first moment of its appearance , the Classic Mark II
won instant and unanimous acclaim as the most exciting
new instrument in the world of music reproduction . Its
range, its presence, its spaciousness and dimension are
truly outstanding, even when compared with the so-called
"wor/d's bests." Its reputation, however, posed this immediate challenge: Could University now create a speaker system with the essential qualities of the Mark II , but in a
more compact size ... and at a more moderate price? Could
University now bring the pleasure of uncompromising big
system high fidelity to a broader range of music lovers?
The challenge has been answered with the new Classic
Dual-12, created by a totally new approach to the design

of speaker systems. Instead of the conventional 3-spe;:lker
arrangement, University's Dual-12 incorporates two 12"
speakers . .. plus the Sphericon Super Tweeter! One 12"
speaker is a woofer specifically designed for optimum reproduction of. the ultra-low frequencies (down to 25 cps) ;
the other, a woofer/ mid-range, reinforces the woofer, removes the peaks and valleys that cause harsh, strident
sounds in ordinary systems and provides fla'w less mid-range
performance. The renowned Sphericon is included to assure silky, transparent highs soaring effortlessly up to
40,000 cps! Power Requ irements: 10 watts. Size: 23 3/4"X
311/4"X 151/2". Oiled walnut finish . $229.95 Hear it at your
hi-fi dealer, or write : Desk R-12,

1~~~~f~~:~INY
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SPACE
BREAKTHROUGH I

100

Be lt Slippa ge?
SIR :

How the New Fairchild Integra/Series*
Puts 100 Complex Audio Control
Components in a Space 28" x 30" •

20
20
20
20
20

LETTERS
Mr. Vilchur has been correct in many of his theories. However, this time he is really reaching. On page 38 of the
October issue he st ates, "It may seem illogical that belt slippage
will cause a turntable to run fast." It is illogical to use the
r atio of diameters of the pulley and platen. If he had used
the r atio of diameters at the neutral axis of the belt, he
would have found that calculation of the pulley diamet er with
accuracy is very simple and does not require a theory of
belt slippage.
,
We have no difficulty in calculating a pulley diameter which
will give an accuracy of plus or minus one second in h alf an
hour at a t ape speed ef 15 ips. Even this deviation from true
speed can be explained in terms of variation of tape thickness,
because the sp eed of the tape is determined, not by the capstan
diameter, but by the di ameter at t he neutral axis of the tape.
We can speed up the tape by using thicker tape or slow it
down by using thinner tape on the same capstan. Thus it can
be demonstrated that the diameter of a pulley or capstan
is not the determining factor in establishing true speed. Accurat e calculations must be based on the diameter at the
neutral axis of the belt or t ape.
L . S: SUBBER
Audiomation Lab oratories
7230 Clinton Road
Upper Darby, P a.

Compressors
Pre-Amplifiers
Equalizers
Noiseless Attenuators
Noise Reduction
Syste ms
Aud io Control
Components in a
space 28 " x 30 "

Tape Sync Standardization
The new Fairchild Integra/ Series, a group of miniatu re
audio control components (1 'h" narrow ) is the first
and only space breakthrough in recording, broadcasting
and speech reinforcement systems coupled with higher
quali ty pe rf or mance. The Fa irc h ild I ntegra / Series,
brought about through t he use of t h e mo st recent
advances in solid state design, allows you to build the
most complex console entirely within t he reach of your
fi ngertips. Now you can have an individual no-distortion
compressor, an automatic attenuator (AUTO-TEN* ) , a
50 db high output, low distortion transistorized preamplifier, a new attenuator (LUMITEN* ) guaranteed
noiseless, and a fl exible program equalizer for every
channel. All Fairchild Integra/ Series components complement each other yet each component can be bought
separately and worked as an independent unit with all
existi ng conventional equ ip men t. I ncl uded in t h e
Fairchild Integra/ Series:
-Trade Mark

Model 663 - A no distortion compressor
Model 661 - An automatic attenuator (AUTO-TENI
Model 662 - A 50 db high output, low distortion
transistorized preamplifier
Model 668 - A new type attenuator-the LUMITEN,
guaranteed noiseless
Model 664 - A flexible program equalizer

Only w ith the FAIRCHILD INTEGRA / SERIES
can you moke a sound investment in the future.
Send fo r da ta on the complete FAIRCHILD INTEGRA / SERIES SYSTEM.

FAIRCHILD

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP., l OAD 45TH AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

See advertisement
page 60 for data on
the FAIRCHILD
LUMITEN
an
Integra/Series
Component

Sm:
Mr. Hal Magargle's interesting contribut ion "Let's talk about
t ape synchronization (AUDIO, Novemb er, 1962) prompts some
co=ent from this Qepartment. We do agree with Mr. Magargle
that the high-frequency carrier method (l4-kc sync signal)
has disadvantages when used at low recording speed with
portable equipment. H owever, it seems t o us that he overestimat es the head-contact and track-position difficulties of
the three other systems described in the first part of his article.
For our extensive locat ion operations, we have selected the
Pilot-Tone syst em for the following reasons: 1. The advantage
of a biased control track recording is self-evident; 2. excellent
portable recorder s are co=ercially available with P ilot-Tone
heads and associated circuitry already installed at the factories;
3. Pilot-Tone heads cau be obtained at low cost from several
manufact urers ; they can be installed easily on location and
t ransfer equipment; 4. a German DIN standard covering t his
system is also accepted in many ot her Europeau countries and
precise calibratiou tapes are available.
With hundreds of rolls of sync sound t apes recorded on
eight diffHent location units and reproduced on two transfer
channels, not a single case came to our attention in which the
synchronization was lost due to track placement 6r head con·
t act difficulties. Recording and playback heads are pre-set
with the calibration tape; no vernier adj ustments are required.
Pilot-Tone recordings from other Canadian or U. S. studios
can be reproduced without changes of playback-head track
position. Our recordings can also be reproduced without
special handling in the foreign studios, provided they are recorded at approximately the same power f r equency.
The National Film Board, an agency of the Federal Government of Canada, does not endor se products of specific manufacturers or support one particular methed, but it seems to
us that some standardization in t his field would be to great
advantage. We feel that the Pilot-Tone soluti on is very practical and quite suitable for motion picture dialogue recording.
It should be considered seriously for inter national standardiza tion.
We llnd~rstand that t he system advocat ed by Mr. Magargle
has been ill use for sever al years on a wide seale in the
Russian film studios. As the Soviet Union utilizes the E uropean
power standard of 50 cps, the control f requency is 25 cps.
Undoubtedly, playb ack synchronizers were instaUed in these
studios, which are designed f or t his 25 cps system.
Your article does not st ate what equipment is available in
the United States for the synchr onous transfer of Mr. Magargle's 30-cp s recordings te p erforated film. A circuit diagram
of his playback synchronizer would be of inter est.
RUDOLPH ROLF EpSTEIN
Chief, Sound and P r ojection Div.
National Film Board
P . O. B ox 6100
Montreal 3, Queb ec, Canada
( Cont inued on page 62 )
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UNIVERSITY
PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES

ANOTHER

SOUND
SOLUTION:
THE
UNILINE
CS-3
SOUND
COLUMN!

THE CS-3 SOUND COLUMN SOLVES EXTREME REVERBERATION
PRDBLEMS WITH EXTREME EASE AND ECONOMY.

MODEL CS-4
UNILINE
(Right)

MODEL UCS-6
UNILINE
(Far Right)

{;

Here's the newest way to rid yourself of P.A. installation headaches in problem areas. Use the new University CS-3 Sound Column! It's specially designed to
meet moderate power requirements-ALL AT A PRICE
FAR LOWER THAN YOU'D EVER EXPECT FOR SUCH
PERFORMANCE.
\ How? Easy-and with the same superb engineering
and quality control that goes into all the Uniline
products. With the CS-3 you get: D superb speech
reproduction in moderate-size areas; 0 excellent
music in high reverberation areas.; D extremely wide
sound coverage; 0 the complete answer to feedback
difficulties. And, as with all Uniline Sound Columns,
the CS-3 is ACOUSTICALLY TAPERED to prevent high
frequency beaming ... a University exclusive!
'And don't forget another important characteristic
of the CS-3: High 'A' (High Audibility), which is evidenced
by a considerable decrease in distortion, improving intelligibility and increasing listener comfort. This is particularly noticeable when standing or sitting close to the sound
source, for, as you know, conventional loudspeakers tend
. to 'blast' under similar circumstances.
So, for optimum dispersion (at all frequencies), for uniform sound levels (within the beam), for speech and music , A Division of Ling-Temeo-Vought,
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in high reverberation areas auditoriums, terminal
waiting rooms, industrial areas, gyms, pools and
churches) . . . FOR UNILINE SOUND QUALITY AT INCREASED SAVINGS . .. choose the CS-3, University's
newest (and lowest-priced) addition to the Uniline
Sound Column family. $89.95 dealer net.
DATA (compare the following specifications point
for point with other products in the same class, then
you decide which sound column will be your best,
most trouble-free buy):
MODEL CS-3-(equipped with special elliptical hi-fi
speakers and two tweeters for music and speech applications; tapered for use in clusters)
Frequency Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150-10,000 cps
Power Capacity . " _. . _. . . . . . . . . . . . ... 25 watts
Impedance . ... .. ..... . .... .. ..... . ... 16 ohms
Vertical Angle .. . . . .. . .. .. ............... . 22°
Horizontal Angle . .. .. . . . . .. . . ...... . . ... . 120°
Dimensions ..... . ... .. . .. .... . 48" X71/2" x 8%"
Shipping Weight ..... . . . . . . . . . .
.33 Ihs.
For complete specifications and instructions on the
entire Uniline Sound Column series, write: Desk R-12A,
University Loudspeakers, White Plains, New York.
Inc.
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Stereo Spectacular Demonstration and
Sound Effects'
Audio Fidelity, DF5 70 ].3
Sound Effects (U .S. Air Force Firepower)
Audio Fidelity DFS 701 2
The Audio Fidelity command post moves up
Its heavy artillery in this pair of releases.
In the Stereo Spectacular Demon stration album are to be found several intriguing morsels that are sure to preoccupy sound fans
during the long winter nights ahead. Abou t a
third of the way through Side One of DFS
7013, even the mildly skeptical listener is apt
to reach for his meter toward the end of a
sweep of audio frequencie s. The sweep gets
under way conventionall y e nough from a
starting point of 50 cps. As the sweep progresses upward in easy stages, no eyebrows
will be raised during the trip up to 15,000
cps. Most mass-produced, r egu lar-price test
and demo records purpor t to go up to 15,000
and all of them manage to limp home at that
point in one way or anoth er. (CBS Laboratories STR-100 frequency-test record goes ou t
to 20,000 cps, but that's a custom job selling
for a firm $8.50.) As a rule, uoth the stereo
cartridge and a fresh copy of a mass-produced
test record will look health ier on a meter
with some advance in gain beyond 12,000 cps.
The assertion on this record that will do a
fast job of eyebrow raising is the announcement heard at the end of the 15,000 ton e. At
the point where the average demo record is
ready t o call it quits, this stereo disc carries
the announcement that you al'e about to hear
a sweep from 15,000 to infini ty. If you check
this segment of the record on n meter (assnming, of course, thnt n stereo pickup of the
latest generation is used) , you w ill notice
that the needle will climb back to the s pot on
the dial it occupied while YO Il were tnking a
reading at 15,000 cps. After lingering a while
in that position, the needle then fades away
gradually, Indicating that Audio Fidelity has
enough on this disc above 15,000 to activate
any up-to-date stereo cartridge. Just what
manner of recording curve they employed
above 15,000 w!II probably remai n a closely
guarded secret. Considered as harm less fun
or the Real Thing, this sweep does point u p
the fact that fo ur -track tapes have a long
way to go before they can catc h up to stereo
discs in giving us the top of the frequency
spectrum on a mass-produced basis. On DFS
7013, musical samples taken at random from
earlier AF stereo records offer significantly
better frequency range than we had i n the
original pressings. T he sound effects heard
here a r e some of the choicer bits found in
Audio Fidelity's "Sound Effects, Vols. 1, 2
and 3" as well as its grimly mi r thful "Cartoons in Sound."
The companion sound release is a compreh ensive r undown on the firepower on aural
display at the Air P roving Groun d Center , Ail'
For ce Systems Command , Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida. The sonic boom of an F-104
"Starfighter" sets the stage for a long parade
of a ir craft heard in various so un ds of attack.
The sof t "plump" of napalm bombs is mixed
with the hard crack of 500 po unders as they
h it the ground not too far away from the
st ereo mikes. Au tomatic cannon, 30 and 50
caliber machine guns, even a gatling gun of
the Spanish-American Wa r try to unseat your
cartr idge. The 38 episodes in t h is po t en tly
realistic recor d offer almost un limi ted opport unity for demonstr ation of Illotion in stereo
with f r esh challenges for a ll componen t s in a
sound system at a lmost every turn of t he
table.

Sounds Unhea rd Of
Contempor·a ry 5-9006
This label deserves a vote of thanks from
any progressive audio component dealer. Here,
at last, is a demonstration stereo record capable of proving to a customer that there is a
difference between the industry's very top line
of components and those in the category just
below. In all the important technical features
that delineate a truly outstanding record, this
release is tops. The unusually low distortion
alone would be enough to set this disc apart.
According to Contemporary Records, the special recording amplifier developed for th is
project will be made available to other labels.
The two dozen instruments of exotic percussion are pla yed by Shelley Manne and Jack
Marshall. Disdaining the elaborate trickery
used by some labels these days, Contemporary
went directly to master tape at th is session.
They have a great record with which to pro'"e
the wisdom of their way.
Oliver (Original Broadway Cast)
RCA Victor LSOD 2004
Is there a race in progress a mong theatrical
producers to see who can find the unlikeliest
story for a new musical? The adventures and
misadventures of Oliver Twist form the basis
of this musical which Lionel Bart derived
from the famous novel by Charles Dickens.
The idea of a race for unlikely material suggests itself because Bart, who did the book,
mus ic and lyrics of "Oliver," is already working on a musica l adaptation of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame." I reckon I'm as broadminded in these matters as the next man interested in the theater but I find it difficult
to imagine the grotesque figure made famous
to two generations of moviegoers by Lon
Chaney and Charles Laughton actually bursting into so ng us he swings about the facade
of Notre Dame. Or will the p rod ucers m erely
ask him to grunt in time with the music? If
one speculates on these possibilities, t he characte rs of Dickens begin to seem less out of
place on a musical stage.
"Oliver" represen ts England's answer to
the long stream of American mu sicals tbat
have been successful on both sides of the Atlantic. It has been a source of some annoya nce to British theatergoers that so many of
the musicals that have played London in recen t years have been imports from America.
Taking a leaf from our own great musicals
such as Oklahoma and Carousel, Lionel Bart
decided to draw upon local color for t he setting of this show. On the premise that nothing
could be more British than the England of
Dickens' day, the producers assembled a fine
cast of London-trained actors to r ecoup the
fortunes of their own musica l theater . It's
stilI too early to tell how Broadway will react to "Oliver" because this original cast a lbum has been released some three months
before the New York opening of the show. My
own guess is that some theatergoers will find
the early scenes in the boy's workhouse rather
depressing but things should get more interesting on stage as soon a s Dickens' famous
characters, Bill Sikes and F agin , enter 011yer's life . Certainly the show appears pretty
s tatic on records un til Fagin , in the perso n
of Cli ve Revill, advises his boys that You've
Got to Pick a Pocket 01' Two ." This show
mal{es little effort to fo llow th e usual pattern
of a musical ; the only number that even approaches a conventional romantic ballad is
A8 Long A8 He Needs Me snng by B ill Sikes'
girl , Nancy. Georgia Brown, as Nancy, hns
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been with the show since it fi r st opened in
London June 30, 1960. She fills t h e only major
female role with graceful assurance. B r uce
Prochnik was a logical choice for the part of
Oliver, having played t he ti tle role In a
thirteen-pa r t serial of the stra igh t ver sion of
"Oli ver Twist" on British television. The
songs from "Oliver" won 't dislodge m any
favo rites on the Hit Parade but they are
serviceable enough in conveying the atmosphere of the Dickens' novel. David Mer r ick,
by far the bu siest producer on Broadway in
r ecent yea rs, has displayed great faith in
"Oliver" by lining up a five-mon th pre-Broadway tour that is taking the show to such outof-the-way tryout cities as Los Angeles, San
FranciSCO, Detroit and Toronto. RCA Victor's
Hollywood stUdios were selected to play hosl
to the original cast in this recording. The
sound on the disc, while adequate, is not as
bright as the label's East Coast show recordi,:gs.

When the ad campaign for this record first
appeared in print some months ago, several
new peaks were hit in the coining of phrases
of self-praise . Any new recording of a good
Broadway Illusical arouses some degree of
interest in this corner but this release piqued
more than average curiosi ty because it didn't
hesitate to bill itself as something superspecial. This was to be the first venture in
which Enoch Light was to apply the flashy
techniques of Command's Persuasive P ercuss ion and Stereo 35 MM to a standard product ion of the musical stage. Not only was the
sound to be different in this new production
of Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Carousel,"
t he show on this record was to feature--and
we quote--"an unparalleled cast in which
each song was recorded by its greatest contemporary interpreter-Alfred Drake, Roberta
Peters, Claramae Turner, L ee Venora, Nor man
Treigle and Jon Crain." The first-named are
certainly top-drawer artists and I looked forward with considerable interest to see what
they would do with the leading roles of this
story of the New England fishing coast of
bygone days. After all that anticipation, it is
depressing to report that the weak point of
this a lbum lies in the natu re of the performance handed in by the entire cast. Many listeners have felt that the Carousel score is
one of those rare documents of the theater
that towers over its fellows no matter who
performs it. After listening to this record,
I'm not so sure. For the first time, Carousel
sounds a lmost humdrum on records. It's not
the fault of the recording engineers. The singers Simply seem to have had a ll the spirit
drained out of them by the time each song
went through its final "take." ConSider the
situation facing this cast. To the casual ob·
server, the man in charge of the recording
session was the veteran musical director, Jay
Blackton, who had guided on Br oadway such
great shows as "Oklahoma," "Annie Get Your
Gun" and "Call Me Madam." There is every
reason to suppose that the first few run
t hroughs of each song had some life in them.
Unfortunately fo r the listener expecting a
normal amount of spontaneity in a show a lbum, matters were not allowed to rest in the
completely capable hands of Mr. Blackton .
Stationed in t he control r oom d uring the fo ur
arduous sess ions that stretched over a period
of two weeks was Command's pres ident and

fi na l autho r ity on reproduced sound- Enoch
Light. I n his first full recreation of a Broadway show, Mr. Light has chosen to car ry forward the formu la of his well-known instrumental r ecord ings: a lmost endless repetition
of a ph rase un til he was satisfied that maximum effect had been achieved. While his
"Ca rousel" cast may not have been called
upon to r e-reco rd an item 39 times (the total
claimed for "takes" of one t une In the first
Command disc), Alfred Drake was asked to
reco rd one ninety-second "Carousel" song almost continuously for 30 minutes. Throughout
this disc, every "i" has been dotted to a "t"
but the flavor and fervo r of a gr eat American
classic is on ly suggested.
B illy B igelow, the hero of the play, emerges
as a far more mature individual in Alfr ed
D rake's characterization t ha n he did in pr evious recordings. This is ha r dly a disadvantage in the musing Soliloquy but t her e are
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If you don't own
a fine AM-FM tuner,
you're lucky.
(Because now you can buy the finest ever designed!)

The Fisher engineering team that created the
world's most sophisticated FM stereo Multiplex designs has outdone itself. Here is a
tuner that combines the latest Fisher ideas
on FM Stereo with an AM section of the highest attainable fidelity. For those who requ ire
superb AM reception in addition to the ultimate i n FM-Mono and FM -Stereo, the R-200
is the tuner - regardless of price.

able c i rcuitry. Five wide-band IF stages, four
stages of limiting and an extremely linear
wide-band ratio detector complete the basic
FM section . The Multiplex section utilizes the
t i me·division system - found superior to all
others in extensive field tests. The exclusive
Fisher STEREO BEACON instantly turns on
an indicat or light when a Multiplex broadcast
is being received and automatically switches
th e tuner to FM Stereo operation . The AM
section incorporates a tuned RF amplifier,
followed by a converter and two IF ampl ifiers;
oth er AM features include a three-position
bandwidth switch and a lO-kc whistle filter.

The FM front end is of the new Fisher Golden
Synchrode design, a remarkable new devel-

Performance? The FM sensitivity of the R-200
is 1.6 microvolts (lHFM Standard); the cap-

opment that permits the greatest possible
overload margin and rejection of unwanted
signals, as well as amazingly simple and reli-

ture ratio is 1.8 db. Even Fisher engineers
f ind these figures difficult to believe - but
test instruments don't lie. The AM sensitivity

Introducing the Fisher R-200 AM-FM-Multiplex stereo tuner: an instrument so close to
the perfectionist's ideal that you ' ll be especially glad if you haven 't made a permanent
tuner choice yet.

·WA I. NUT OR "'AI'iO(; ANYCAOINC T. S24 .95; META L C"SIIH; T. S I5.,)5. PRI CES S LIGtHLY
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is 5 microvolts for 2 volts output; the AM
bandwidth (in the 'Wide' position) extends to
7 kc . After all this the price will be an agreeable surprise : $299.50.*

r-;;;E7";'0; ;L~~;;;-;S;;Handbook, a lavishly illustrated
40-page reference guide, idea
book and component catalogue
for custom stereo installations.

,F
-. INSDRN
, B.ooRK
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" '", .

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
21 -29 44th Drive
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Please send free 40-page Handbook, complete
with detailed specifications on the
tuner.
. Name ____________________________

R-200

Address _________________________

I

THE FISH ER

.
_City
_ _ _ _ _ _ _Zone_
_ _ _State
_ _ _ ....!:.,.!!2~J
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plenty of other occasions when ;Tohn Raitt
(the Original Cast D ecca album ) and
Gordon MacRae (the movie soundtr ack on
Capitol) better realize the very essential
youthful boastfulness that's t he keystone of
the character the composer and lyricist had
in mind. The rest of the ca st, along with
Drake, works very har d but the characters
never really come to life. The stu dio accoustics in which they perform add very little in
the way of stage illusion. P u t this one down
as an elaborate try by two many cooks.

Christmas with Rita Ford's Music Boxes
Epic BN 26022
An unbeatable combination at Christmastime is a mnsic box heard on a good, up·todate recording. Stereo isn' t a vital factor in
this Epic release because a single box cannot
sound much better than it would on a mono
record played through a stereo system. The
important difference in this music box release lies in the fact that it was processed in
the plant of a major label. As some listeuers
have discovered to their sorrow, not all music
box records issued in the past have received
adequate pressing. The collection on display
at Rita Ford's shop in New York City happens
to be the only group of music boxes cnrrently
a vailable in stereo.

Andre Kostelanetz: Star Spangled
Ma rches Col umbia Stereo Tape CQ 470
Hail Sousa! (Un iversity of Michigan Band)
Vangu·a rd Stereo Tape VTC 1650

THIS IS THE NEW*

[NEATl
MOVING
COIL CARTRIDGE
WITH
REPLACEABLE STYLUS,
Professionals acknowledge the moving coil cart·
ridge as the "world's finest!" .But, only pro·
fessio n als or discriminating audiophiles who
demand professional quality regardless of inconven ience have found it practical. Until now, a
moving coil cartridge required return to the
m anufacturer for stylus replacement. To the
professional, this "inconvenience" merely called
for an additional investment in a spare. How·
ever,· f ew music lovers could afford this luxury.
Those who could would have no other, for the
moving coil cartridge represents the ultimate in
cartridge design. Now, with the NEAT VS·IOOOD
Replac~ahle Stylus Moving Coil Carh·idge, you
' New ·to America . • . but proven can enJoy the superb freq u ency and transient
over the past years with thousands re
· t·ICS 0 f th e mOVlng
..
of users throughout the worJ d.
sponse CI
lart
ac·ens
COl·1 cart(Pat's. pending- U.S.A.)
ridge - without "inconvenience". Price $49.50
.

/.

,NEAT ONYKO DEN KI CO •• LTD.
4-1 chome, Kanda, Hatago-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

HAROLD D•. WEILER WEST STREU,.' HARRISoN; N. Y.

How do you like your marches these days?
Between them, these two recent reels should
take cnre of just about any whim entertained
by those seeking fresh band material for the
tape section of their sou nd system. The preponderance of novel effects is to be found in
the Kostelanetz tape with its deliberate manipulation of directional ster eo attack. The
Columbia reel enjoys a specific advantage in
bedazzling the listener because the program
does not confine itself to the output of one
composer. Some of the glittering products of
the theater (Strike Up the Band and Seventy
SilD Trombones) rub elbows with Colonel
Bogey and A.merican Patrol. If you like a lot
of alternating action in your channels as part
of a hopped up band arrangement, Kosty has
the field pretty mu ch to himself in this release.
If, on the other hand, you're looking for a
traditional approach, a more conservntive
flair in your band music, I think you'll find
the Vanguard reel a tonic experience long
after the novelty of the Kostelanetz recording
has worn off. The University of Michigan
band, lOO-men strong, Is just the outfit to pu t
n ew meat on the sturdy bones ()f the more
famous Sousa marches. In his direction of the
band, Dr. WilHam D. Revelli has been able to
work out a firm yet outwardly Ught-hearted
discipline; the ebulllence of youth makes the
difference in the beat of this seasoned organization. Sousa's association with the Unlver·
sity of Michigan is underlined In the choice of
the march, Northern Pine8, written by Sousa
to salute the University's summer camp.

Enoch Ligh t and Orch Play Irving Berlin
Command RS 840 SO
Melachrino Strings: The Waltzes of Irving
RCA Victor LSP 2561
Berlin
Here are two contrasting approaches t o the
music of Irving Berlin who is returning to the
Broadway limelight this season with his new
show, "Mr. President." T he Command disc is
a virtuoso job of recording that squeezes every
last ounce of showmanship out of the old Berlin tunes . . . . RCA's Melachrino album is
content to settle f or the orthodox virtues of
the Berlin waltzes. The engineering crew
working with the sixty-man orchestra Enoch
Light assembled on the stage of Carn egie Hall
r eally tu rns in an amazing job here. It seems
that each session herd by Command in this
hall in recent months has shown speCific Improvement in the dynamic range aof the finished record. The sen sational dynamic effects
achieved here had their start, of course, In the
special a r rangements cunningly worked out
by Lew Davies. He hasn't missed a trick In
, Cp.D.v.e.rting. ,some-. of the brigh tj!r ~er,liI\ tunes
. in to , spi ne-.tinigl'lng productions. T he, brass sec-

(Oontinued on page 59)
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THIS
IS NO
COMPACT!
54 inches high
9 feet around the middle

That's a lot of speaker system. Enough for what pleases
you. It can whisper or it can bellow. It does both
superbly, and anything in between. So much so that
Hollywood's famous United Recording Corp. (sound
studio for record, tape, film, and tv industries) employs
15 of them. As does Ray Heindorf, musical director of
Warner Bros: production "The Music Man" and holder
of 2 Oscars, who has four right in his living room.
No, this is definitely not a compact. It's a giant, this
A-7 "Voice of the Theatre'" by Altec. A full-size speaker
system with quality to match. That's why it belongs in
your home. Unless you are willing to settle for a compact "book shelf" speaker . .. and compact sound. Of
course if you are a critical listener, you'll want your
sound brought to life by AItec; sound so realistically
reproduced, you'll find its equal only in the concert hall.
That much the A-7 will give you, and more. Almost
in direct proportion to your own desire for perfection.
If you insist on hearing the "fuII sound;' the most subtle
contribution of each instrument, the effortless reproduction of massive orchestrations at concert-hall listening
levels, then the A-7 is for you.
Now here is a hint: you can't make it any smaller, but
you can make it a lot prettier. All it takes is a bit of effort,
some grille cloth, some veneer or paint and you can
transform the A-7 into a custom furniture piece. For
built-in installation, there's nothing so perfect. At only
$285.00 each, it's a wonderful do-it-yourself project . . .
for the critioallistener.
However, if you prefer your A-7 sound coming from
a more civilized version, we have several solutions, in
walnut or mahogany. There's the 831A "Capistrano;' a
fuII-size beauty that offers speaker components identical
to the A-7 in a classically styled cabinet. It stands 30"
high, 47" wide, and is priced at $399.00.
The modem 838A "Carmel" is also a full-size , floorstanding system. It features two 12" low frequency
speakers (instead of the one 15-incher in the A-7) and
the same high frequency section. It's priced at $324.00
with decorator base (shown) extra; standard model
comes with round legs. The "Carmel" is also available
with one low frequency speaker in a model called the
837 A"Avalon;' priced at $261.00. ':'
.'" ',,",.•,:
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ALTEC 831A "CAPISTRANO"

NEW! AL TEC 841A
"CORONADO" SPEAKER SYSTEM
Apartment·size version of the full-size Altec speaker
systems, the "Coronado " is styled to match a pair
of "Carmels" when used as the center speaker in
an Altec 3-channel stereo system . Recommended
for small apartments where space will not tolerate
larger speakers. The "Coronado" is 30" H, 18" W,
14" 0 and is priced at $199 .50.

Go ahead, convince yourself! The A-7 (and its prettier
mates) are ready to tantalize you now, at your Altec Distributor's. Or, for latest stereo catalog, write Dept. A-12.

,......... ALTEC LANSI'NG
CORPORATION

"'~~~~!4

n
c:-:=J \\ / 7 A Subsidiary of
L.:::= U
~
Ling-Temco·Vought, Inc.
1515 South Manchester Ave" Anaheim, Calif.
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Ed_ard Tatnall Canby

STEREO FOR TV?
Press release from GE, says that the
big company is proposing a TV stereo
sound transmission system to the FCC.
GE's pilot work on this idea, it says, is
intended to lead: A, To a compatible TV
stereo arrallgement; B, a system that
would be inexpensive in the receiving
equipment and so put TV stereo "within
reach of the entire public"; and C, sim·
ilarly, a system that would not be too
expensive for the average TV station to
install. (In TV terms that means, let's
guess, not over a half million bucks or
so ... ) Worthy and interesting objectives
on GE's p art and much of the spade work
is evidently already done. Just have to
persuade the FCC. And maybe, as an after·
thought, me.
No dispute with the GE technical ob·
jectives. Hardly, always assuming that
technical transmission standards, as in
the case of stereo FM radio, aren't too
far compromised. (Some people think our
present FM multiplex system is dismally
compromised-but it isn't a tenth a s com·
promised as some of the systems initially
proposed.) Clearly, we are all of us likely
to be pro-economy and, most likely, procompatibility as well. Receive the stereo
signal, as in r adio, via a mono TV tuner.
I am slightly confused, I'll admit, as
to whether a wholly separate and possibly
quite different technical set-up is in the
works for TV stereo sound and its separate FM channels. If you'd asked me
awhile back, I would have assumed that
the present multiplexing system would
merely be extended to cover the TV sound
bands. On the other hand-is there a
similar "storecast" problem in the TV
sound area-that is, the need for an additional multiplex channel or two, not receivable on home equipment' If no such
need arises, then perhaps a simpler (and
loess expensive) multiplexing system could
be instituted for TV, straight from th e
beginning. In actual practice, as we are
now set up, there is little prospect of any
overlap between FM-radio and FM-TV
sounds. Different bands but, more important, a different home-equipment approach,
one system operating on the old continuous-tuning band, the other on fixed
switched numbered channels, unidentified
as to frequency location. Unless our entire
broadcast system is tossed into a huge
melting pot, the FM-radio and FM-TV
sound transmissions are going to continue
ill effect almost totally separated.
Separate, too, of course, in standards
of audio quality, unofficially if not otherwise. The average TV sound-tuner isn't
exactly a superb piece of audio equipment.
The average home-type FM tuning section,
ill FM-AM pocket radios, table models,
portables, isn't very superb either-but
on the other hand, we do have in the hi-fi
component equipment area, and in a considerable overlapping expanse of higher-

priced console AM-FM equipment, a
decidedly lofty standard for home FM
quality. Not so in TV. Well, not in most
'£V sets. anyhow. There's no need for it.
The Audio-visual Blend

No need for high quality in '£V sound ~
That's what I said.
Strangely enough, I have felt for a
long time that TV sound is precisely what
it should be for best blending into the
TV video picture.
The purpose of the TV set· is to bring
home to you a unity of sound and sight.
As anyone can understand, this involves
a maximum of apparent or effective compatibility between the two basic elements,
in every respect, t hat directly involves the
listener-viewer. Like hi-fi music, TV produces a tricky and highly exact illusion.
It does not reproduce the "live" material
literally.
In order to achieve this effective comp atibility, we've developed a raft of extremely ingenious techniques for TV.
Take mike technique versus camera technique. Wouldn't it he dandy if you could
mount your mikes on the camera housing
a nd just forget them, with instant compatibility at all times ~ Nice idea, but
it doesn't work. In order to have sound
and sight that seel1t to be one, we must
use wholly different techniques for the
two. Neither technique is "natural."
Video lighting and placement are highly
specialized, as anybody who has stared
at a TV camera knows. TV sound is even
more specialized than broadcast and recorded sound since its "ears" must be all
over the place yet, as far as possible,
must remain unseen. Take these two "unnatural" techniques, for sight and for
sound, figure out a complex and very
tricky relationship between them-and you
have our masterful television transmission,
a remarkably effective blending of the two.
Therefore note this well. Any undue incompatibility between sight and sound
that is perceivable by the TV viewer is
going to make trouble, but quick.
Our TV picture, though very effective,
is not technically "hi fi." With its present
number of lines (exceeded in European
systems) it achieves only a fair sharpness.
Doesn't matter how good your set is, nor
how large the screen, of course. The maximum sharpness is a fixed limitation. I
would rate it, aesthetically, as roughly
equal to a "clean" standard AM broadcast
sound-reception, as heard on moderately
good AM equipment. (Discounting static,
and discounting TV interference, ghosts,
and such.) Your TV picture is clearly not
the equal of a sharply reproduced slickpaper magazine photograph in terms of
plain "fi." Nor of the even sharper original
photo print, at its potential best.
Therefore, it seems to me, present TV
sound reception, via so-so tuner equipment
and definitely so-so speakers, is highly
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compatible, matching the picture quality
itself. Unless the picture is dramatically
sharpened and, perhaps, greatly enlarged
as well, our present grade of TV sound is
the best for a proper blend between sight
and sound.
I am highly skeptical of "hi fi" TV
sound, reproduced flawlessly through expensive audio equipment, including speakers.
Destroys the blend, breaks the f usion between the two elements, by sheer difference
ill respective "fi"--quite asidll from an
even worse difficulty, the spatial discontinuity.
At least, your present TV sound seems
to come from the scr een. You don't even
think about it, of course, and for a good
reason. You don't have to. The illusion of
identity, sound-and-sight, is extremely well
produced. But via "big" hi-fi speakers your
sound suddenly is huge, loud, wide, broad,
tall, space-filling. And the TV picturef
Suddenly, you have a fuzzy little thing
by comparison, lost within its extremely
narrow angular dimension. Not good at
all. Incompatibility between big sound and
small picture, between sharp, wide-range
seund and soft, unsharp picture, defeats
the entire purpose of the over-all TV
transmission, doesn't it ~
And Over on the Left . . .

How about stereo sound for TV '! I think
you can see the problem. It is simple
enough, in terms of plain effectiveness.
Will stereo sound in TV add new incompatibilities, to the detriment rather than
the improvement of the TV blend '1
What else'! The most glaring incompatibility, blithely ignored by those who
are promoting the wonders of stereo sightand-sound, is that of sheer dimension. Ah,
how lovely to hear the great Philadelphia
Orchestra, they say, in the glory of true
stereo sound. . . . The violins play away
over there on the left, and-lo and behold
-you can actually see them, playing on
the left!
Oh yeah ~ I can just see it myself, and
so can you. Beauteous hi-fi component installation. Left speaker, say off over there
at an angle, on one side of the room, right
speaker on the other side of you, the two
making perhaps a 60- to 90-degree angle.
And spang in the middle, in front, the
TV set. What a spread! Left side of the
picture almost five degrees from the right.
Most amusing. Your audible Philadelphia
Orchestra appears to occupy the whole
side of your living room, out to and beyond
your hi fi speakers; the "virtual" image,
taking into account the apparent audible
tlistance, is much larger, somewhere off in
the mystical stereo-space we know how to
create so effectively. And the visible accompanying image is at best something
over a foot wide.
Where, I ask, is the compatibility' What
nre you supposed to do about blending
that huge, sharply audible violin section
'way over to your left and that tiny, incheswide miniature violin section somewhat
fuzzily visible straight ahead' More than
I can figure out. And the hi-er the audio
ii, the worse it will be, natcl!.

*
*
*
Well, I do see a hidden compatibility. You
won't think me cynical if I mention it here,
since we all are aware of it. The answer
to TV stereo SOUlld is ultra-simple. Just
bring the speakers olose together. Compress
the stereo to TV size. (And, while you're
at it, limit the stereo a udio quality to a
suitable level of fi, more or less like that
prevailing right now for TV. )
This, you see, is highly commercial and
extremely practical. Morever, it will produce--quite seriously-the best possible
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New Eico Stereo FM Multiplex Tuner ST 97
Semi-Kit $99.95
BUILDING THE SEMI-KIT:
The two most critical sections, the front end and 4
IF 's through to the detector, are entirely pre-wired
and pre-aligned for best performance on weak signals (fringe area reception).
For the third most critical section, the heart of the
stereo demodulator, you simply mount and solder the
components on a high quality circuit board . Prealigned coils eliminate all adjustments. The rest is
non-critical and easily accomplished with the clearest
pictorial drawin~s and most thorough-going step-bystep procedure In the indlJstry.
THE CIRCUIT
the front end Consistent and reliable printed circuit. Ultra-sensitive, stable, and low-noi se . Wide-band
design. Rugged plated steel housing for protection
and shielding . Meets FCC radiation requirements .
Precise temperature-compensation for freedom from
drift without AFC . AFC provided with defeat for convenie nce. Indirect gear drive is backlash-free and
eliminates possibility of microphony.
the IF strip Four IF amplifier-limiter stages (all that
will do any good) and an ultra-wi de-band ratio detector, all pre-wired and pre-aligned . Designed with the
utmost practicality so that the si mple st alignment
is also the alignment for highest sensitivity and practically lowest distortion. (Important to you if a servi.ce alignment is ever required .) Output is flat to the
limit of the composite stereo signal frequency spectrum to eliminate any need for roll-off compensation
in the stereo demodulator.
the stereo demodulator Ten stages for unequalled
performance capabilities. EICO 's brilliantly-engineered zero phase-shift, filterless detection circuit

Wired $149.95

Includes Metal Cover

(patents pending) eliminates loss of separation due
to· phase-shift in the stereo sub-channel before recovery. Compl ete rejection of storecast ing interference. Cathode follower driven, sharp cut-off 15kc low
pass filters in each output channel.
THE DPERATIDN
Two slide-rule dials in a line : one, a station frequency dial with the famous EICO "eye-tronic"®
tuning-eye travelling along it to indicate the exact
center of each broadcast channel; the oth er a logging dial with an automatic stereo indi cator lamp
travelling along it in tandem with the tuning-eye to
indicate when the station tuned in is broadcasting
stereo.
THE LODK
Massive extruded aluminum panel and side rails, exqUisitely brushed and anodized pale gold , with baked
epoxy brown , perforated steel cover.
PERFORMANCE
Pre-production field tests brought back the report
"Definitely a fringe-area stereo tuner, " which is
simply the meaning of our laboratory measurements.
We know, for example , that full limiting is achieved
at 10uV input signal, meaning that the low distortion
and noise specifications (the full benefits of FM)
will apply to all but the most di stant and difficult-toreceive stations. The sharp selectivity you need when
a tuner is that sensitive is here also (a strong local
station and a low-power station 100 miles distant
separated by only 0.4 mc , each had its own sharp
tuning-in point on the dial). While signal levels as
low as 2.5uV wi ll produce phase-locking for full
stereo separation , very strong local signals will pro-

AND

FET

duce no higher output from the FM detector than a
10uV signal and will not be degraded in quality by
overloading the stereo demodulator_ Distortion is
very low, both in mono and stereo, so that the sound
you hear has that sweetness, clarity, and freedom
from grating hars hness that results from absence of
distortion _ The stereo output signals are so clean
that there is not a sign of the 19kc pilot carrier or
the re-inserted 3Bkc .sub-carrier visible on a scope
presentation,'
SPECIFICATIONS
Antenna Input: 300 ohms balanced. IHFM Usable Sensitivity : 3uV (30db quieting), 1.5uV for 20db quieting. Sensitivity for phase-locking (synchronization) in
stereo: 2.5 uV. Full limiting sensitivity: 10uV. IF
Bandwidth : 2BOkc at 6db points. Ratio Detector Bandwidth : 1 megacycle peak-to-peak separation . Audio
Bandwidth at FM Detector: Flat to 53kc discounting
pre-emphasis. IHFM Signal-to-Noise Ratio : - 55db.
IHFM Harmonic Distortion : 0.6% . Stereo Harmonic
Distortion: less than 1.5% *. IHFM 1M Distortion :
0.1 %. Output Audio Frequency Response : ±1db
20cps-15kc . IHFM Capture Ratio: 3db. Channel Separation : 30db . Audio Output : O.B volt . Output Impedance: low impedance cathode followers _ Controls:
Power, Separation , FM Tun ing, Stereo-Mono, AFC·
Defeat. Tubes : 1-ECCB5, 5-6AU6, 1-6AL5, 1-12AT7,
2-12AU7, 1-6D10 (triple triode), 1-DM70 (tuning-eye),
1-EZBO rectifier, 6 signal diodes, 1 neon lamp.
Power Source : 117V, 60cps; 60 watts drain; extractor post fuse. Size (HWD): 51/0" x 15 7/8" x 11%".
Weight 17 Ibs.
·Actual distortion meter reading of derived left or
right channel output with a stereo FM signal fed
to the antenna input terminals.
I

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd_, LLC. 1, N.V.A-12.,

70·Watt Integrated Stereo
Amplifier S170
Kit: $99.95 Wired: $149.95
Includes Metal Cover

Transistorized
Stereo/Mono
4·Track
Tape Deck RP100
(Patents Pend i ng)
Semi kit: $299.95
Wired: $399.95
Carrying Case $29.95
Rack Mount $9.95

FM·AM Stereo Tuner ST96
Kit : $89.95 Wired : $129.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET

40-Watt Integrated Stereo
Amplifier ST40
Kit: $79_95 Wired: $129.95
Includes Metal Cover
Over 2 MILLION EICO Instruments in use.
Most EICO Dealers offer budget terms.

o
o

~:~I~r,~r~:m~ .2 -page catalog

&

,

Send new 36-page Guidebook to
I
HI-FI for which I enclose 25¢ for...: ,
postage & handl i ng.
l:l
~
Name _______________________
,
~

9 ilill t .·.~:~,;;; ; :,.: ,:'~"=t c.~,:.
(L. - - -

~

Address

3300 Northern Boulevard, L I. C. 1, N.

:

,
I

I

Y,

Listen to the EICO Hour,. WABC·FM, N. Y. 95.5 MC, Mon.-Fri., 7:15-8 P_M• • Export Dept. , Roburn Agencies Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.
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fusion of the audio and video elements in
the TV fusion. Deny me if you dare.
I'm even willing to admit that, given a
pair of stereo speakers-little ones, placed
a foot or two apart-there could be a real
improvement in TV sound definition and
a distinct fusion between right and left
elements in the sound and in the sight.
Indeed, it would seem likely, don't you
think' My thought is that this is the
hard-core, practical future of stereo sound
on TV, realistically. That is, until we have
wall-to-wall TV in ultra-sharp definition.
'Course we can't talk about it in these
terms-dear me no. Can you imagine a TV
ad that would claim lo-fi as better than
hi-fi' And so, as is now already happening,
we'll have the usual high-wide-and-handsome language, the big ballyhoo about the
Philadelphia Orchestra (and maybe Jack
Paar too) right in your living room. Also
the Piel Brothers, in Animated Stereo. So,
I suggest, put all this in the back of your
mind and don't forget it. Don't forget for
an instant that lo-ft TV stereo sound is
the only transmission that holds real
promise for genuine TV improvement via
twin-channel audio.

SPACE PERSPECTIVE

MODEL 74
3 SPEED -

4 TRACK

Complete STEREO Music System
Designed particularly for those who
demand renowned Tandberg quality
performance and versatility in a
self-contained, complete stereo
music system! Incorporates power
amplifiers, preamplifiers, matched
speakers, microswitch operated tape
stop, free position tape load, start/
stop/pause control, precision laminated combination record/ playback
head, erase head and many other
features consistent with Tandberg's
undeniable excellence in craftsmanship and design. This new addition to the Tandberg family is available
in four track with Sound-on-Sound,
Track Adding and Source Moni tor.
Frequency response is unsurpassed,
wow and flutter virtually non-existent. Yes, this is another fine ex·
ample of Tandberg leadership in
"Better, Clearer, More Natural
Sound"!
List $399.50

MODEL
3 SPEED -

64·

4 TRACK

,

Stereo Record/Playback Deck
AilleriCa's highest rated record(
playback deck for incoJ'poration
into new or existing high fidelity
systems. Features 3 separate heads;
direct monitor facilities; built-in
filter for FM multiplex stereocasts.
List $d-98,OO
IMPORTANT: The free Tandberg offer of
2 CM·6 microphones and 1 TC-56 carrying case with the purchase of a Model 64
remains effective for a limited time only.
Ask your dealer for details.

Rf1andbe.ro®
OF

AMERICA. INC. ,

P.O. Box 171. 8 Third Avenue. Pel ham. N. Y.

This is a commerciai i"ollow-up on the
"Bauer circuit" for earphones discussed
at various times in this department--thtl
cross-feed, phase-shift circuit that simulates for the ears the effect of stereo loudspeakers, each ear (in its phone) hearing
elements of both channels, re-phased to
give two opponent right-and-left sources.
Some months ago, Jensen took a license
on the circuit and set out to develop a
couple of phone boxes for the earphone
trade in which it would be incorporated.
One box is the basic circuit itself, econnomic aI, unadorned. The other is a more
complete control unit, the Jensen CC-1
Stereo Center. Stereo center for speakers
and earphones. I've just tried it out and
hasten to report. For once, this really is
stereo, via phones. Jensen calls it "Space
Perspective."
It works, this commercial version of the
Bauer circuit, and it works beautifully.
Better than I would have thought likely,
somehow. (I turn cynic, between fits of
optimism.) I had not tried the circuit at
so much leisure in home circumstances
before; now, I see that there are subtle
but real fringe benefits to be had from the
improvement in the parcel of sound information that goes to the ears.
An old principle in my experience is
th at any improvement which tends to
satisfy the ear's natural sound-needs in
one area provokes the illusion of greater
"fi" in other areas, and vice versa. A good
speaker in a poor location often seems to
distort--so realistically, that many a
person has torn hair in vain looking for
an electrical cause. The same speaker in
a fine listening spot may sound superb.
Indeed, a relatively punk speaker can fool
you into thinking it is pretty good, given
the right listening place. Similarly, good
recording acoustics, good mike pickup, can
make a recording sound better than it- is,
covering up so-so technical quality. A poor
mike pickup, on the other hand, can make
you swear you hear distortion, though
you can't pin it down. Carefully trained
ears, of course, can discriminate between
these natural illusions and real distortion
-or real quality-but the principle is
always there, just the same.
"Stereo" via earphones is, varyingly '(according to the type of mike pickup),
a: serious natural distortion of the musical
effect. There is a (varyingly) severe lack
of correspondence and fusion between
elements in the two channels. This leads
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to listening fatigue, like 80 much eyestrain; a careful listener notes unpleasant
disparities and discrepancies in the space
perception, a sort of "ringing" two-ness
to the sound, instead of a two-eared oneness wi,th spatial dimension. The more
mikes in the recording, the further they are
separa,t ed, the worse is the aural confusion
via phones.
-,
That much is :i'-restatement of a point
I've made before. It should be restated,
because we still find it commercially profitable to deny the whole thing-to say that
stereo via phones is marvellous, or "better"
than stereo via loudspeakers.
For a few moments-yes. The impact is
extreme. It soon fatigues. But when the
phone circuits are treated to simulate the
ear's natural reception of loudspeaker
stereo, we get not only a more realistic
approximation of stereo sound but, oddly,
a cleaner sound, less "distorted." There is
no actual difference, of course. Same
siguals, same amplifiers. (The cross-feed
actually clutters up the two signals with
new elements of complexity.) This was
the first thing I noticed when I began systematically to switch Jensen's CC-1 Space
Center between REG (straight two-channel)
and SPACE PERSPECTIVE (the Bauer circuit). On Space P erspective, the sound was
noticeably clearer, crisper, less edgy,
more comfortable. An interesting illusion.
Gray Noise

Moreover, in addition, the background
noise, general hiss-rumble, was in many
cases noticeably reduced in the Space Perspective position. Is that an illusion' If
so, it's a very useful one. (Oppositely, the
illusion of edgy musical distortion, on
straight two-channel, is undesirable any
way you look at it.)
. This background noise reduction has me
bemused. I know that a normal phenomenon
when we are subjected to two separate
and simultaneous gray-noise signals is that
the noise level seems much higher than it
ought to be.
We often experience this on large loudspeaker systems with wide separation, as
in demonstration halls, ball rooms, and the
like. Many an engineer will testify to it I
Two channelsful of gray noise seem at
least five times as objectionable as one.
It is the lack of blend that does it, of
course. Your ears can't bring the two into
any sort of "focus," can't fuse the two
sounds-and so they react violently by
bringing the noise into the forefront of
yo ur consciousness. It's an unmistakeable
effect.
Without a doubt, stereo heard via
straight two-channel phones exaggerates
recorded noise content on this very principle. It should be logical, then, to expect
the Bauer circuit's cross-feed feature to
reduce the apparent noise level. But there
are complications. In this case there is a
synthetic phase difference introduced by
the circuit.
Perhaps (I'm theorizing), it is possible
for the ear to "fuse" the noise signals,
same noise but sent to the two ears slightly
removed in phase, fOT , a right and a left
noise location corresponding to that of
the musical signals. Instead of hearing
two unrelated gray-noise sounds, one exclusively in each ear, we hear two apparent
gray-noise sources, in simulated space.
I suggest that this in ' itself is enongh
to partially "satisfy" the ears and allow
them, consequently, to push the noise
towards the background levels of consciousness. We should never ull.lereatimnte the
tricks that ears can play on "factual"
signals. After all, aren't there dozens of
noises, like refrigerators, air conditioners,
(Oontin~d on pagB 73)
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NEVV PRODUCTS!

High-performance
in a modern design of sense
40W Stereo Tuner-Amplifier

SM-Q300B

Here is a new amplifier further improved in appearance and performance
over SM -Q300 , which is widely recognized as the best seller of the year.
The newly designed front panel is deluxe in appearance because of the
use of a gold-colored fretted material. The frame and the knobs are arranged in perfect harmony with the panel. The output is as high as 40W.
The power supply circuit is a voltage- doublin g rectifying system using
silicon diodes . The main amplifier is provid ed with a phase -reversing circuit originated by PIONEER engineers to obta in h ighly stable and distortion-free output.
The tuner is a FM / AM -AM / SW all-wave system with very high sensitivity
and selectivity . For FM a multipl ex adaptor can also be used . In addi tion to the use of PIONEER 's uniqu e mode-blend control and the 4-gang
volume control for cutting down residual noise, the amplifier is provided
with rumble, scratch and whistle filters. It is, in fact, a highly versatile
stereo amplifier since it is provided with terminals, such as for tape re corder and center channel, for broadening th e scope of its application .
Specifications
Vacuum Tubes: 19 tubes 6 diodes; Tunin g Range: MW 535-1605Kc, SW 3.S-12Mc,
FM SO-lOSMc; Input and Gain : MAG. PU 3.4m V, XTAL. PU 3Sm V, AUX. 160 mV,
MIC. 4mV; Equ al ize r : NF t ype, RIAA cu rve; Frequency Respo nse: 20 cps - 50kc;
Ma xim um Output: 20W x 2; O"tput T er min al: 4, S, 16 ohm for spea ker ( each chan·
nel ), extra output for cen t er channel am p. a nd f o r si multaneous t a pe recording;
D i men sions: lS Y, ( W ) x 14 ( D) x 5 Y, ( H ) in c h es

Handy Stereo Amplifier
14W Stereo Tuner-Amplifier
SM-Q141
Our new stereo amplifier SM -Q141, designed and manufactured with
an eye to easy operation , is now available at a low cost.
Specifications
Vacuum Tubes: 15 tubes 3 diodes; Tunin g Range: MW 535-1605Kc , SW 3.S -12Mc,
FM SO-10SMc; Input a nd Gain : MAG . PU 2_SmV, XTAL. PU 2SmV, AUX ; 500mV;
Equ a l ize r : NF t ype , RIAA c urve; Freque ncy Response: 40 cps -lOOkc ; Ma x imum
Output: 7W x 2; Output Te rminal : 4, S, 16 ohm for speaker (eac h channell and
extra outout for simultaneous tape recording; Dimen sion s: 16 Y, (W) x 13% (D) x
5 Y, (H) inches

P1D'N'E'ER 'EL'ECTRD'NIC CDRPDRAT1D'N
5 Olowacho 6-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, .Japan

Distributors Canada: Importhou se of Ca nada, 2939 Eg linton Ave _E_, Scarboro, Ont.
Singapore & Malaya: Hwe e Seng & Co., 259 Bea c h Road, Singapore 7
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EDITOR'S REVIEW
<ttl1ria1mua 'rtatu1 for 1qt (!Lompoutu1
HICH FID ELITY DEFINITION
One of the behind-the-scenes stimuli for much
conversation this year has been the attempt by the
Federal Trade Commission to arrive at a definition
of the term "high fidelity." Activated by this
stimulus, the Electronic Industries Association has
been attempting to arrive at a definition first . In a
previous editorial we noted our belief that this
whole search was treading on dangerous ground in
view of the difficulty of establishing meaningful
standards.
A short time after our editorial appeared we received a copy of the definition proposed by the
EIA, wherein they stated that if a set met the outlined standards it would receive cedification as
being of high-fidelity quality. Upon first reading
this definition we were highly amused; this was the
gr eatest joke we had seen in a long time. Imagine a
standard for high-fidelity certification with only
two salient conditions: 1. the amplifier must have a
music power outpt£t of 5 watts; and 2. the over-all
system must have a minimum acoustical output
which is within 3 db down at 100 cps, and within
6 db down at 8000 cps, from a reference of 80 db
(referenced to 0.0002 dyne/ cm 2 ) at 1000 cps. Imagine a certification standard which states:
"All other characteristics, e.g., hum , rumble,
wow stylus tracking, etc. that various people
have' associated with the term "High Fidelity"
have been placed in the categ'ory of "Individual
Manufacturer's Quality" just as we would consider quality in cabinet construction, trim, etc."
After r eading this amazing proposal our humor
turned to anger. This proposal is most assuredly the
largest bunch of hokum to hit the fan in many a
year. How in the world can anybody even attempt
to define a term which means" as near the original
as possible" without even mentioning distortion ~
It's the same as if we defined a high-quality car as
one which had at least a la-horsepower engine and
could attain at least 20 mph-and nothing more!
But we will not attempt to point out all the obvious

YEAR-END REFLECTIONS

T

raditionally December is the month wherein editors
look back over the year just past and sum it all up
in several well-chosen words. We feel that this tradition has virtue for several significant reasons : First of
all we can take a look at the events of the year in the
perspective of the events which led to it in the preceding years; secondly we can free ourselves from momentary enthusiasms; and finally we can delineate a trend
if a series of events seem so related.
Now that we have laid some groundwork, let us proceed to the matters which are really of moment: FMstereo and transistors.

FM-Ste reo
There seems to be little doubt now that this new

3Ju~uatrt!

inadequacies of this definition, but rather we will
take note of the apparently deliberate attempt to
foster what they must know is a grossly inaccurate
definition. We will not speculate as to motives, but
we will speculate as to the effect. If this definition is
accepted by the EIA and/or the FTC, a large number of consumers are going to be led astray by an
official certification. It will not fool the dyed-in-thewool audiofan, but it may fool the novice. We who
know bett er cannot afford to permit such a deliberately misleading definition to come into being unprotested. We urge every audiofan to write to the
FTC and register a strong protest. The address to
write to is:
Hon. Paul Rand Dixon
Federal Trade Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
While on the topic of definitions and standards,
we would like to note once again our feeling against
the proposed standard-rating system(s) for loudspeakers. This proposal is again an EIA affair,
which received the original idea from Lincoln
Walsh. The weakness of the idea is implicit in the
type of thing that happens when one tries to define
"High Fidelity" as indicated in the previous paragraphs. Somehow or other the lowest common denominator becomes the standard. For instance, take
the Walsh proposal which we previously characterized as containing much science. Even if one agreed
with the standards proposed by Mr. Walsh, it takes
a great deal of expensive equipment and highly
competent personnel to put into effect. This was
pointed out by another recent proposal before this
same EIA committee. Now it is suggested that since
most companies do not have adequate equipment
for the Walsh system, why not use a simpler method
of testing~ Next of course, we might expect a proposal to use only two simple parameters, similar to
the ones we reported earlier. The point of all this is
not to be cynical and be convinced that we oughtn't
to have standards, but rather that the standards
should be methods of measurement and standards of
"quality.' ,

broadcast medium has taken its rightful role in the
hierarchy of the high-fidelity field; FM-stereo is now
just one out of the many topics which concern the
audiofan. Surprising as it may sound, this medium has
run the gamut 'f rom" earthquake" to "minor ripple"
in less than a year and a half. This is as it should be.
After all stereo was not new, nor was FM multiplex;
all that happened was that already existing techniques
were put in operation by FCC order. We do not wish
to minimize the importance of this newly approved
broadcast medium, but certainly the rapid decay of
excitement speaks for itself.
Strangely enough, the most significant effect of FMstereo broadcasting has not yet been highlighted: the
emergence of FM radio as a national advertising me-
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~ The hermetically sealed STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve is warranted for a lifetime and is covered under the following patents: U.S. Patent No. 2,917,590;

Great Britain No. 783,372; Commonwealth of Canada No. 605,673 ; Japan No. 261,203; and other patents are pending throughout the world.
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THE EXTRAS THAT ARE
STANDARD ON SHERWOOD

,~

Stereo Light ... Gives instant
identification of those FM stations
broadcasting stereo programs. Special
sensing circuitry (pat. pend.) prevents
false indication due to noise
impul ses, etc.
Wide Band 3·mc Gated-Beam Limiter
and 1-mc Balanced Ratio Detector .. .
Combine to suppress the background
noi se introduced by stereo FM,
and creat e the pace-setting capture
effect of 2.4 db.
Automatic Frequency Control . ..
Electroni ca lly locks and holds the
exact cente r of sepa ration of the
FM stereo signal.

""

.

~
o

Fly Wheel Tuning ... Made with

o \ ~ turntable accuracy f or easiest,
fastest tuning.

o

.......

FM Interchannel Hush . . . Eliminates
irritatin g "rushing" sound between
stations whe n tun i ng.
Dial Spread ... Only Sherwood offers
communication-type 20%-longer
scales, with professional ca l ibrations
for slide-rule accuracy.

specifications
FM Sensitivity: 1.8 vv. for - 30 db. noise and
distortion (lHFM). FM Selectivity: 200 kc. @
- 3 db . FM Detector: 1.0 Mc peak to peak. FM
Distortion: '13% at 100 % mod. 14 tubes plu s
rectifier plus 9 diodes.

SHERWOOD MODEl SL-1
STEREO INDICATOR LIGHT

5-2100 Tuner : $199.50. (Fair Trade) . With Walnut
Leatherette Case, $207.00. Full year warranty.

Who cares whether
the coils are wound on Mylar*?
Only Sherwood-and you.
A good modern stereo tuner may contain over 1,000 component parts. Among
those especially criti cal to sound quality are a dozen or more coils. Th ese coils
are the "nerve ends". Th ey can make or break performance on drift _.. distortion ... selectivity . . . sensitivity.
No place for a "standa rd" part, we feel.
That' s why Sherwood -and Sherwood alone-custom designs ill! its coils.
Only Sherwood winds them on low- loss Mylar form s. And Sherwood em ploys
temperature-compensating ceramic capacitors across all its IF coils.
These refinements cost .more, but th e result is worth it: Complete freedom
from temperature and humidity variations guaranteeing precise tuning __ _
minimum distortion .. _no loss of sensitivity.
The Sherwood Coil is just one reason why we sa y "the care that goes in determines the quality that comes out".
For complete brochure, write Dept. A-12.
Sherwood Electronic laboratories, Inc .• 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago 18, III.

~

The only indicator light that rejects all false signals and identifies only true stereo broadcasts. Adjustable sensistivity - functions
with any FM tuner. Small enough (2 %" x
2V2" x 7V2" ) to mount inside cabinet.

~

~

$29:50.
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Another Word on Multiple
Speakers
JOHN W. WARD'"
The natural ~all-off of freq~encies above 4500 cps and below 200 cps, plus
smooth handhng of fre.quencles between, make this 12-speaker parallel-series
array valuable as a mid-range speaker with a minimum crossover network.

N

in some detail
the performance of a 32-speaker
series-parallel array of "replacement-quality" 6-inch units, in comparison to commercially available conventional speaker systems of comparable
over-all price. He concluded, and rightly
so, that as a full-range system the virtues of the multi-speaker array have
been highly overrated. His major points
were: 1. The high-frequency response is
compromised; 2. frequency response is
ragged in the 1000- to 3000-cps range;
3. low-frequency response is very poor;
4. polar pattern is unsatisfactory
(when mounted horizontally).
Although Novak convincingly demonstrated these points with excellent supporting data, there are some facts not
yet uncovered, which have become apparent to some of us who have lived a
length of time with these systems and
who have subjected them to some tests.
OVAK 1 HAS DISCUSSED

BACK VIE W
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22" - - - -•

SIDE VIEW
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THIN RUBBER GASKET

HEAVY JUTE RUG PADDING, CEMENTED TO
BAFF LE WITH LINOLEUM CEMENT. SPEAKER
SCREWEO INTO BAFFLE USING PADD'ING AS
THE SEAL.

Preliminary Observations

The first system was constructed by a
group of scientists and engineers here
at Los Alamos who were intrigued by
the early articles on the subject. This
system was essentially identical to the
28-speaker array described by Mahler.2
Although the rig sounded very nice, response studies with a test record ( and
later more elaborate equipment) showed
that response was flat only to 200 cps
and that 100 cps was decidedly weak
with no really usable sound much belo~
this frequency. Also, the high-frequency
response fell rapidly above 4500 cps
(without tweeters) and the response
curve was very ragged above 1500 cps.
These results essentially duplicate those
already noted by Novak.
Actually it should be intuitively obvious to anyone who gives this any ierious thought that the high frequencies
would fall off in this manner. Olson S bas
shown that a typical cone radiator begins to cut off above 6000-7000 cps (due
primarily to cone mass). Therefore, an

- -f)

3" FIBERGLA S PAD

%"

_

~X
TRIM STRIP FOR
MOUN TI NG GRILLE CLOTH

Fig . 1. Details of speaker mounting and construction of the enclosure for a 3 x 4 array.

array of such units must cut off somewhat sooner, because the speaker spacing begins to approach the wave length
of sound at about 2500-3000 cps, and
cancellation will occur.
However, the low-frequency behavior
is another and considerably more complicated problem.
Tests

Most if not all the data on multiple
speakers has been reported on seriesparallel arrays of varying size. Now it
again should be evident, with a little
thought, that such an array ought to be
connected in parallel-series, in order
that the speakers may "see" each other

and exert some damping. The 28-speaker
(22 6-inch speakers) array described
above was rewired in this manner, and
two immediate improvements resulted:
first, almost 5 db was knocked off the
hump at the resonant frequency of the
system, and second, considerably
smoother response (± 4 db) was noted
above 1000 cps.
It was therefore decided that a considerably more refined array should be
constructed. This system consisted of
24 3.16-oz. magnet speakers in a 3 x 8
array. These higher-qunlity speakers
were obtained at about $2.00 each by
carefully watching for Spt·.. ker sales.
Several different brands were purchased,
and the resonant frequency of each ,
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Fig . 2 (l eft). Frequency re sponse of a close d -back system. Fig. 3 (rig ht). Frequency respo nse of system in ve ry large enclosure.

speaker was measured. Speakers were
then selected so that in each group of
three (wired in parallel), three decided1y different resonant frequencies were
used, as for example 86, 97, and 111 cps.
Each group of three was then put in
series with the next, to make up a total
impedance of about 8 ohms. These speakers were mounted on a baffle of % -in.
plywood, 22 x 60-in., which was screwed
and glued to a 2 x 4-in. frame with each
group of three speakers isolated by a
2 x 4-in. cross brace. Therefore, with the
back closed, each group of three
speakers was effectively enclosed in a
small box, which was filled with Fiberglas. The front surface of the baffle
was covered with heavy jute rug
padding, and the speakers were mounted
extemally . Thus reflections of the emergent wave off the baffleboard were minimized, and refr actions normally occurring at the edge of the speaker mounting
hole were eliminated. Details of mounting and construction are shown in F ig. 1.
The frequency response of the closedback system (measured on-axis, suspended 10 feet off the ground) is shown in
Fig. 2. Equipment used for this test and
subsequent tests was as follows: Altec
21D condenser microphone, HewlettPackard model 200C audio oscillator,
Hewlett-Packard model 400C audio voltrneter, Heathkit Model OM-3 oscilloscope, and a K night KN-85 power amplifier. This r esponse curve generally
corresponds to that found by Novak,
with the exception that the high end is
very much smoother, and no really measurable resonant-frequency hump was
f ound. These improvements we attribute
to the parallel-series wiring and the selection of sp eakers with regard to their
resonant frequencies. To what extent the
generally higher quality of these speakers and the heavier magnet adds to this
result cannot be easily evaluated. The
system behaves as a closed-box baffle
should, dropping off at about 12 db/
octave below the apparent r esonant f r equency (about 200 cps) . Attempts to

boost the bass of this array produced
audible doubling below 85 cps. This was
checked with Lissajous patterns on the
oscilloscope, and doubling set in at just
above 90 cps.
Next, the back was removed from the
array, and the baffle was mounted in the
doorframe of a 10 x 10 x 8-foot outdoor
shed. The frequency response (ignoring
spikes due to building reflections) is
shown in Fig. 3. There was clean bass at
reasonable (typical audiofan!) volume
levels to 50 cps. This can only be explained by the coupling phenomenon
that has been proposed and/or discussed
by several authors.4 • 5 The response rose
slightly at 45 cps, indicating a resonance.

At this frequency the sine-wave output
as viewed on the oscilloscope began to
look a bit ragged, and the 24 cones were
moving vigorously f or a loud signal. Below 45 cps the response fell very rapidly, and attempts to boost in this region
produced first doubling, and finally raucous breakup. At "background music"
levels the response below 45 cps fell less
violently, as also shown on Fig. 3.
The array was then mounted in place
of the door of a large (about 100 cubicfoot) closet, and, if one can truthfully
sort out the room resonances at these
low frequencies, the bass performance
seemed almost as good as that noted
in the outdoor test. It should be
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Fig. 4 . Floor plan of t he listening room .
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mentioned at this point that the owner
of the ?riginal (28-speaker) array,
after seemg these results, added volume behind his baffle to make a total
of 10 cubic feet, and also achieved usable bass to 50 cps, although a slow drop
totaling about 5 db was noted between
200 and 50 cps, for this system. Also, his
rig would not handle as much low-frequency power without doubling as the
24-speaker array with heavier-magnet
speakers.
It might be well at this point to summarize the main conclusions of these
tests :
1. It is of at least academic interest
that, under proper conditions, the lowfrequency coupling phenomenon does occur. The primary prerequisite is a low
enough effective resonant frequency so
that the coupling may take over. Thus
as has been demonstrated, a large bajJte
volume is needed, further helped by
speakers of naturally low resonant frequency and with heavy magnets. The
average resonant frequency of the speakers in the 3 x 8 array was at least 40-cps

. ,. ~,;:;

"

Fig . 5. Photograph
of the sound wall.

It

lower than that of the cheaper speakers
used in the first system tested.
2. In wiring the array in parallelseries, very smooth response was obtained for the closed-back model over

GENERAL DIAGRAM(TWO REQUIRED FOR STEREO)

CI5HC
WOOFER

9.0 mho

SPHERICON
TWEETER

C

the range 200-4500 cps. The cont~ibu
tion (in this frequency range) of the
heavier magnet and/or generally better
quality is difficult to evaluate.
3. Even with coupling occurring, the
3 x 8 array is useful to only 50 cps, a
figure attained by many smaller and simpler systems. Perhaps a 4 x 6 array
would be mOl,e efficient, but in the main,
it appears as if many more than 24
high-quality 6-in. speakers would be
needed to realize response to 20 cps.
Therefore, it would seem that to build
a really good full-range multi-speaker
system the requirements are: 1. many
good speakers; 2. test equipment; 3.
la1'ge baffle volume (or a closet, between
room mounting and so on); 4. a good
tweeter. This is clearly an expensive,
bulky, time-consuming proposition, and
just isn't worth it! The polar response
of an even larger array should be very
poor.
The Multiple Array as a
Mid-Range Unit

HALF-SECTION FILTER DETAILS(TWO REQUIRED FOR STEREO)

o

o

SPEC IFICATIONS
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY:
FILTER CUTOFF:
CO IL VA LUE S:
INDUCTANCE:
WIRE:
WINDING:

200 cps
12 db/ OCTAVE

9.0 mh
'18 ENAMELLED COPPER
620 TURN S, RANDOM WOUND

FORM-MADE OF 1/8" MASONITE SIDE S, I " WOODEN
DOWEL ROD, BRASS BOLT, 5/16" DIAMETER BY 2 1/ 2"
LONG. BEST MADE BY MOUNTING HAND DRILL IN A
V ISE , AND THE N PUTTING PROJECTING BOLT IN THE
CHUCK.
CAPACITOR VA LUES :
CAPAC ITANCE:

1-1~" J

70.4~f

DETAILS-MAKE UP MOST OF THE TOTAL VA LUE USING
ELECTROLYTIC ,CAPAC ITORS WIRED BACK-TO-BACK. FILL
OUT WITH SMALL NON-ELECTROLYTICS TO FULL VALUE.

*F INISHED CAPACITOR AND INDUCTOR SHOULD BE MEASURED AND ADJUSTED TO SPECIF ICATION.

Fig. 6. Schematic and construction details of crossover network .
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It was noted above that the closedback 3 x 8 array gave very smooth response in the range 200-4500 cps. I divided this baffle into two identical 3 x 4
arrays (for stereo). To each was added
(but on a separate, heavily padded
board) one of the new wide-dispersion
University T-202 "Sphericon" tweeters.
These combined units have been A-B
tested and compared with many fine hi-fi
systems here (encompassing small sealed
box, small ported box, reflex, and horntype systems). On program material
with severe transients (guitar, percussion, jack-hammer, and such) the difference is quite marked. It is my contention
that the array can follow the true input
signal, in the midrange, to a degree of
exactness not possible with a conventional unit. Also, of course, the distortion becomes much smaller by dividing
the signal among many speakers, a fact
already discussed in earlier articles.
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Let us then list the advantages that
the parallel-series multiple array in a
closed baffle offers as a mid-range unit,
especially for stereo: 1. excellent transient r esponse; 2. very low distortion;
3. slim baffle, suitable for inconspicuous
wall mounting; 4. broad sound source;
5. natural fall-off at high frequencies,
making the addition of a tweeter very
simple; 6. natural fall-off (12 db/octave) below 200 cps, eliminating the need
for a full crossover network associated
with the mid-range, thus preserving the
transient response, which might be compromised by an inductor.
I have crossed over at 200 cps into a
common-bass system, using a University
C15HC I5-in. high-compliance dualvoice-coil woofer and half-section (12
db/octave) filters in front of the woofer.
Since the University tweeter comes in at
3000 cps, a 2-pi capacitor was added to.
bring the high-frequency crossover to
the 3-db point of the midrange. There
are of course L-pads associated with
both the tweeter (built in) and midrange.
I therefore have a direct-radiator
speaker system from about 30 cps on up,
and the actual measured response of this
complete system outdoors was ± 3 db
from 21 to 22,400 cps. Of course such
response can never be accomplished in
the average living room, but it is an impressive system, both aurally and on paper. Total cost of all speaker units and
crossover components, slightly under
$200.
I will freely admit, however, that if
one assigns value to the countless hours,
"blood, sweat, and tears," and so on,
that went into the understanding of how
these things work, the system is priceless.

fect is primarily decorative. However,
the tile and Fiberglas construction has
a significant effect on standing waves of
all but the lowest frequencies, and in the
region from 150 to 400 cps these waves
rapidly diminish in intensity. Above 500
cps the room is very "clean" though still
reasonably live, and the very high frequencies come through with especially
good clarity. The side walls were deliberately left hard, with the idea that the
stereo sound can "wash" down these
walls and spread into the room, as indicated in Fig. 4.
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IN EACH GROUP OF THREE SPEAKERS
(IN PARALLEL) DIFFERENT RESONANT
FREQUENCIES WERE CHOSEN, AS INDICATED.

Installation in a Music Wall

As indicated earlier, the mid-range
Fig . 7. Parallel-series wiring of array.
unit, by virtue of its slim cross-section,
The mid-range units are isolated from
is ideally suited for wall mounting. These
units were built into a "music wall" in the building by virtue of being wedged
my home, as shown in the photograph. top and bottom into the alloted space on
The tweeter baffle boards are located di- foam-rubber pads (see detail of Fig. 1).
rectly below the mid-range speakers Since all speaker baffles and the wall bealong with the L-pad controls. The tween are covered with acoustical matweeter boards are covered with % -in. terial, most of the mid- or high-frequenFiberglas. Between the two speaker units cy sounds that are heard must emanate
is a decorative wall made up of acousti- from the speakers or the reflections from
cal tile. The tiles are mounted in a saw- the side walls, with essentially no reflectooth arrangement, and the space behind tions of the emanating wave from the
is filled with Fiberglas. The television source wall.
set, centrally mounted on a cantilevered
The woofer is mounted in a 10-cubicshelf, can be played through the system. foot baffle located under a half-closet on
Sound was brought off the top of the the right side of the room. This box is
volume control and over to the preampli- constructed of %-in. plywood and heavfier by means of two sub-ouncer high ily braced. The entire interior is covered
fidelity impedance-matching transform- with a glued-on layer of rug padding,
ers. General details of the room are further covered with 3-in. of Fiberglas.
shown in Fig. 4 and 5.
Because of the large volume, a 3 x 4-in.
Although saw-tooth wall construction port (duct length % in.) could be used.
is often used in special sound.,ch!tllbers, . .. Half~.se.ction ,filt~rs use,!l with this woofer. .
I suspect that in this application':the ef- . were;constructed.using'.data. dra.:wn,from .i

a book on crossovers by Tremaine. 5 Values for a 200-cps crossover looking into
an 8-ohm impedance, construction details, and circuit of the entire system are
shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
The stereo effect is most rewarding.
The whole listening end of the room provides good stereo, and one cannot ever
locate sound as coming from one speaker
or the other. Rather, the total effect is
that of a large auditorium, and as one
moves back and forth in the room the
feeling is that of moving from one side
to the other of the concert hall.
I believe that this feeling of spaciousness and realism is due to three specific
things: 1. the arrangement of the listening room; 2. the broad source presented
by the mid-range units; and 3. the widedispersion point-source tweeters.
A number of manufacturers now sell
this type of tweeter, and for lack of
coloration, wide frequency response, excellent dispersion, reasonable power requirement, and moderate cost they are
hard to beat. When used with the multispeaker mid-range unit an excellent
sound transducer is achieved.
I should also like to recommend the
moderate efficiency long-throw woofer of
15-in. size, mounted in a properly designed ducted enclosure. Novak7 has discussed in detail the theory and principles
of operation of this kind of system. A
number of manufacturers market such
speakers, the University being especially
nice for stereo because of the dual voice
coil features.
Summary and Recommendations

Although not acceptable as a fullrange system, the multi-speaker array
makes an extremely fine reproducer of
the vital mid-range frequencies. Of special interest is the elimination of complicated and expensive crossover networks.
For those who would contemplate
building such units, I would strongly
suggest that time be taken to measure
and match the speakers as outlined
above, before wiring in parallel-series. I
realize that lack of test equipment and/
or know-how might make these techniques unavailable to many people. Alternatively, I would suggest buying different speaker brands, and assembling
these while trusting to luck.
For those people who may have built
multi-speaker systems and are unhappy
with them, I would of course recommend
breaking them down into mid-range
units, and adding a good woofer and
tweeter. I believe the results are well
1£
worth the effort.
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A 125.5-db l-Megacycle
Audio Attenuator
WEAVER

DODGE'~

Utilizing completely independent pi sections, this 125.5-db 600ohm attenuator costs 1/3 to 1/6 the price of a commercial unit.
PIECES OF TEST EQUIPMENT are
easier to build and none more useful
than our old friend, the attenuatOl'.
Unfortunately, few home experimenters
have them, due in part to the lack of any
kit company marketing one and the forbiddingly high price of commercially
available ones. This is really a shame since
the amateur seldom has at his disposal
test equipment with truly linear amplitude response. Response measured as
3 db down on a home scope may be only

F
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attenuator can also provide an accurately
controlled and precise signal of sufficiently small amplitude to feed into lowlevel input stages to measure input noise
and hum. This is the only way you will
ever know for sure whether your hiss
is 1 or 100 microvolts.
For construction, 10 toggle switches
were used, one for each attenuation step.
As shown in Fig. 1, all ten are laid in a
line on a 3Yz by 19 inch rack panel. This
construction provides minimum capacitance between sections and hence maximum accuracy at higher frequencies.
Actually, when loaded with 600 ohms on
both ends, the uncompensated response
rises only slightly at 1 megacycle with all
switches thrown. For this reason very
little frequency compensation is used
since little is necessary. Compensation
consists of one 150-pf capacito,r placed
across each 40-db pad. This capacitor
was chosen more or less empirically with
both 40-db switches thrown and a scope
of 20-pf input impedance connected to
the attenuator output. This capacitor
acts as a voltage divider and tends to
lower the response as much as stray
capacitance raises it. No compensation
is needed on the other db pads since the
series resistors are smaller and swamp
out capacitive effects. The switches are
wired as shown in Fig. 2. The basic
building block is the pi section, and the
series and two shunt resistors are so
wired that they are bypassed when the
switch is off and properly grounded
when the switch is thrown the other way.
The complete attenuator, then, would
look like Fig. 3 if every switch were
thrown. The only serious difficulty to be

approximately correct depending on how
much of the screen face is used. When
equalization curves are checked the results can be very inaccurate since utilization of quite a large portion of the
screen face is necessary. Kit VTVMs
are scarcely better as can be appreciated
when one has an attenuator to check
them out.
To overcome this limitation the author
has built a 125.5-db 600-ohm attenuator
for the purpose of calibrating test equipment and checking equalization accuracy,
amplifier capabilities, and the like. The
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Leakage Inductance-

A Useful Circuit Component
NORMAN H. CROWHURsr:'
The leakage inductance of audio transformers are useful in filter circuits, stereo output transformer combined with a crossover network, and improving transformer-to-speaker matching.
HERE SEEM TO BE two reasons why
leakage inductance is not utilized very
much more than it is for audio work:
1. It's a subject about which there is
much misunderstanding; 2. its utilization involves a rather specialized occupation, performed mostly by people with
little interest in exploring such avenues,
transformer manufacture. The fact remains that, for a variety of applications,
it has unique advantages, making it well
worth giving consideration. I n varying
combinations, use of leakage inductance
can improve efficiency, r educe interaction, give better performance, cut cost,
reduce size, and simplify production.
The usual concept of leakage inductance is derived from mutual inductance.
If two coils are wound on the same core,
they will each have an inductance, which
we may designate by L 1 and L 2 ) proportional to their r espective numbers of
turns squared. They will also possess a
mutual inductance w.hich, using the same
proportionality, would be a function of
the turns product, in theory multip lied
by a constant k) which is very nearly
equal to unity-of the order of 0.999 .
As the three quantities, L 1) L2 and M
(mutual inductance ) are each functions
of the non-linear magnetizing characteristic of the core material, which causes
their value to vary by several orders of
magnitude greater than the difference

T

* Gold Beach, Oregon.
INGS

PRIMARY

of this theoretical 1c from unity, k is
usually assumed to be unity in such a
component. However, it never is unity,
and its difference from unity makes itself
known in the form of leakage inductance.
Because Ie is so close to unity, it seems
inevitable that it must be very close to a
constant value, even though quantities
LlJ L2 and M deviate quite widely due
to core nonlinearity. Therefore, according to a sort of mathematical logic, one
would expect (1- 1c), which is a factor
of leakage inductance according· to this
concept and definition, to have a similar
deviation, or lack of it. What gets overlooked is the possibility, which turns out
to be a fact, that leakage inductance can
be extremely close to constant, while L"
L 2 ) M) and (1-1c) are having the wildest
deviations!
To see why this is, take a look at the
physical basis for the quantities, shown
in Fig. 1. At (A) observe that the magnetic flux (dashed lines stays in the core
material and encloses both windings. It
is this flux that is a non-linear function
of magnetizing current in the primary.
Until some current is drawn from the
secondary winding, there is no leakage
flux, and the e.m.f. generated in the two
windings is strictly proportional to their
respective turns, even to the nonlinearity
of waveform .
W hen current is drawn from the secondary, a balancing current flows in the

LEAKAGE FLUX
AND POTENTI AL
DISTRIBUTION

o-~---+~----*--

Fig . 2 . Th e g e omet ry of le akage fl ux
through the windows (see te xt).

PRIMARY

SECONDAR Y

(Al

PRIMARY
SECONDARY
(8)

Fig. 3 . Two simple ways of arranging
windings in standard w indow shape
makes leakage inductance change in
ratio 9 : 1.

SECONDAR Y

-----

(A)

(8)

(Al

Fig. 1. The basic difference between main magnetic flu x (A), and leakage flux (B)
and (C).
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Fig. 4 . Two arrangements for combinat ion of tight and loose coupling betwee n
d ifferent windings (see text).
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What should a good turntable do ? Easy to put into words . .. move the recor,l a t the exa ct specified speed, without variation, and without inducing distortion. Here's how the Empire Troubador turntable achieves that goal: • Empire 208 belt-driven 3-speed "silent" turntable • There are only two moving
parts in the 208, the motor and the turntable platter-precise bearing toleran ces in those parts • Each motor and each turntable are individually adjusted
to perfect dynamic balance • Complete rumble i solation is provided by the motor suspen sion, flexible belt drive and the resilient nylon " seat" which supports and cushions the thrust of the main bearing • A case-hardened, lapped steel shaft fits precisely into the bearing well (honed to a micro finish)a hardened steel polished ball on the underside of the shaft rests on the nylon seat in the Empire 208 • Total vibration limited to less than 1/ I,OOO,OOOth
of an inch • 3 speeds, 33%, 45, 78 rpm • Constant speed, heavy duty hysteresis·synchronous motor operates independent of variations in current fluctuation • Continuous flexible b elt-perfectly ground to constant thickness ± .0001 inch, couples turntable directl y to the motor pulley-no intermediate
idlers • Acoustic isolation motor suspension • Fine sp ee d control • Push button power control with on-off light • Optimum distribution of turntable
mass; 6 pOUD-d heavy machined aluminum, individually balanced to precise con centricity 8 Machine d heavy a luminum base plate • Safety suspension
rubber mat • Retractahle 45 rpm adapter • Rumble better than -65 db • Wow and flutter less than .05 % • Satin-chrome or satin-gold finish turntable, SIlO. (slightly higher west of th_e Ro ckies) • Handsome walnut ba se for 208 turntable, SIS. • The "A merican Record Guide" (Larry Zide
column) says of the Empire T ro ubador turntable: "I found speed variations - that is, flutter and wow - to be inaudible . .. vibration was extremely low
... rumble fi gures have no t been bettered by any turntable I bave t ested ... the h eavy turntable is driven via a belt by a synchronous motor, thus assuring
the user of constant speed , r egard less of minor line variations ... just as a t ire is smoothed at high rpm, so the turntable's vibration i s reduced and k ept low
h y carefully balancing it ... it is attention io this and a number of similar fea tures that make the 208 the value it is" • Don Hambly, station manager of
KRE AM/ I'M, Berkeley, Ca lif. said: "We have long realized that belt driven tables would be the best to use, but h ad n ot heen impressed with those on the
market. . . the Empire tables, however, h ave all the basic requirements of design and simplicity of operation and maintenance that we have sought"
• "Audio" magazine's " Equipment Profile" of the 208 said: "A massive turntable with precise performance ... individually balanced ... the truth of the
lauer may be observed by liftin g the platter up and away from the mounting plate and turning it over . .. notice the holes drilled to balance the platter in
a procedure similar to the way automobile tire'ilfe balanced .. . tbe turntable platter rides on a ball bearin g at the end of an accurately hone d 7/ 16" diameter
shaft .. . the shaft · rides in an equally accurate well, while the hall bearing rides on a n ylon thrust bearing . .. a spiral oil groove is cut into the shaft to
e n sure lubrication of the bearing surfaces ... the motor is mounted to the pia te by means of three so ft rubber shock-mounts which prevent the vibration of
the motor from being transmitte d to the platter ... thus, because of the comp liant drive belt, the motor is completely isolated from the record-bearing
clements ... the entire turntable system i s acou stically isolated by means of ball·shaped soft rubber feet. .. we tried to induce acoustic feedback by placing
the turntahle on top of our large. sp eaker system and turning up the gain: we were unsuccessful ... total rumble measured better than -62 db, and wow and
/luller were less than 0.1 % rms, quite accurate" • (Still with us? Empire's a d vertisi ng agency sa id people wouldn't r ead this much copy ... the company
felt that the serious mus ic lover wo uld) • "Hi gh Fidelity" m agazine said of the 208: "Bold appearance which su ggests massive and reliable constructionan impression which is quite bor ne out by its performance tests . .. the various pieces of the turntable are care fully machined aluminum castings, thick
enough to provide extreme ri gidity ... fi n ely machine d shaft. .. wow and /lutter, with the 'Troubador' , were completely undetectable by ear ... rumble
also was complete ly inaudible, even at high listenin g levels . .. the hum field above the platter was completely negligihle .. . starting torque was good ...
speed acc uracy very good " • What should a goo d arm do ? It should hold th e ca rtridge in pla ce as the stylus follows the record in the groove ..• without
detracting from th e performance of the cartrid g.e • Here's how the Empire 980 Arm achieves this objective: • Better dynamic balance achieved by
loca ting the pivot points a t th e precise center of the arm's m ass - equa l mass on both sid es of axis. Once in balance in one plane it is balanced in all planes.
This permitS1:he 980 arm to track at lowest levels, gives it its rock-like stability that will allow perfect tra cking at any angle-even upside down • Lowest
inertia achieved by critically ca lculated di stribution of arm mass • Maximum comp liance means it yields to the sli ghtest impulse, responds and moves effortless ly, even with a tilted table, a badly warped record, or with the turntable turnin g upside down. There's no n eed 10 l evel your turntable. The only prohlem
yo u would have in playing this arlll with the turntable ups ide down would be keeping the r ecord up there • Free suspension-Incredible responsiveness
would be another way of sayi n g this same thing • Precision hall bearing suspensions- both the vertical and lateral pivot hearings of the 980 are suspended
in precision steel-ball races, precision m a nufactured to instrume nt toler a n ces ... vertical a nd lateral fri ction a re both virtually unmeasurable, permitting
high compliance an <l minhnum hyster esis · Lowest fundam ental r eso nan ce fr eq uen cy: 8 cps ( the lowest ever achieved in any arm), achieved by increasing
the rigidity of the arm structure throu gh wei ght distribution, and by makin g the cartridge sh ell an integral part of the arm • 5 wire circuit eliminates
ground loops, h en ce eliminates the hum that ground loops indu ce • Easy plug.in installa tion ... no wiring or soldering necessary • Self-latching arm
rest. . . a slight push downward on the arm tube latches the arm in position • (You're makin g our advertising agency look silly hy reading this farscore yourself a fairly serious Illusic lover) 0 Precise stylu s for ce adjustment . . . ca librated knob dials any stylus for ce from 0 to 8 grams with an accuracy
of 0.1 gr am .. The applica tion of stylus for ce does not upset the delicate balance of this arm, because stylus for ce is not adjusted by moving a counterweight
( thus shifting the center of ma ss). Rather , a linea r.torque coil spring acts directly on the pivot sha ft at the center of the arm's mass • Arm offset angle:
23.8 ' • Sa tin chrome or satin gold fi nish, $50. • Lowest trackin g for ce possible, because of extreme compliance and low inertia 0 Counterweight zero
halan ce adjustment for any ca rtrid ge fr om 2-25 grams • Maximum tra cking error ± .650 ' • No a co ustic feedback • Exact cartridge positioning,
qnick-release bracket-mount secures cartrid ge to arm sh ell. Stylus is ali gne d with front e d ge of cartridge mo unting plate for exact overhang dimension,
• Dyna Lift , (Patent Pending) lifts arm fr om record at play out • "High Fidelity" magazine's equipment r eport sa id : "The spring-loaded 12-inch 980
A rm moves exceptionally fr eely about its pivot points, indicating very well-made bearings" • "American R eco rd Guide" (Larry Zide colnmn) said: "One
of the best availahle .. . suhstantia l reduction in verti cal mass ... a cartridge of any dimensions can be aligned in the head for minimum tracking error ...
calibration is extremel y acc urate . .. Dyna Lift most useful. .. lateral and vertica l fri ction is exceptionally low ... exceptionally stable ... steady even with
sh a k y fl oors . •. " • "A udio" ma gaz ineis equ ipment profile ~a id : "M uch thicker walled ~ubing in the arm to reduce the fundamental resonant frequen cy,
whi ch is no w below the lowe r limit of o ur test r eco rd" • ( This settles it, once again the client knows better than the agency-score yourself a dedicated
music-loving audiophile fo r reading this fa r ) • What should a good cartrid ge do? This, the most complicated component in a record playback system, has a
job to do tha t ca n be state d with a simplicity that helies the complexi ty of laccomplishing it. It sh ould translate mechanical energy into electrical energy
without introdu cing distortion. And for maximum life of the st yl us and yo ur recor ds (not to mention reduced distortion) it should perform this function at
as slight a stylus force as poss ihle • Here's how the Empire 880p ca rtrid ge achieves these obj ectives: • Lowest dynamic mass, less than .5 x 10- 8 grams
• Highest compliance, 30 x 10-G cm/ dyne ... Lower dynamic m ass an d hi gh er complian ce than any other car tridge mad e-eliminates distortion and makes
possible many of the cartridge's other accomplishments • Performance range 6 to 30,000 cps, well beyond the ran ge of human hearing • Channel separation more than 30 db-greater sepa ratio n than any other ca rtrid ge means gr eater enjo yment of ster eophoni c so und • Tracking force as low as %, gramlowest in the indu stry-at such low tracking for ce, the 880p not only eliminat es r ecord wear, but also eliminates distortion • Longest possible cartridge life
insured by lightness of stylus and the low d ynamic mass of the ma gn etic ele ment. It's the last cartridge you're ever likely to huy • The amazing "DynaLife" Stylus (Pa tent Pending) - ultra-sophistica ted h a nd.polished .6 mil diamond - world's lightest • Complete fre edom from hum pickup: the Empire
880p in corpor ates a complete mu-me ta l shie ld to prevent stra y hum in the ca rtridge • Fully compa tible for ste r eo o r mono • "Moving Magnet" principle
... Ih e superiori ty of this type of desig n lies in the ex tremely light an d fl exibl e stylus assembly it permits, in the un usua lly smooth frequen cy r esponse and
the high electri ca l output of the cartrid ge • B alan ced hi gh output, 10 millivolts per channel ± ',4 db, e tc. • Perfectly translates and r esponds to the intrica te movements o f the record gr oove • S tylu s inertia approaches the irreducible minimum. Sinooth, wide r espo nse • Insp ected at each p~a se of its
man ufa cture • Faithfully responds, instantly, e fIortlessly, favoring neither one wall n or the other • Empire 880p, $47.50 • Natural performan ce • The
Empire 880p is so n ew, the co untr y's hi fi lnagazines h ave not had an opportunity to test and publish thei r opinion s ... in the nleantime, here's what a happ y
n ew own e r of the 880p wrote us r ecentl y: HMost musica l, no ise non·ex istent, the sound is transparent, spacio us, air y, exceptionally musical, violins sound like
violins not cellos or steel wires, in a class by it self" • The Empire 880p is the car tridge that r enders ever y other cartridge on the market today ohsolete • If
you've read this far you are by all m ea ns a mu sic love r m ost seriously inter ested in Hi ghest quality record playba ck equipment. Above you have read a "few"
of the reasons why we believe the Empire Trouhador is for you. You've got th e fa cts about the Empire 208 turntable, the Empire 980 Arm, and the Empire
880p Cartridge. But what about the integra tion of these three components? What about the system as a whole? • Every Empire component was designed
and built for m aximum integration with the Trouba dor system ... no other manufa cturer makes nil three . You will never have a "matching" problem when
you purchase all three Empire components • "High Fide lity" magaz ine sa id: "A precision-engineered produ ct of the highest quality .. . in sum, the p arts
of the 'Troubador'-taken separately-stand up as fir st-rate audio component s. T aken to gether, they form one of the finest and handsomest record players
available". "Audio" magazin e said: "Precise in appea rance and performance . . . as a syste m, the ' Troubador ' Model 398 is not inexpensive [ S222.50 in·
cluding base], hut it just r eaffirms somethin g we all know: hi gh er quality means high er costs. The Model 398 is an excellent buy for those who want the
quality " • To you determined readers we can only say that we rest our case. (sigh ... now you don' t have to write for our brochure . .. you've just read it).

Here area few of the reasons why the EMPIRE TROUBADOR
is called the "World's Most Perfect Record Playback System"

;EMPIRE
SC1ENTIFIC CORP. 845 STEWART AVE ' GAROEN CIT.Y. LI.• N .Y.

[XPORT : CANAOA. Empire Scienlil ic Corp .• lid .• Toronlo, Canada • [xPORT EXCEPT CANADA. [M[C, Plainview, l. I., N. y,
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BAS IC SECTION S

ELECTRIC AL CIRCUIT

arrangement (B) is several times that of
arrangement (C) in Fig. l.
Leakage fiux is not entirely restricted
to the interwinding space, as illustrated
by Fig. 2. Starting at the leI\; hand edge,
outside of both windings, there is no
leakage fiux, and thus no voltage induction . .As we progress through the primary (left hand) winding, we accumulate ampere turns of leakage magnetizing current, which reach a maximum at
the interwinding space . .AJ:, we progress
through the secondary winding the magnetizing current ampere turns taper off
linearly again, until at the far side we
again reach zero.
Leakage fiux density through the windings is proportional to the magnetizing

Fig . 5 . Elect rica l deriva ti o n of t he filter that was an early subject for experimenta tion
in the use of leakage inductance.

primary, to maintain substantially the
same main magnetic fiux. It is the combined effect of these currents that produces the leakage fi·a x, whose path takes
the form shown at (B) or (C) of Fig. 1.
Note that, where the main fiux makes a
loop round both coils entirely in the core,
the leakage fiux merely uses the core as
a return path . .Actually, the part of the
coils not enclosed by the core (out in the
air) also have just as mUGh leakage fiux
passing between them. .And whether in
air or through the core, the return path
has an infinitesimal part of the magnetic
reluctance of that between the coils.
Compare the path between the coils
with the magnetic air gap in a choke coil.
.A relatively small air gap can linearize
the magnetizing characteristic considerably. The air gap dimensions are very
short along the direction of the fiux,
and of area equal to the core itself,
across the fiux path. But the leakage fiux
path is many times the length of an air
gap, at least an order of magnitude,
while its area is very constrained in comparison. So the effeot of the magnetic

core as a return path can be ignored.
Even the return path in air has negligible reluctance, compared to that between
the coils.
In fact leakage inductance, as a circuit
component, can be considered as linear
as that of an air-cored coil. But its operating Q can be an order of magnitude
greater than that of an air-cored coil of
comparable size, and it has essentially
no external field.
Leakage inductance is proportional to
the leakage fiux and to the number of
turns in which this filL" induces a voltage . .At first viewing the leakage filL" as
being entirely concentrated in the very
minute gap between the primary and
secondary windings (usually only the
thickness of a piece of insulating paper),
the area occupied by the fiux is this
thickness multiplied by the length of the
insulation as a wrap around the core.
The length of the fiux path increases its
r eluctance and thus reduces fiux. This
is the length of the interwinding space
as shown on (B) or (C) of Fig. 1.
Note that the leakage inductance of

L89

Fig . 6. Phys ical a rra nge me nt of th e leakag e in ductance versi on of t he fi lter of Fig. 5.
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(A) PHYSIC AL
ARR ANGEME NT
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O UTPUT

( B) EQ UI VA LEN T
C IRCUIT

IN PUT

LE AKAG E
IND UCTAN CE

(C ) ELECTRI CAL CIRCUIT

Fig. 7. Derivatio n of s im p le h ig h-pass
filter usi ng lea kag e indu ctan ce.

current ampere turns inducing it. .And
the voltage the flux induces is proportional to the number of turns linked by
each element of flux. This again is proportional to the distance from either outside of the windings. Integrating the
effect of this fiux distribution and its
induced voltage, it is equivalent to a uniform flux equal to the density in the
interwinding space, of one third the
thickness of the windings, and linking
all the turns.
So leakage inductance contains a factor consisting of the interwinding space
plus one third of the total thickness of
the two windings. Sectionalizing the
windings by mixing, using the optimum
distribution, reduces leakage inductance
in proportion to the square of the effective number of se~tions . l Such techniques
are used to minimize or optimize leakage
inductance effects in normal transformer
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Can You Afford 15 Hours to Build
The World's Best FM/Multiplex Tuner?
Fifteen hoW's. That's all it takes to build the world's best
FM/Multiplex tuner.
Citation has the "specs" to back the claim but numbers alone
can't tell the story. On its real measure, the way it sounds,
Citation III is unsurpassed. And with good reason.
After years of intensive listening tests, Stew Hegeman, director
of engineering of the Citation Kit Division, discovered that the
performance of any instrument in the audible range is strongly
influenced by its response in the non-audible range. Consistent
with this b asic design philosophy - the Citation III has a

frequency response three octaves above and below the normal
range at hearing. The result: unmeasurable distortion and the
incomparable "Citation Sound."
The qualities that make Citation III the world's best FM tuner
also make it the world's best FM/Multiplex tuner. The multiplex
section has been engineered to provide wideband response, exceptional sensitivity and absolute oscillator stability. It mounts
right on the chassis and the front panel accommodates the
adapter controls.
What makes Citation III even more remarkable is that it can
be built in 15 hours without reliance upon external equipment.
To meet the' special requirements of Citation III, a new FM
cartridge was developed which embodies every critical tuner
element in one compact unit. It is completely assembled at the
factory, totally shielded and perfectly aligned. With the cartridge as a standard and 'the two D' Arsonval tuning meters, the

problem of IF alignment and oscillator adjustment are eliminated.
Citation III is the only kit to employ military-type construction. Rigid terminal boards are provided for mounting components. Once mounted, components are suspended tightly between
turret lugs. Lead length is sharply defined. Overall stability of
the instrument is thus assured. Other special aids include packaging of small hardware in separate plastic envelopes and
mounting of resistors and condensers on special component cards.
For complete information on all Citation kits, including reprints of independent laboratory test reports, write Dept. A-12,
Citation Kit Division, Harman-Kardon, Inc., Pla.iny'i~~, N. Y.
The Citation III FM tuner-kit, $149.95; wired. $lZ9.9S. The
Citation III MA multiplex adapter-factory wired tndy, ,79.95.
The Citation III X integrated multiple" tu ..n - Idt. $219.9S,
factory wired, $299.95. All prices slightly blgb". hi tN W •• t.

The
Citation
III

Build the Very Best CITATION KITS by
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design. But here we are concerned with
other ways of using leakage inductance.
Take a winding window whose dimensions are in a ratio of 3; 1, which is typical of many transformer .laminations.
Division of the winding space as shown
at (A) of Fig. 3 results in 9 times the
leakage inductance of the arrangement
of (B), using the same turns, and assuming the interwinding space is the same
proportion of the total space in each
case.
If we set out to divide winding space
so as to give different leakage inductances between different pairs of wind-
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Fig . B. Leakage inductance version of 12
db / octave crossover.

equal cross section, which is sometimes
a condition for maximum efficiency. With
the intermixed alTangement, the leakage
inductance is one-eighth of that between
two simple (not intermixed) windings
whose total outline is a square. So the
ratio between the leakage inductances,
referred to the same number of turns, is
now 24; 1. Almost any desired ratio can
be figured by selection of appropriate
geometry of the coil space.
Note also that the leakage inductance
given by the higher figure is effectively
that between either winding 1 or 2 and
winding 3, due to the different arrangement, apart from the tighter coupling
effected between 1 and 2, because of the
distribution of the windings vertically
(on the page). In the arrangement at
(A), the disposition of either 1 or 2 relative to 3 has vertical asymmetry, so in
addition to the leakage inductance due
to flux paths running vertically, there
will be a component due to some horizontal component of flux. This is negligible at (B) due to symmetry.
Filter Design

WINDINGS FOR
LEFT CHANNE L

Fig . 9 . Early idea for econo my stereo
output transfo rmer.

ings, consider Fig. 4. At (A ) we have
three simple windings. The leakage inductance between windings 1 and 2 is
half that of a pair fo windings whose
total outline is squa.re. The leakage inductance between windings 1 and 2 regarded as coupled together, and 3 is
three times that of a pair of windings
whose total outline is a square. So, referred to any specific number of turns
in an individual winding, the leakage inductance between the combined 1 and 2
and winding 3 is 6 times that between
windings 1 and 2 themeselves.
Now we intermix windings 1 and 2, as
at (B) of Fig. 4. Note that in each of the
arrangements, all three windings occupy

An early application of leakage inductance to filter design chose the mderived circuit shown at Fig. 5. The top
schematic shows the basic sections and

A

1--__

0

Fig. 11. Details of
the performance
advantages of the
transformer of Fig.
10 (see text).

the bot~om one combines adjoining elements in adjacent sections into single
inductance values, a practice followed
in electrical filter design. This project2
merely converted the same low-pass filter
into leakage elements, and the physical
form of the windings is shown at Fig. 6.
The ratio between L1 and L2 in the
prototype is 0.3: 0.267. So the total
space marked L1 and L f (note that the
middle winding is part of each) in Fig.
6 has to conform to this ratio. If the
number of turns on the left winding is
such that L 1 is correct for a filter to
match a 500-ohm circuit, this will be the
input impedance of the filter. If we assume the interspaces are each one-twentieth of the total space, and the center
winding is 0.3 of it, then solving for the
remaining spaces gives the left as 0.344
and the right as 0.256, to give the correct
inductance ratio.
The extreme right winding uses a
number of turns such that 0 1 can use a
convenient capacitor value and refer the
correct effective capacitance (by simple
transformer action) into the circuit.
The middle winding uses any convenient number of turns to fill the space,
because it merely has to couple to the
bottom assembly left winding, whose
turns can be selected to suit.
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Pay only $3 for this new volume published
at $3.95 ... we pay the postage~:~!

rfhe SIXTH AUDIO ANTHOLOGY includes articles on two most
significant milestones in the field
of high fidelity: FM STEREO and
TRANSISTORS IN AUDIO
EQUIPMENT.• The FM STEREO articles which appeared in
AUDIO - the original magazine
about high fidelity - were written
by the men who actually worked
on the system approved by the
FCC. The articles pertaining to
TRANSISTORS IN AUDIO APPLICATIONS cover interesting
aspects of designing with the semiconductor. -As in previous editions of the AUDIO ANTHOLOGY, the SIXTH is a compilation
of important articles which appeared in AUDIO over a period of
about two years. And, all of the
articles were written by knowledgeable and experienced authorities in the field. • The SIXTH
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY is a
meaningful reference for everyone
in the diverse fields of audio engineering, recording, broadcasting,
man ufacturing and servicing of
components and equipment, and
for the audio fans who made this
business of high fidelity what it is
today.

ANTHOLOGY-RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P.O. BOX 629
MINEOLA, NEW YORK
Enclosed is my remittance for $,_ _ _ • Please send
me the items checked below:

o

_copies of the 6th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
POSTPAID '~ .

o-

@

$3

copies of the 5th and 6th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
at the special combination price of $5.50
POSTPAID ':' .
PLEASE PRINT

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
ADDRESS· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Save another $1 by ordering the 5th

SAV E M0 RE! AUDIO ANTHOLOGY at the same time.

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZONE _ _ __

Both the 5th and 6th sent postpaid* at the special low price of
$5.50 ... regular price of both is $7.45!

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AGOOD IDEA! Tht AlUM A~ maJm

* POSTPAID anywhere in the U.S.A. Add 25¢ per book
for foreign orders. This offer expires December 31, 1962.·
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In the bottom assembly, using the
same technique, the proportions of total
space work out te, 0.506: 0.25: 0: 144,
with 0.05 interwinding spaces. This gives
the correct inductance ratio between LS4
and Ls.
As these two assemblies occupy similar
spaces, actual inductance values must be
matched by the ratio between the turns
in the coupled windings, the middle top
and bottom left. Based on the space
ratios and inductance ratios (L~ and
L S4 ) the turns in the bottom left winding
have to be the square root of 2.08 times
those in the top middle, or 1.44 times.
This method is pursued through the
design, so each inductance due to leakage is carrectly referred, both by space
ratio and turns reference to adjoining
assemblies. If desired the output winding can again qtatch 500 ohms, or it
could equally well be designed to a highimpedance grid, without changing anything else. The windings to which capacitors are connected have numbers of turns
that tFansform the actual capacitance
used to that needed in the circuit.
By selecting a very compact capacitor
from the available range, they may all
have the same value, making a conveniently small package, fixed-frequency
filter. Another design was developed,
using a four-section tuning capacitor
with solid dielectric, thus resulting in an
extremely compact variable-frequency
low-pass m-derived filter. Rejection at
the points of "infinite attenuation" in
the theoretical design was measured at
better than 40 db, and the total volume
of the filter approximated a 3-in. cube,
to cover a cutoff range from 400015,000 cps.
Leakage inductance appears to be particularly adaptable to low-pass filter design in this way. The method for high
pass was not immediately obvious. Note
that a convenient feature of the low-pass
type is one not obtained from its electrical prototype: electrical isolation between input and output circuits, like a
transformer.
Figure" shows the development of the
high-pass type. III the basic form shown

here, it reverses the situation just observed for the low-pass. The electrical
prototype gives d.c. isolation between
input and output-the leakage inductance form does not. The operation of a
leakage inductance high-pass filter can
best be understood by considering the
high-frequency output as being as a
winding null in normal transformer action, and only getting output due to the
presence of leakage inductance and other
elements (the capacitor in this case) that
invalidate simple transformer action.
With the exception that there is a lowfrequency limit to the pass, range, set by
the operation of the filter cores as transformers, this high-pass filter works just
as well as its electrical prototype. A
simple two-winding arrangement, as at
Fig. 7, can provide both low-frequency
and high-frequency outputs, equivalent
to a 6 db/octave crossover and in fact
formed the basis of such a design. s In
this case, each simple winding actually
constituted a tightly coupled winding
assembly, with multiple ratio tappings,
to provide an extremely versatile experimental tool, capable of giving four
different crossover frequencies, and as
many push-pull input impedances and
independent low-frequency and highfrequency load impedances. With this
transformer it is possible to use a 15ohm woofer with a 4-ohm tweeter, both
correctly matched-or any other combination.
The basic arrangement for a 12 db/octave filter is shown at Fig. 8. This is
completely symmetrical, to give two
identical leakage inductances, one used
in the low-pass and one in the high-pass
action. Separate ' capacitors are needed
in this case.
Stereo Output Transformer

When stereo began as an experimental
production entity, the possibility shown
in Fig. 9 was suggested. 4 Its intention
was for use in an inexpensive dual channel amplifier, where the d.c. magnetization of two single-pnded output stages
could cancel, push-pull fashion, and
there would be loss of separation at the
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lower end of the range. To the best of
our knowledge, this arrangement has not
been used in this form.
However it led to the development of
an improved version, shown in Fig. 10.
This achieves a number of advantages. s
As in the simple form of Fig. 9, the
longer limbs carry a transformer each
for left and right output, which can be
single-ended just the same. But the end
winding provides common low-frequency
output, and uses a single shunt capacitor
to complete the low-pass action in the
feed to this unit. However adding this
capacitor buys more than simple crossover action: it improves separation in
the region immediately above crossover,
as shown at Fig. 11.
Curve (B) represents the separation
obtainable with the simple two-winding
assembly of Fig. 9. With the third winding and its associated capacitor, curve
(A) represents each output response to
its own winding and curve (E) represents the response into the low-pass output. Curve (C) represents the output
into left and right outPllts when differential turns from winding at the end are
connected in series with the main secondary windings, while curve (D) shows the
separation resulting in these outputs,
due to a difference component (which
starts as a sum, but is phase inverted in
the third winding) from this combination. The shading shows the improved
separation between left and right resulting from combined use of leakage inductance for crossover and left-and-right
separation.
Amplifier-to-Loudspeaker Matching

The final audio use of leakage inductance we shall discuss here helps solve
an old problem in an extremely simple
way: amplifier to loudspeaker matching.
Fig. 12 shows the pertinent points of the
problel!l, as well as illustrating how this
method solves it.
Curve (A) is the impedance curve of a
typical dynamic loudspeaker. Fed from a
true constant-current amplifier, this would
also be the power available curve. But
if a pentode is matched to the BOO-cps
value of impedance, the available power
looks like curve (B), although the frequency response (measured as output
voltage) may appear as curve (A). Using
feedback may improve tHe frequency response, but it still leaves the available
power as at curve (B). Using an impedance-matched transfer, where the
source impedance is equal to a mid value
of loudspeaker impedance, results in a
frequency response, in terms of output
power (not availahle power) of the form
at curve (C), which is nearest to flat,
but has a fractional damping factor and
thus poor transient response. Also the
available power response is still that of
curve (B)-which is common for almost
(Continued on page 58)
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Who builds a tape recorder so perfect they guarantee it for a full year?

AMPEX

The finest home tape recorder on the market tod ay is
One-Year Warranty: Ampex will rep lace or repa ir any
defective part for a full year. Ask your dealer to demonthe Ampex Fine Line 1200. No wonder: It's a product
strate the Fine Line 1200. And wh ile you're there, pick
of the engineering sk ills and magnetic recording techup a free copy of the Ampex booklet, "How to Tape It in
nology that produce the standard-setting recorders of
Stereo." Or write th e on ly company providing
the entire aud io industry. So superior are
recorders, tapes and memory devices for every
the materials used, so precise the engineering
!Y.~
application:
Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter
in the Fine Line 1200, that Ampex extends its
I.~· "
t?~
~
warranty to a full year. Now your new Ampex
St., Redwoo d City, Cal iforn ia. Sa les IAMIPIEX \
• \i
.'
and se rvice throughout the world.
recorder is protected by the new " Four Star "
,~

~'..y.-
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HERMAN BURSTEIN
(Note: To facili tate a pro'rnpt reply,
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with ymt1- question.)
Low-Frequency Mystery Solved?

In the January 1962 issue a reader
raised a question about a "strange lowfrequency Bound," which appeared to be
due to the oscillator. Several other readers
have taken the trouble to give their views
as to the cure of the trouble. J. H. Grobbelaar of 52 Chamberlain Road, East London, South Africa, has written the following:
"I recently investigated this low-frequency noise on a friend's recorder, and
managed to cure it in the following manner: Most oscillators used for erase and
bias have grid-leak bias on the grid_ See
the accompanying diagram of an oscillator (Fig. 1). The signal on the grid is
large, and the grid is driven positive. The
capacitor C charges, and the grid is biased
negatively. If the grid current in this particular oscillator is too large, it may cause
the grid to be driven so far negative as to

B+

++-.-

B+

N

'"

stop the action of the valve for a very short
time. This is what appears as a 'plop' on
the tape. If a resistor of great enough
value is placed in series with the grid, it
wiII limit the grid current. The charge on
the grid-coupling capacitor is decreased
and so is the bias on the grid. If R, in the
diagram is large enough, the plopping
should stop. I have solved the problem by
replacing R , (which had a value of 1000
ohms) with a 2200-ohm resistor. The owner
of the recorder has not complained since.
I hope that this hint may help some experimenters to get rid of this aunoying
noise by trying different values for R,."
Taping Old Phono Records

Q. I am trying to tape a collection of
classical 78's 1'ecorded by celeb1'ities of the

last th7-ee decades, bu t unfortunately I cannot eliminate the excessive scm t ch and il iss,
.alth01tgh I have t1'ied everything to my
knowledge. Slightly better 1'esults are obt ained when I tape the 1'ecords with one
machin e an d copy this tape with a second
m achine. I have m y audio premnp set to 78
eq1talieation and the t1'eble filt er in the
9000-cps position when I copy the 1·ecords.
Y01t1' advice will be appreciated.
A. First, let me give a probable reason
why you eliminate at least a slight amount
of noise by retaping. Each time you record
and play back at 7.5 ips, yo u get a sharp
loss beyond 15,000 eps. Actually, the loss
starts bef ore 15,000 cps but is not pronounced ou a single cycle of recording and
playback. Wh en you go through two such
cycles, the treble loss prior to 15,000 cps
st arts to become significant. On the other
hand, if you go through too many such
cycles, you will pick up enough tape hiss to
l>ecome objectionable.
The records you seek to copy probably
do not have appreciable audio content
above 7500 cps and perhaps not even a bove
5000 cps. Therefore you want to use very
sharp filtering above 7500 cps or possibly
above 5000 cps.
The treble cutoff fi lter in an audio preamp is generally located at a point beyond
th e tape output jack, so that it does not
affect the signal fed to the tape recorder.
The treble filter is effective only when you
ar e playing back the tape. I suggest that,
for one thing, you turn the filter switch
to a cutoff frequency lower than 9000 cps.
To take advantage of the treble filter in
recordiug you would have to obtain the signal from the regular output jack and feed
this to the tape recorder.
A t ape playback head makes an excellent
sharp cntoff filter in the proper circumstances. Output of the head rises with frequency, eventually approaches a maximum,
and beyond this maximum drops 25 db or
more within one octave. The frequency of
maximum response depends on two things:
tape speed, and. gap width of the playback
head. By choosing a suitable tape speed
and, if possible, a playback head with a
suitable gap width, you can obtain very
sharp cutoff action. As a first guess, it
seems that if you employ the 3.75-ips speed
and have a gap no narrower than 0.00025in. (until 2 or 3 years ago most gaps were
of this width or even wider, although modern heads now boast gaps of about 0.0001in.) yon can accomplish your purpose
completely or subst antially . The frequency
at which the playback head has m aximum
response can be approximated by the formula f =

0;:,

where f is f r equency, S i s

tape speed in inches per second, and G is
gap widt h ; the f actor 0.9 allows for the
t ypical differ ence between the physical gap
width and the magnetic gap width (the latt er, due to imperfections in head construction, is alw ays somewhat greater ) . On the
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basis of t ape speed of 3.75 ips and a
0.00025-in. gap, it m ay be calculated that f
is 6750 cps. At this frequency there will b e
a bout 4 db loss in playback. At half an
oct ave above this frequency (about 10,000
cps) there will be about 8 db loss. B y
13,500 cps, response will b e down 25 db 01'
more.
On the other hand, if you play back at
3.75 ips with a modern head ha ving a gap
of a bout 0.0001 in. you won't obtain appreciable playback losses until a bout 16,000
cps.
However, you can get sharp treble losses
in the r ecording process, providecl th at you
r ecord at 3.75 ips. These losses do not depend upon gap width, but upon magnetic
phenomena associated with the tape. At
3.75 ips, the recording losses become quite
enormous above 10,000 cps or ther eabouts,
much too great for treble equalization to
cope with them successfully. If you increase bias current beyond the value recommended by the manufacturer, these treble
losses incurred in recording b ecome all the
greater. Therefore, if you do not get enough
treble cutoff by r ecording in the normal
manner at 3.75 ips, you can further your
purpose by increasing bias current. However, make sure you know what you are
doing so that you can subsequently I'estore
bias current to its normal value. Usually,
this requires test instruments.
Before going to such lengths as substituting a 0.00025-in. playback head fo r a
O.OOOl-in. head and changiug bias current,
simply try recording and playing back at
3.75 ips, deriving the signal from the regular output jack of the audio preamp, with
the treble filter set to a low cutoff frequency. By r etaping, you can get additional
noise red uction .

Taping Heartbeats

Q. Some writers claim that they can put
heartbeats on tape. Does that call for a
special mic1'ophone 01' the 1Me of a special
instrument ?
A. I understand that Altec-Lansing
makes a special microphone for the purpose of picking up heartbeats, which con tain compol~ ents of very low frequency. I
suggest th a t for further informa tion Y0lt
write Altec-Lansing at 1515 South Ma nchest er, Anaheim, California.
The tape recorder to be used in such an
application should be capable of r ecording
very low freqnencies. This might require
some slight changes, such as substituting
coupling capacitors of larger valne for
those presently used in the tape machine.
Attention woul d also have to be given to
playb ack equalization, to make sure that
bass boost is extended to the lower limit
of the audible range. A number of tap e
machines do not provide complete equalization at the low encl, enabling them to r educe the problem of hum in playback. Of
course your tape machin e should have a
very low hum level to avoid interference
with reproduction of the heartbeats.

Microphones

Q. I W01tld like to buy a microphone with
1'esponse plu s and minus 2 db between 30
and 30,000 cps. Can you recommend something?
A. I doubt that you will find any model
of any brand of microphone with such response. I n a condenser microphone, if you
a re williug to spend about $300 to $400,
you might find something with response
flat within 2 db between 30 and 20,000 cps.
E.
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YOU SUPPLY THE FREQUENCIES ••. KODAK TAPE SUPPLIES THE RESPONSE

And what response! KODAK Sound Record ing
Tape is designed to give you unexcelled tone
reproduction over the entire audio range from
40 to 20,000 cycles. This response provides
vibrant sound reproduction lost in some other
tapes. KODAK Tape has a coating uniformity
that never varies more than plus or minus
.000014 inch. Without such uniformity you
can expect a loss in high frequencies that '
can <?nly be compensated for by setting bias

incorrectly. Result? Distortion! KODAK Sound
Recording Tape is ' lubricated on both sides
to minimize head and tape wear. That's not
all. KODAK Tape has maximum freedom from
drop·out plus a smooth flexibility that insures intimate contact with the heads. The
tape reel practically threads itself and has a
built-in splicer. Make your next reel KODAK
Sound Recording Tape. It's as good as your
favorite color film!
@Enstman Kodak Company MCl\fLX!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.
AUDIO
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Series Feedback
GEORGE FLETCHER COOPER
The classical formula for feedback conceals a factor which may
lead to transient intermodulation , espec ially in transistor amplifiers.

with this quotation
which I have r ead and written countless times. It is not even completely
true. These statements are calculated to
attract the attention of the reader a nd to
serve as 'a rather violent introduction
to some considera tion of the transient
behavior of feedback amplifiers. Just
how important the effects we shall be
considering are in th e actual use of
am plifiers is rather difficult to u. ('ss
bec.ause in gener al anyone who is seriously concerned with r eally high quality
r eproduction makes use of equipment
which is never fully extended. This
means that there is no need to examine
critically the limitations of the equipment. The only thing is that this is not
good engineering: the system should do
what you want it to do and very little
more. After all, you do not run a 10-ton
truck just to bring the groceries home,
although I'm sure there is at least one
man in Detroit trying to do the equivalent for the 1964 models. We shall be
facing the p roblem more seriously SOOll ,
as we try to get high fidelity in transistor amplifiers. It is going to hurt,
because we moved up to decent quality
with tubes by easy stages with the professional equipment leading the way:
transistor amplifiers must come right up
to our present standards at once if we
are to take them seriously.
Transistor power amplifiers of the
10-20 watt class are not too difficult to
design and build. The problem is achieving low distortion. Unless the transistors used in the output stage are extraordinarily expensive the designer is
faced with a frequency cut-off somewhere in the range between 4000 and
10,000 cps. In general, the less power he
asks for, the higher the limiting frequen cy. This limiting frequency dominates the whole design of the feedback
loop and the over-all result is that we
are forced to design transistor amplifiers very much nearer tO",the actual requirements because we must p ay very
much higher penalties for overdesign.
We must now consider what happens
when we apply a large signal to a feed: back amplifier. Since we , are engineers
. we shall use a square-wave input to begin with but the implications of other
waveforms will be examined later. We
shall first of all disconnect the feedback
so that we get from the input shown in
(A) of Fig. 1 the output shown in (B) .

I

All! UTTERLY BORED

_ - - -- - (A)

_I

(B)

Fig . 1. Th e input square w a ve (A) is d elayed and ro und ed off (B) before it
re ach es t he ou t put .

__. "---(A)
~(B)
Fig . 2. As th e initial signal goes t hrough
th e amp li fi er a nd is fe d back, t he first
passage re sul ts in a n input (A) wi th a
corresponding ou t pu t (B).

Fig . 3. When t he signal s hown in (B) of
Fig. 2 g e ts t hrough t he feedback pa t h
(se cond ti me around ) the total inpu t has
t he form shown .

Because the amplifier has a limited bandwidth the output lags a little behind the
input and does not rise instantly to its
final value.
Now let us connect the feedback loop
and let us assume that it has a comp letely fiat frequency r esponse. What
we see in (B) is returned to the input,
so that for this first trip the input will
become something like the shape shown
in (A) of F ig. 2 except that I have not
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rounded off the corners. If we wer e to
have this waveform we should obtain the
output shown in (B) of Fig. 2. But if
this wer e the output, the input would
be the combin ation of this (multiplied by
the feedback coefficient (~) and the inp ut of Fig . 1 and would look something
like the waveform shown in F ig. 3.
I have can ied this exercise through
to the point wher e it reveals the basic
characteristics which are developing. We
see the growth of that characteristic ring
which we often observe in carrying out
square-wave tests on feedback amplifiers and I do not think it tmreasonable
to guess that if we went round th e loop
a few more times the number of oscillations in the ring would incr ea e in proportion. We know that in amplifier design we can n::odify this ringing
characteri stic, usually by incr easing the
feedback at high frequencies so that any
tendency to hump upwards in the overall f requen cy char acteristic is controlled.
We see olso that the feedback does
not have any effect on the amplitude of
the signal applied at the leading edge of
the transient. It is a matter of detail
whether the system later moves monotonically or by an oscillatory path to
the fin al state: the leading edge is unaffected. What is more, this is a necessary condition for the amplifier to be
stable. I do not propose to go through
this in any detail but you will find it in
Wiener's "Cyhernetics" (M.LT. Press
and John Wiley). The analysis is for a
perfectly gener al system which delays
the input f (t) to give an output of
f (t - 0) . In this t is restricted to being
less than the value corresponding to
now because no one knows what th e signal is going to be in the future. By considering a pulse signal which comes out
after a first travel as ad(t - o) and as
C!lrf(t - 0) after Ie times r01md the loop
we can progr ess rapidly to a general
function of the form

J.~I'} fl'·-

What Wiener does now is convert this
to a frequency plane characteristic plot
and thus reach, in the end, what we call
Nyquist's criterion for stability. For a
fee dback am plifier to be stable it must
have this characteristic of r elying on
the ,past and it must r ely on the past
in a rather restricted way. The way we
(C ontinued on page 69)
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David Izenzon is performing Scianni 's Horizon South, written " for contrabass and electronic mutations."

The AR-3 loudspeakers on stage at New York's Town Hall were chosen because they
have a musical quality that makes them particularly suitable for working with the live
instrument.

AR speakers are often used professionally, but they are designed primarily for natural
reproduction of music in the home. They are on continuous demonstration at AR Music
Rooms, on the west balcony of Grand Central Terminal in New York City, and at
52 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Prices are from $89 to $225. Literature, including a list of AR dealers in your area, is
available on request. We will also send a brief description and order form for two books
on high fidelity published by AR .
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge 41, Massachusetts
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A High-Quality Transistorized
Stereo Preamplifier
ERHARD ASCHINGER
PART TWO OF A SERIES
The complete circuit of the stereo preamplifier is shown in Fig. 3. As already
indicated, only EIA standard-value components are used throughout. Low-noise
metal-film resistors are employed in the
first stage circuit. To insure identical
frequency I'esponse curves of the two
stereo channels, 1 per cent components
should be used in the frequency-determining feedback networks. Higher-tolerance elements may be used if they are
selected for correct values. For the rest
of the circuit 5 per cent components will
adequately serve the purpose.
Very-large-value capacitors have been
selected for the filter in the collector
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Fig. 4. Schematic of o ne low-pass filter el emen t.

supply filter section to elinlinate hum
completely.
The voltage gain of each amplifier section is adjusted to exactly 31 db at 1000
cps by means of the level controls, LR
and LL'
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Fig. 3. Schemat ic of t he stere o prea mpl ifi er.
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The preamplifier is powered by a
transistorized regulated power supply
with an output voltage of 27 v d.c. A
special low-pass filter section provides
for the different collector voltages required by the individual amplifier stages.
Instead of filter chokes, transistors
have been employed as series elements
in the filter circuit, since they are much
smaller, cheaper, and completely insensitive to magnetic fields. The most impOl-tant advantage of a transistor as a
filter element, however, is, that its d.c.
resistance may be adjusted to any desired value within a wide range, while its
a.c. resistance is at least one order of
magnitude higher.
F i gu1'e 4. shows the basic circuit arrangement of one element of the filter
chain. The required operating point is
obtained by applying constant-voltage
bias to the base of the transistor by
means of a voltage-divider potentiometer.
Both collector supply and base bias voltages are well filtered by large-value
capacitors. For adequate d.c. stability of
the n-th filter element the relationship
Is .. ~ 51- I lJ nl must hold. Assuming
that - 10 n = IJ!) n and that the average
d.c. current amplification factor of the
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A fascinated audiophile at the 1962 New York hifi show observes the reo
markable square wave response of the Acoustech I (the bottom pattern is
the 20 KC output of the square wave generator ... the top wave is the
output from the Acoustech I).

Acoustic Technology Laboratories introduces the first quality solid state stereo power amplifier
- an amplifier capable of exceeding the most rigorous performance and reliability stand ards. Combining expensive all-silicon (Beta cutoff above one megacycle) output stages and
direct coupled circuitry throughout (no output or driver transformers), the Acoustech I provides
low distortion, high damping (better than 50:1) and superb transient response. This new standard of performance is accompanied by immunity to a variety of operating abuses ... no load,
capacitive load, shorted speaker leads and switching transients which can disable many vacuum
tube amplifiers have no affect on the Acoustech I.

SOME INNOVATlO'NS OF ,ACOUSTECH I ·,
, <"

MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS: 40 watts per channel,
rms, both channels operating simultaneously, delivered 8·16 ohms, 20·20,000 cps, with less than 0,95%
harmonic and 1M distortion (1M measured with 60 and
6000 cps tones mixes 4:1) at rated output; Rise time
1.75 ILsec; Frequency response + X, -1 db from 3.5
to 100,000 cps; Dimensions 15%" w x5 " h x 12" ;$395
including cage (slightly higher West of Rockies).

(See illw,tration below)

1. SILICON' OUT'PUT TRANSISTORS IN PUSH~PU':'L PAR- 'b
ALLEL CIRCUH give ,extelndedresporise ,(Bet<!- cutoff above',
on..e megacy'~le} ; for perfeyt repr,oduction of music tran's'ients.
2~ HEAVY MIL-S~EC GiASS-~POXY CIR~UlT BOARDS
fo} complete imrri'unityto Jibration and the rmal cha nges,
%3. MASSIVE, SHIELI)ED " POWER SUPPLY permits' 'a guaranteed rating of 40 watts per cnannelsteady state with both '
ch,anne/soperatfngsil7)ultaneous/y (8)0 16 ohrT)s / 20 to 20,000
).4. GIRDER CONSTRUCTION, HEAVY . G~GE ALUMIiVI 'found*on[y in the m;st adyanced scientific instrumen

n.

ALSO COMING IN DECEMBER: Acoustech II Solid
State Stereo Decade Control Center. To obtain the full
benefits of Acoustech's solid state circuitry, use the
Acoustech I with the Acoustech II. Approximate price
of Acoustech II : $295 (Slightly higher West of
Rockies).

.,

I,-----------------------IMPORTANT OFFER Fill out this coupon for complimentary
copy of Acoustech's new booklet "Why Solid State Amplifiers
I Can Sound Better . " Also included will be detailed information
both the Acoustech I and II and a list of dealers from whom a
I on
demonstration can be heard .
I ~I. TO: Acoustic Technology Laboratories. Inc. Dept. A-12
•
139 Main Street
I .. ,
Cambridge 42, Massachusetts
I NAM E. . , , .. , " " " , , " . , " . , " . , " . " " " " , " . •. " " . " . . ... .
I ADDRESS , . " " ., . . . .. , . .. ... : .. " .,.,', . . . , . .... .. .. .. ....... .
I CiTy ..... . .. , . .... . ....... . .. .. . ZONE.. ", . STATE. . . ....... ..
I ALSO ENCLOSE NAMES OF INTERESTED FRIENDS
I

COMING, . . ACOUSTECH /I SOLID STATE STEREO DECADE CONTROL CENTER
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TABLE I
SUPPLY VOLTAGE AND CURRENT VALUES
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__
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V ee
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ts )

= 230 ~A

-I

I

A

8

1
2
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----------t>-V.':eE~------ 200~A
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19
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( mA )

Filter Circuit Terminal

1.0
2.6
16.0

A

E lement B: - V Cb
I liJb

C
B

=25 .0 v, -

V Eb = 21.0 v,
Rb

= 2.6 + 1.42 = 4.02 rnA,
25.0

10

= 17 4.02 = 105,000

100~A

_ _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

h m s.

Again, a 50,000-ohm potentiometer will be used.

r
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I(ot b

47~ A

e

1 2~ A

-v

eE

- VO LTS

E lement A :- Vca = 27.0 v) - V Ea = 25.0 v,
I E u. = 16.0+4.52=20.52mA,
27
R,. = 17 20.52 = 22,400 ohms .
Using a 20,000-ohm poten27
tiollleter, we get I tor a = 20

Fig . 5 . Hitatchi 2N217 coll e ctor cha racterist ics.

transistor type to be used is

(I. e

- IC
= - I
-

B

= 85 the maximum permissible resistance

value of the base voltage divider may
be determined with sufficient accuracy :

Rn

- Va" R.
= -1--;

II

ma a;

= 1~(

Sn

- VCII

- -

[v, A, oh:ns]

The collector supply voltage and current values r equired by the individual
amplifier stages ar e shown in Table I.
From this the operating points of the
filter transistors and the resistance
values of the base voltage dividers may
be determined.
Element C :- V C o = 21.0 v, - V ilo = 19.0 v,
21
IJ!! e =I e =1.0 mA, Rc = 17 1.0

I E"

= 356,000 ohms. For increased
!:'tability a 50,000 ohm potentiometer will be used for Re
21
I tot c = 50 + 1.0 = 1.43 mA

The emitter current in the n-th element is
IE n = I n + I r.+l1 and its total current drain
- V c ·"
I tot n = - - - - I c w
Rn
140k

l20k

"

100 k

~
I

o
I 80 k

--

Z

~

~40 k
~

Almost ,my general-purpose pnp
transistor type may be employed in the
filter circuit. For his own version of this
unit the author .. elected Hitachi 2N217
tr:::.nsistors for all three filter stages.
The maximum ratings of the 2N217 are :
-V cE =25vmax, I c = 70mAma-'X, Pa=
150 mW max at t"ntb = 25 deg. C. The
common-emitter d.c. curr ent amplification factor is (I. e = 85.
Th e opera ting points of the individual
filter stages according to the above calculations arc shown in the collector characteristics of the 2N217, Fig. 5. From
these, the a.c. and d.c. resistance values
of the filter transistors may be determined. According to the position of
th e operating point the d.c. resistance of
- VCE
-Ic

stage is RD a = - - •

The a.c. resistance can be determined
from t he slope of the collector characteristic in the operating point, since this
represents the collector-to-emitter adl'lI c
mittance h2" =~IB = constant.

-

""~ 60 k

+ 20.52 = 21.87 rnA.

tL

/

u

CE

20 k
2

3

• 5

8

10

5

= ;0 + 4.02 = 4.52 mAo

5
100
I~
FREQUENCY IN CYC LES PER SECO ND

5

10,000

100.000

Replacing Ow characteristic curve by its
tangent in the operating point, we get

Fig . 6 . Inpu t re sistance vs. frequ e ncy.

R ..J.C =

c
'l'he resistance values thus determined
are:
2.0
A: Rnc = 20.52 x 10" = 97.5 ohms

20
~

15

1=>

10

:0

=>

......

..... 1'-..,.

5

10..

o

~
;: -5

:3

5.0
R .1c -= 1.5 >-: 10" = 3300 ohms

....... :--..

:::.t -10
-15

.........

- 20

2

3

• 5

8

10

5

6. V CE
6.I .

5
1000
100
FREOUENC Y IN CYC LE S PER SECO ND

5

10,000

100.000

= 995 ohms
R AC = 3800 ohms

B:

RnG

C:

R Dc = 2000 ohms
R Aa = 9000 ohms

It can be seen that the a.c. resistance

(Continued on page 70)

Fig. 7. Frequency response.
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bzzzz
When a very small boy has his hair cut, the clippers make
a harsh buzz-a nervous, exciting sound. Yet the same mao
chine gives off only a dull hum when it's used on a man.
The unfortunate part is that once you've heard the dull
hum, you never get to hear that exciting buzz again. No
matter what. Even Audiotape can't record it.

Whether you're taping a barbershop quartet or a hundred-voice choir, there's an Audiotape exactly suited to
your needs. From Audio Devices, for 25 years a leader in
the manufacture of sound recording media~Audiodiscs*,
Audiofilm * and. . .
.

Audiotape can (and does) take c.are of everything else
that adds to listening enjoyment. It gives you clarity and
range, freedom from noise and distortion and unequaled
uniformity, reel after reel. All you have to supply is the point
of view. Audiotape does the rest, and does it superbly.

~I~~e!
I

spea s or J se

AUDIO DEVICES INC~ 444 Madison. Ave.• New York 22, N.Y.
Offices in Los Angeles • Chicago • Washington, D. C.

*TRADE MARK
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HARMAN-KARDON GALAXY SERIES
handles more sound jobs, large or small,
easier and at less cost than any other
packaged public address amplifier!
• You select exactly the number of channels, types of
inputs and the power you require to fit each job! You buy
only what you need, use what you buy •.. never any waste!
• Expand or modify a system, anytime, with simple modules that install in minutes. Regardless of whether it's
channels, inputs or power! System never obsoletes!

-ill Apply compression or full limiting to any desired channel, on any kind of program source. Or, alternately, apply
limiting action to the entire program mix. Eliminate complaints about sound being too loud or too low; reduce the
number of microphones and channels needed to achieve
group coverage; prevents sound output exceeding point
of feedback howl.

operated ; tubes are run well within manufacturers' tolerances for greatest reliability and life.
• Plus many other special operating and installation advantages, such as: output to a tape recorder, independent
of tone and master volume controls; four position Lo Cut
Filter; bridging In-Out connections; on-chassis sockets
for plug-in low impedance mike and line input transformers, phono and tape equalizers; both balanced and
unbalanced 25V and 70V constant voltage outputs; choice
of flush-panel , cage or rack-mounting facilities ... and
numerous other features.
PREAMPLI FIER·M IXER - acco mmodates
up to 8 channels; includes VU Meter, line
amplifier and power supply.

• Introduce beep, warble or continuous tones-all three
if you wish-to signal time periods, fire, forced or unauthorized entry, occurrence of any disaster or emergency ... even to signal rain, temperature, water level or
other possibly significant conditions . And you can introduce these signals manually, or remotely and automatically ... even if the amplifier is turned off! Now a sound
system can more than earn its keep by doubling as an
operation and safety aid.

POWER 600STERSava ilable covering the
range from 40 to 200
walt performance .

'.

ill Employ "precedence" mode of operation, with local
manual switch or remotely and automatically; complete
cut-out of unwanted signal or any blend of the normal and
precedence signals. Now you can have all-call, emergency messages, tone signals, periodic sales messages,
etc •••. as an integral part of the regular sound system.
• Monitor headset jack and monitor volume control .. .
plus space and facilities on the front panel for plug-in
monitor speaker or VU meter. Takes the guesswork out
of system adjustments; detects and isolates program
problems quickly.
• Complete remote control facilities are provided ... for
'control of program levels, putting the system on "standby" or turning the system on and off. Place the equipment
where it ought to be, control the system from where it's
most convenient.
• Professional performance, quality and construction
throughout. Power ratings are given at 1 % T.H.D.-the
industry practice for packaged amplifiers is twice this distortion. Power band-width, hum and noise level and regulation are exceptional ... as good as you might expect
from "high fidelity" amplifiers. Parts are conservatively

AUDIO

•

REAR VIEW 40·50 WATT
GALAXY-n ote mod ul ar con·
structio n and arrange ments of

inputs . Other models: 75·85 walt
and 150·200 walt output power.
~---------------

....""",,-.-

AND DOLLARS·PER·WATT PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION!
No matter how small or how big the so und system you contemplate, you owe
it to yourself to investigate the Harman· Kardon GALAXY Series before you

buy. Use the cou pon to get Free "Sound Headquarters" Decal that helps
identify you as a source of quality sound equipment . •• plus all the facts
on GALAXY !

HARMAN·KARDON INC. Commercial Sound Division
55 Ames Court, Plainview, L.I. , N.Y. DESK 6-1 2
Please send literature on the

GALAXY

Series immediately.

name! ________________________________________
address _____________________________________
city ___________________ state _____________

---------------------------~

kardon
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DUAL STEREO TAPE RECORDER ,
MODEL TG 12SK
Dual of West Germany, which IUl ti won
acclaim f or its record changer, has r ecently iutroduced iuto this country a stereo
quarter-track tape recorder calculated to
uphold the company's r eputation and make
a udiofans take notice. Compact, and quietly
a ttractive in a ppearance, it has most of t he
fea tures the serious home recordist is apt
to need , plus p erformance tha t, over-all,
places it in the select category of home
tape r ecorders consistent with high fidelity.
It can r ecord and play stereo ill two direct ions of four mO\lO tracks.
Rarely if ever does a new product make H
perfect score on its intial appearance, part icularly a product as complex as a t ap e
machine. Dual is almost an exception to
t his rule. We do have three criticisms
which we will talk a bout la t er. It should be
noted that our unit was apparently one of
t he first off th e production lin e and subsequent units may be immun e from these
criticisms.

The Machine
The Dual has a single motor with rubber
belts driving the capstan and'the reels. A

single record-playback head is used so th a t
it is not possible to monitor the t ape while
r ecording. This is th e ouly design departure
from customary professional practice. The
erase head has dual gaps (foul' gaps in all,
since it is a stereo head ) fo r improved
erasure. Th e machine operates at 7.5, 3.75,
a nd 1.875 ips, shuts off autom a tically when
the tape run s out 01' breaks, ha s a 3-digit
footage counter , is eqwpped with an EM84
magic eye indicator (two ba rs that come
together a t maximum permissible r ecording
level ) covering a subst a n tial r a nge of
a bout 20 db, and has perfectly straight inline loading th at enables the t ape to be
inserted or r emoved with complet e ease.
Operating modes are controlled by seven
pushbuttous: fast rewind, fast forward,
sta rt, stop, playback, microphone-record,
and r adio-record. All except th e last two
buttons are pleasautly easy t o push dOWlI;
the action is ge utle but positive. Con sid erably more effor t is r eqwred to depress the
two r ecord buttons ; the designers have
doue this deliberately to redu ce the chance
that th e operator will accidentally put the
machin e in t he record mode, which might
spoil a valued t ape. leu I'th erlllore, th e I'ecord buttons cannot be depressed unless th e
stop button is simultaneously in the down
position ,

Fig. 1. Dual stereo tape recorder, Model TG 12SK.
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A "track selector" switch governs the
choice b etween mono and stereo opera tion.
The switch has three positions: stereo, 1,
and 2, In stereo position, both gaps of the
record-playback head are emp,l~yed for recording 01' playback . In pOSltlon 1, only
the upper ga p is activated ~nd is con~l ected
to both input channels durmg recordmg 01'
both output channels in playback. In position 2, only the lower gap is employed and
is connected to both channels. The erase
head, of course activated only in rec?rdin~,
has both of its dual-gaps operatlllg III
stereo posi tiOll, and either the upper 01'
lower du a l-gap oper ating in position 1 or 2.
The Dual h as not only th e customary top
cover but also a bottom one, each contaiuing
a speaker; naturally, both covers are removable. H ence the Dual constitutes a fully
self-contained r ecordillg and p layback system with complete portability , Th e sound of
the speakers is r ela tively good-reasonably
smooth and well-balanced. When r ecording,
th e incoming souud cau be monitored
through the speakers. Speaker volume can
be bala nced t hrough a b alance control. A
set of foul' pushbuttons provides equalization of the signal fecI to the speakers but
has no effect on the frequency response of
the signal b eing r ecorded or of the playback signal f ed to an extern al a udio system. '1'he equali zation buttons are marked
"orchestra," which gives nominally fi a t
acoustic r esponse; "bass," which gives very
pronounced bass emphasis down to about
100 cps, but not lower in order to avoid
injury to the small speakel's; "low," which
sharply atten uates the highs : and "jazz,"
which sharply accentuates the highs,
'1'he Dual does not permit true sound-onound r ecol'ding. This requires two things:
1. That a machine be able to record on one
track while playing b ack th e other; 2,
that a machin e be able to record simultaneously from a microphone and from a
high-level SOUl'ce. The Dual can do neith er.
However, it permits something akin to
sound-on-sound by means of a key labeled
"trick" and described in th e instructions as
a "ster eo dubbing key." With th e m achin e
in th e playback mode, a nd the trick key
in th e down position, you can push th e
record buttons without activatiug the erase
head. Accordingly, you can superimpose a
new r ecording Oll the tape without el'asing
th e prior recording, However, we fo un d
that the level of the first recording was
appreciably r educed wh en the second recording was superimposed.
Separate gain controls a re provided for
r ecording a nd playback. The recording control operates on both channels simultan eonsly , So does the playback control,
which affe cts only the signals going to the
self-contained speakers; the output signals to a n e).i;ernal syst em are nna ffected.
These sign als a r e about 2.5 volts, when th e
tape has b een recorded at m aximum permissible level, which is enough to drive any
preamp or power amplifier.
Input and output j acks a r e of the European type, which resemble the Cannon jacks
employed in U.S, professional equipment.
Tl,ler e a re three input jacks, marked radio,
mIcrophone, a nd phono. When the r ecord
button ma rked radio is pushed down, this
feeds the signal from both the r a dio and
phono jacks into the record amplifier (accordingly, there is a ruLung facility of a
crude sort, but one then faces the problem
of the two sources loading each other, with
possible deleterious effects in terms of distortion a nd frequency response) . The microp,hone input provides adequate gain for a
SIgnal as low as 2 mv. Curiously the radio
input does tl~e same .. The ph~no input,
however, reqmres a SIgnal of about 0.1
volt. Th e radio input provides a load impedance of 22,000 ohms, while the phono
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MODEL 780 FM Multiplex Stereo
Tuner. The ultimate instrument for
receiving FM and FM Multiplex
Stereo broadcasts. Contains PILOT'S
revolutionary signal sampling Multiplex circuit for perfect FM stereo
,channel separation (better than 30
db) across the entire audio spectrum. Features PILOT'S exclusive
Automatic FM Stereo Indicator that
eliminates all guesswork in finding
FM Stereo broadcasts. FM sensitivity (IHFM): 1.8 microvolts; capture ratio: 1 db; frequency response
(±1 db): 20-20,000 cps; FM detector
bandwidth: 800 kc; FM IF stages:
four; harmonic distortion 0.2% at
100% modulation. Has built-in line
cord FM antenna plus terminals for
,externaI300-ohm balanced antenna
and 72-ohm coaxial cable. 199.50,
less enclosure (metal enclosure: 9.50
.extra; walnut enclosure : 22.50 extra).

MODEL 248B Integrated Stereo
Amplifier. A 74-watt stereophonic
amplifier-preamplifier that takes up
where others leave off. Only 0.1%
harmonic distortion (IHFM); frequency response (±1 db) : 5-50,000
cps; hum and noise: completely inaudible (80 db below full output).
Speaker outputs per channel: 4, 8
and 16 ohms plus STEREO-PLUS
CURTAIN OF SOUND connections
(a pair of center speaker connections delivering a signal that is the
sum of Channel A and B) . Outputs
for tape and headphones. 7 pairs of
inputs. A total of 13 front and back
controls and switches including
separate bass and treble controls,
scratch and rumble filters, stereo
balance, tape monitor, mode and
automatic shutoff. 269.50, less enclosure (metal enclosure: 9.50 extra; walnut enclosure: 22.50 extra).

MODEL 746 FM Multiplex-AM Stereo
Receiver. The perfect electronic "heart"
for your high-fidelity stereo system-an
AM/FM stereo tuner, a 50-watt stereo
amplifier and a stereo preamplifier. With
Automatic FM Stereo Indicator and precision AM/FM tuning meter. FM section:
FM sensitivity: 1.8 microvolts (IHFM);
harmonic distorti:on at 100% modulation:
0.2% ; stereo separation across the entire
audio spectrum: better than 30 db; AM
sensitivity; 3 microvolts for 1 volt DC.
Amplifier section: harmonic distortion
(IHFM) : 0.1 %; hum and noise: completely
inaudible (80 db below fun output);
speaker outputs per channel: 4, 8 and 15
ohms plus STEREO-PLUS CURTAIN OF
SOUND connections; tape and headphone
outputs. Preamplifier section features 8
inputs and 14 controls for complete
stere ophonic and monophonic flexibility.
399.50, less enclosure (metal enclosure:
9.50 extra; walnut enclosure: 27.50 extra) .

for more information, hear them.

PILOT offers a wide range of stereo components as well as a variety of 3-way speaker systems. For literature, write:

PILOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37-46 36TH STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
AUDIO
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Fig. 2. Rec o rdplay back res po nse
at 7.5 ips with
1000 cps a s O-db
reference.
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SECOND

employed as the first stage both in recording and playback: d.c. is used here. Although high-quality tape recorders customarily employ two triode halves as a pushpull oscillator, in order to minimize
even-order harmonic distortion and thereby
decrease noise produced in recording, the
Dual uses a single pentode. The power output stages, which drive the self-contained
speakers, are single-ended, but feedback is
used to reduce distortion.

input provides a I -megohm load. Accordingly, the high-level signal from the tape
out jack of the preamp, from a tuner, and
soon should be connected to the phono
rather than radio input. Apparently the
Dual is geared to European rather than
U.S. practices.
The output impedance is fairly low,
about 20,000 ohms, permitting up to about
10 feet of low-capacitance cable (25 to
30 pf per foot) to be used without sig-

~~~~~++___
---- 1_75!p, '-+~H4+---~--~t-~-H~f+---~
- - 1_875 ;p,

Fig. 3. Rec o rdplayback respon se
at 3.75 a nd 1. 875
ips.
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'0000

FREOUEN C Y IN CYCLES PER SECOND

nificant treble loss. Hence the Dual can be
located, if need be, a fair distance from
an external audio system to which it supplies a playback signal.
The electronic circuitry is quite straightforward and only a few co=ents are warranted. In each channel, a.c. is used on all
tube filaments except an EF86, which is

Measurements
At 7.5 ips. record-playback frequency
response measured flat within 1 db between
50 and 12,000 cps on the right channel, and
between 100 and 12,000 cycles on the left
channel. Although response was 4 db down
at 50 cps on the left channel, this is within

II

RIGHT ~ HANNEL
- L EFT C AN~ · E ·

::;oil"

Fig. 4. Playback
reponse at 7.5
ips using Ampex
test tope N o .
31321 -01.

2.
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20000
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NAB professional specifications. Both channels were 6 db down at 15,000 cps; NAB
permits response to be down 4 db. Figure 2
shows the measured results on the recordplayback test at 7.5 ips, with 1000 cps as
the O-db reference.
.
In view of the very substantial similarity
between channels. record-playback response
was measured only on the left channel at
3.75 and 1.875 ips. Remarkably good results were obtained at 3.75 ips, and
allowing for the problems incurred when
tape speed is once more cut in half, nearly
the same can be said for 1.875 ips as shown
in Fig. 2.
Using Ampex Test Tape 31321- 01, measurement of playback response at 7.5 ips
showed it to be essentially flat to 7500 cps,
with a mild rise beyond that point, as noted
earlier in this review. At 15,000 cps, response wa s plus 4 db on the left channel
and plus 5 db on the right channel, (see
Fig. 4) deviations that could easily be compensated with a slight touchup of the treble control in an external audio system.
Measurement of signal-to-noise ratio,
which generally yields uninspiring results
in most home tape recorders, produced exceptional results in the case of the Dual.
Including noise produced in recording as
well as playback, the signal-to-noise measured about 55 db at 7.5 ips, about 53 db at
3.75 ips, and 51 db at 1.875 ips; this measurement was based upon a 400-cps tone
recorded at a level producing 3 per cent
harmonic distortion on the tape. It is interesting to note that in its specifications
the Dual modestly claims a signal-to-noise
ratio of only 46, 45, and 42 db at the three
respective speeds; apparently this is based
on a recording level 10 db below the maximum permissible level.
Signal-to-noise ratio was also measured
at 7.5 ips on the basis of noise produced
only in playback, which is the prinCipal
limitation in most home tape recorders.
When the t ape was not in motion, we measured about 60 db. The ratio dropped 1 or 2
db with the tape in motion, which means
that tape noise (the tape had previously
been carefully bulk-erased) is the limiting
factor for this machine so far as playback
noise is concerned.
Accordingly, noise produced by the Dual
occurs chiefly in recording. For some reason that the reviewer did not fathom, the
Dual picks up a slight amount of 60-cps
hum in recording, and this hum slowly increases and decreases in magnitude; at its
low point, record-playback signal-to-noise
at 7.5 ips measured about 59 db; at its
high point, record-playback signal-to-noise
measured about 51 db; hence it averaged
55 db at 7.5 ips_
According to the specifications, one
gathers that magic eye closure corresponds
to 5 per cent harmonic distortion recorded
on the tape. Measurement, however, showed
that closure corresponds to 3 per cent distortion, which is as it should be for highquality recording.
It was stated earlier that the erase head
has dual gaps. Better than 50-db erasure
was achieved of a 400-cps signal recorded
at a level producing 3 per cent harmonic
distortion; the remaining sound was
slightly audible_ At 1000 cps, over 55 db of
erasure was achieved, and the remaining
sound was completely inaudible. On the
other hand, below 400 cps erasing efficiency
dropped. Therefore the serious recordist is
well, advised, with any machine, to subject
the tape to a bulk eraser before committing
a valued recording to it.
One criticism of those we mentioned before, concerns tape speed. At 7.5 ips, speed
measured about 4 per cent fast, which may
be noticed by a musical ear when playing
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The JBL LE20 High Frequency Unit with
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prerecorded t a pe. T he measurement ,~as
made with t he power transfor mer, which
has a variable primar y tap, set for no
volts a .C. When set for 125 volts, speed
was about 3 per cent fast. Possibly wh en
the machine has been used for a period of
time it will slow down to more nearly correct speed.
Another criticism concerns slightly ex·
cessive treble response when playing a pre·
recorded tape. However, the excess occurs
mainly above 10,000 cps; more about this
later. The other minor criticism co ncern s
the spindle holding the supply r eel. After
several hours of use, the spindle crumbled
off in the fast forward mode. Of course t hi s
made the machine inoperative. From th e
nature of th e break, and some experience
with this tape of plastic, we would guess
that the spindle had been damaged in tran·
sit and didn't reveal th e fault until we
started to use it.
Motion was t ested by recording and
playing back a 3000-cps tone. At 7.5 ips,
motion appeared excellent both to the ear
and as viewed on an ocilloscope; the sound
was very steady, clear, and pure; it was
ha rd to detect any pulsing. At 3.75 ips
motion appeared f airly good, with pulsing
noticeable. Motion was fai r at 1.875 ips.
The Dual handles tape excellently, going
f rom fast forward to f ast r ewind without
spilling or jerkin g the t a pe. It sta rts up
immediately, with ver y little tape bouncenoticeable on a steady tone but not on program materia l. Both f ast forwaTCl and r ewind tim es for a 1200 ft reel of t ape measured slightly over 90 seconds which i s
fairly typical for home ma chin~s. In each
fast mode, a fai rly smooth win (1 was obtained. During normal operation (play or
record ) a very smooth wind was obtained.
The machin e is quiet mechanically. Heally
the only m ecllanical noise one hea rs is th'e
tape brushing past th e guides and heads.
No pressure pads a r e employed. In t hi s
desirable r esp ect the Dual is very nnusual
am ong home machines, particularly in its
price class. Intinlate conta ct between t he
tape and th e r ecord-playback head is achieved by means of a hum shield t hat is
brought toward the h ead (without tOU Chin g
it) during the r ecord of play mode. The
shield has a met al flange at each end t hat
pushes the tape slightly. past the front of
head. The distance between the flanges i s
somewhat greater than the width of the
hea d. Contact between the t a pe and th e
erase head is achieved by means of a tape
guide, orientation of the head, and the path
followed by the tape. During fast forw ard
and r ewind, the tape is lifted away from
the r ecord-playback head, but does bmsh
against a corner of the erase head. WIl eth er
this causes significant h ead wear was not
checka ble in our r elatively brief tests, but
seemed r ather doubtful.
In the final analysis the Dual T G12SK
is r eally an excellent machine for the hom e
r ecordist and should be seriously considered
when a purchase of a tape machine in this
cat egory is contemplated.
M-21

LAFAYETTE VTVM KIT,
MODEL KT-174
The Lafayette KT-174 is an a.c. YTYM
combined with the functions of a YOM to
provide a very useful instrument in a compact package and price. The type of measurements possible with this instrument include: d.c. volts in seven ranges up to a
maximum of 1500 volts; low a.c. volts
rms in three ranges up to 0.5 volts; low
a .C. volts peak-to-peak in three ranges up
to 1.4 volts; a.c. volts rms in seven r anges
up to 1500 yolts; a.c. volts peak-to-peak

in seven ranges up to 4200 volts; ohms in
seven ranges up to 1000 megohms; and zerocenter indication in seven r anges from
± 0.75 volt s up to ± 750 volts.
Some of the useful f ea tures of the instrument are the large meter face, the easy
accessibility of th e calibrating potentiometers (all on th e rear a pron), and t he
use of a convenient probe with built-in
a.c. -d.c. switch. Two jacks are provided at
the r ear p anel which are connected internally to th e input to the VTVM thus
permitting l'.n oscilloscope to be connected
for waveform observatiou during a .C.
measurements. The audiofal1 will especially
appreciate those termin als beca use it will
make his task easier in most of his testing
and aligning. In addition his bur den will
be eased by th e zero center indication
which will come in handy for some bias
adjustments and FM discriminator alignment.

amplify low-level a.c. voltages before they
are rectified. A special cir cuit is incorporat ed to b ala nce out the contact potential
which norm ally develops in vacuum tube
diodes.
Hesistance m easurements are made by
applying th e voltage of a D cell (nominally 1.5 volts) across the unknown r~
sistor and one or more of the voltage-dIvider resistors. The voltage applied to the
bridge circuit then will be a fun~tion of
the r esist ance ratio between the m ternal
resistors and the unknown resistor.
The power supply consists of a power
transformer which supplies a half-wave
selenium r ectifier with HC filtering plus a
neon lamp for regulation. A separate wincliug on th e transformer supplies heat elvoltage for I.he 12AU7 and the triode section of the 6BN8.
Construction

Circuit Description

The hea rt of th e KT-174 is a 12AU7 in
a bridge configuratio u with a 200-l-ta meter
connected between the plates of the twin

The KT-174 goes together very easily
and in less than ten hoUTs if our exper ience
can be used as a g uid e. The most difficult
part of th e assembly procedure is in wir-

Fig . 5. lafayette VTVM, Mode l KT-174.
triode. The two tube sectio ns are balanced
for equal plate voltages with no input
signal by means of th e BRIDGE BAL control. WIlen a positive voltage is a pplied to
the first grid th e cmrent through that
tube section is incr eased, as is the current
through th e common cathode resistor,
causing a decr ease in pla te voltage of th e
first section ::I nd an increase in the second.
The potential difference between plates
causes current to flow through the meter.
This procedure for obtaining meter inclication, applying a d.c. voltage to the grid
of the first tube section, is used in all
functions. Since full-scale meter deflection
is obtained with 1.35 volts, this amount is
the maximum permitted to enter th e bridge
circuit. A voltage divider, essentially consisting of a number of r esistors in series,
is provided to make su re that th e maximum input in each range develops a maximum of 1.35 volts to the bridge circuit.
A.c. voltages are not applied directly to
the divider n etwork, but instead are r ectified, peak-to-peak, by means of the t win
diode section of a 6BN8, a three-section
tube containing two diodes and a triode.
The triode section of this t ube is used to
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ing the range switch. The remainder of
the circnit i~ contained 011 a printed-circuit board which is rath er simple to assemble. The manual is clear and so are the
illustrations. We wer e especially pleased
by the lar ge pictorials on separate 17 x 2Z
sheets; th ey certainly help to locate com.
ponents, and we find it more convenient to
r ead an illustration hanging in front of us
than on e lying on a t a ble with the rest of
t he man ual.
Performance

The Lafayette KT -174 is not intended t o.
be a laboratory instrument but r a ther a
general purpose met er which can be used
for alignment and checking assignments.
We mention this because the ± 5 per cent
accuracy for th e a.c. scales clearly place
it in the general purpose category. Ou the
other hand accuracy of this order is quite.
acceptable for th e serviceman or the audiofan who likes to build kits or service his.
own equipment. In f act the low a.c. ranges.
and the zero-center indication make it especially valu able for the audiofan. Another valu able asset is the low price t ag_
M -22'
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.. ·from the world's most experienced manufacturer of recording tapes

IMPERFECTIONS YOU AVOID WITH
"SCOTCH" RECORDING TAPES!

Oxide fl ake (photo-microgra ph, a bove)
a nd back ing deFect (below) result in
coa tin g fl aws th at ca n interrupt the
head contact of ordina ry ta pe. Now,
4-track stereo makes the uniformity,
the intimate head contact assured by
" S COT C H" Recording Tapes more impo rta nt than ever !

How to.avoid "signal spoilers" in 4-track stereo!
Make intimate head -to -tape contact
a certainty with SCOTCH@BRAND
Recording Tapes!
When you lose head-to-tape contact, the result can
be distortion, loss of high frequency signal, even
complete signal drop-out. Now, the narrower tracks
involved in 4-track stereo magnify the danger of
tiny tape irregularities becoming " signal spoilers"make the assured uniformity of "SCOTCH" BRAND
Recording Tapes more important than ever!
Oxide coating techniques used by 3M assure a
smooth recording surface, with coating thickness
microscopically precise. Similarly close tolerances
are maintained for backing thickness, tape width.
Result-identical recording properties, intimate headto-tape contact are a certainty, inch after inch,
reel after reel!

High-potency oxides permit thinner, more flexible coatings for sharp resolution, wide dynamic
range, full frequency response. Exclusive Silicone
lubrication assures smooth tape travel across heads,
protects against head wear and extends tape life. To
ensure brilliant, dependable sound reproduction
whether making 4, 2 or full track recordings, play
the favorite . .. "SCOTCH" BRAND.
For free descriptive
l i terature, write
Magnetic Products
Division , Dept.
MCTl 22, 3M Company, St. Paul 19,
Minn.
"SCOTC H" AND THE P LAI D DE·
SIGN A RE REGI ST ER ED T RADE -

M ARK S OF MIN NE SOTA MI NIN G
M ANUF ACT U RIN G CO. , ST .
PA U L 1 9, M INN .
EXPORT , 99
PARK AVE .. N EW YORK . CA N ADA :
LONDON . ON TARIO .

6'

0 1962.3 " CO .

magnetic Products Division
AUDIO
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Note: A note from V ow says t h at Vow Bowe8
27, liB and 29, t he comp lete organ mU8ic 01
Buwt ehude (reviewed la8t month on P. 7 0) ,
are n ot reissu es and will 8hortly be relea8ed
in stereo. They 8ent U8 the mono, released
first. All Vow rei88ue8, the company say8, are
-clea" l y stated so in the lower lefthand corner
of the album notes. T he rei88ue idea rentain8
-a go od one, given w orthwhile musical material. Reis8ue8 ar e al mo8t always dramatically
-improved over the (more ew-pensive) originals.

E.T.O.

Philharmonic Hall!
Brahms: Symphony No.2. New York
Philharmonic, Bernstein.
Columbia MS 6374 stereo

'.
'\

,

Philharmonic H a ll! Who hasn't followed the excitement, sociable and acoustical, attenda nt on the completion of
this ultra-modern concert auditorium.
The acoustical arguments still wage hotly and they wlll not cease-for, you see,
Phllharmonic Hall is adjustable. Wiggle
the floating islands, bring up hidden reflecting panels behind the stage "grille,"
juggl e this, adjust that. T his recording
was made 'way back in Tunin g Week,
last spring, and much has happened
s ince. Columbia, for instance, crows
abou t the superb bass response. Reviewers almost unanimously mentioned lack
of good bass at the Opening Nights.
Never theless, the record proves a lotthough very little about the hall's "live"
virtues. What it indicates is that the
Philharmonic may have found just what
it needs- for recording.
The sound here is immediately effective, and to my way of thinking, very
good of its type. Dry, clear, close, warm,
the en tire orchestra picked up with
chamber music clarity yet orchestral
expansiveness.
Moreover, the acoustical impact is the
greater for the musical excitement clearly evident in the playing. The boys were
trying out their new permanent home for
the first time and they worked with
enthusiasm.
Don't expect this to sound like Carnegie Hall, nor like t he local armory or
American Legion h omes used so often to
get big liveness in to our symphony music.
Nor like the great older halls of Europe.
This is the new style-both in the hall
and in the stereo recording itself. Like
it or no, it is probably with us to stay.
And yon won't find a better example of
rapport between the miking and the hall
itself anywhere I know of.

" '~--------------------____________--J

_AUDITIES
You're Stepping On My Shadow. Nine
- Sound-Stories with Tony Schwartz.
Folkways FD 5582 mono
T ony Schwar tz is New York 's genius of the
candid tape recorder -and the nation 's host
- in many an .Ingenious commercial advertlse-

ment on radio and TV, made out of his own
sound recordings. Every week Tony puts on a
short sound-story at our municipal station,
WNYC (I 'm on the same station myself).
Here are nine of them, one of which, au interview with a highly imaginative little girl
-unrehearsed, of course-g ives the title to
the disc.
They aren't all of equal interest, though
none of us, I hope, will agree as to which is
best, or worst. But all show Tony's own quick
Imagination and his ability-Heaven knows
how- to get ordinary people to do and say
things for his mike without a trace of selfconsciousness. (In this respect he Is truly
candid, whereas the "candid" camera people
are often much less than that. ) We have
here a history of a voice-a little girl, first
aged a few hou rs and then periodically until
age n ine-quite fascina ting. There's a wonderful "Portrait of Lincoln," assorted comment
by the passersby on the great man, including
the earnest misinformation that he was born
in 1949! There's a fire in the house-real and
gripping. There are people malting amusing
comments about the milllon·dollar picture of
Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer
- a few feet from the picture itself in the
Metropolitan Museum. Priceless. Aren't people
wonderful ! That's what you'll always say
after a Tony Schwartz recording.

The Heife tz.Piatigorsky Concerts. (Qu intets, Sextet, Octet). With Primrose, Penna rio and Guests.
RCA VICTOR LDS 6159 (3) stereo
The above is approximately the title on t he
a lbum, except that RCA spells It "Quintettes"
. . . Here we have The Mozart G Minor Viola
Quintet, the Schubert C Major, with second
cello, the Franck F Minor Plano Quintet, the
Brahms G Major String Sextet and the
Mendelssohn Octet for strings and winds.
Qnite a parcel. It's a Soria job, which means
fancy album and a big book, black-and-white
and buf!', full of snapshots of the artists, the
recording sessions, the concerts. More important are brief sections on each composer
with excellent contemporary Illustrations.
RCA Victor's theory Is, as always, that it's
bound to be good chamber music weather
when big-name solo artists get together. T hey
say so here as they did years back with the
"million dollar trio," sporting some of the
present personnel, and many a buyer will go
a long with them. A few of us, however, have
mild reservations In principle.
Yes, these are dynamic, exciting, masterful
performances. That can be expected with the
leadership of those highly gifted old pros
Heifetz, Platigorsky and Primrose. (Of th~
three, only Primrose and his viola are frequently heard in chamber music performnnce.)
The "guests," including oddly enough Capitol's
Leonard Pennario where we would ordinarily
expect RCA's Artur Rubinstein, go merrily
along with this dynamic leadership.
Nevertheless, this isn't really chamber
m usic. T here is no hiding the sound of an
ensemble of mostly habitual soloists. There
are rough edges, along with authority. There
is a lack of that supreme sacrifice, the perfect .ensemble blend, that Is the biggest attractIOn of top-quality chamber music playing.
And one feels, strongly, that this group has
merely rehearsed long and faithfully; whereas
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a true chamber music gr oup, or at least the
basic nucleus of it, lives together In m ll ~jc,
fusing its musical identity as closely ns any
fam ily group, over months, years, decades.
With all this In mind, you'll still enjoy the
album's broad coverage and, its outstanding
musical impact. But there are more p 2 rt'e~t
performances of each work elsewhere, I thinK.

Tennyson/Strauss: Enoch Arden. Claude
Rains; Glenn Gould, piano.
Columbia MS 6341 stereo
In 1890, Richard Strauss composed plano accompanying music to Tennyson's enormously
successful-and now highly dated- Ul dyll" of
1864, "Enoch Arden." A strange combin ation,
but it seems that this sort of thing was
marketable in 1890 for stage presentation,
though our present concept of hnckground
music was far In the futu l·e. The Strauss plano
score is liquidly sentimental and very Wagnerian in its leitmotiv constr uction, Ii theme
for everybody, invariably played at the sl ightest mention of each character, the themes Intertwined and developed along with the people
in the story.
Actually, in r ecorded form the combination
isn't so far-fetched today and the Strauss
music Is gratifying Straussian, for any ear
that knows the composer. The story wus once
a realistic tragedy; it still can evoke some of
that feeling in spite of its VictOrian framework. Rains is a capable r eader and GOUld
has an easy affinity, always, for late-Romantic
music.
The main trouble here is all Columbia 'S
fault: the plano, it seems to me, is far too
subordinate. Not only too faint, but of!' In the
background. As in a solo-and-piano sonata,
this worl< should have its piano and voice on
a tonal equality. It doesn 't here.

M ODE RATELY MODERN
Prokofieff: Romeo and Juliet; highlights.
Prokofieff: Cinderella; highlights. L'Orch.
de la Suisse Roman d e, Ansermet.
London CS 6240, CS 6242 stereo
Here are instrumental highlights- at length
and considerably more than the usual Idea of
"highlights"- from two of PrOkofieff's late
ballet scores.
Russian ballets are customarily evening-long
and the music, by itself, gets to be pretty
longwinded; it is often padded ou t, of necessity. This is no less true of Tchaikowsky than
of Prokofieff many years later. Concert-size
suites have been made again and again, to
adapt parts of the huge scores for straight
listening-"Romeo" provided two concert
suites and some extra piano pieces. Bu t where
the full scores are too long for listening at a
sitting, the suites are generally too short by
themselves. Hence these excelent LP "highlights," much more thorough than the suites
heard in concert but with the repetitive
padding boiled out, for straight listening.
Short of the actual ballets on stage, these
give us the truest picture of the musical
worth of the scores.
The earlier work, "Romeo an d J uliet" dates
from 1935, "Peter and the Wolf" time, when
the composer was fresh back in the home land
and trying out his new soft-and-Romantic
style, still sassed up a bit with the Nineteen
Twenties. Prokofieff at his best. "Cinderella,"
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composed during th e early war years, shows
a sadder, wiser man, a lready beginning to
show a certain decUne of forcefu lness tha t
continued, rather poignantly, in his postwar
music. It is no longer fres h and snappy, this
music, and it Is rather too full of cliches,
out of the Soviet school. (You can hear
"Gayne" and assorted Shostakovitch if yo u
want to.) But It a lso Is more serio us, more
appealing, and j ust as exper tly constructed,

as "Romeo."
Not a trace, of course, of present-day modernity, which simply did not reach Into
Prokofieff's Ufe. Tragic that he did not live
until the times of the recent cul tural rapprochement that has brought a very considerable interchange of ideas, cold war or no,
between Soviet an d Western art. Prokofieff
would have benefited enormously. ,VIII any
current Russian composer? Th ey are lesser
folk.

Prokofieff: Love f or Three Oranges.
Chopin: Les .. Sylph ides. Boston Po ps,
Fiedler.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2621 stereo
I'd rather hear the Boston orchestra under
Fiedler any day than under its former con ductor, just retired, Charles Munch. (Reservations on the new man, Leinsdorf.) Fiedler
is hard ly profound but his conducting always
brings out a sprightlin ess that engages the
lIlusical ear pleasantly.
"Th ree Oranges" Is an early Prokofieff
work. the young radical at ais most snazzy,
first produced in 1921 In, of all places,
Chicago. It d idn't do very well in Sallluel
Insull's heavy-handed era, or so I'm told. It
thumhs its nose In all directions, as you'll
quick ly hear. You 'll immediately recognize
the famous and zany March, the on ly piece

that managed to stay alive continuously over
the years; the rest is in the same spirit. Very
lively.
I didn't play "Les Sylph ides" but you can
count on a l ively playing of that Chopinbased hallet suite, In the usual Pops manner.

Copland: Appalach ian Spring; Billy the
Kid. London Symphony, Dorati.
Mercu ry SR 9 0246 stere o
Following hard on last month's BernstelnN. Y. Philharmonic version of these works, (as
I played them, that is), this British recording with the ex-Minneapolis conductor was an
in terestlng experience.
"Appalachian Spring" I found unusually
moving, with that peculiarly calm purity, at
its beginning and end, most beautifully projected. It seemed to me, somehow, that here
the English orchestra was "eating up" a style
wholly American and wholly dignified, which
may have struck them as extraordinarily interesting to play. Copland ill a way writes
simple m nsic; but his instrumentation-the
part that hits the players directly-is high ly
sophisticated.
On the other hand, for reasons inexplicable,
the much snazzier, more violent, Westernstyle "B illy The Kid" is played like a lump
of lead. Well, maybe a lump of soft iron.
then . Here-using my same imagination- I
sensed that the tension of the m usic, both in
its lively moments and its gunfire, was somehow alien to the British players. The shooting-down of Billy, via drums and rattling ma chine gun sounds, is unu tterably soggy. The
dissonances sound like mistakes. They aren't.

A Festival of French Organ Music (Widor,
Saint-Saens, Franck, Gigout, Vierne,
Alain, Dupre). E. Powe r Biggs, organ of
St. George's, Ne w York.
Columbia MS 6307 stereo

QUARANTE-CINQ means the highest quality stereo avai lable on d isks.
Full 12 inch records of full length performances, never before achieved.
Quarante-cinq means a new world of stereo listening for you.

"They are characterized by full. brilliant tone.
with a high degree of definition and •air· about
the instruments which is held from the deepest
bass to the highest treble. Channel separation
is excellent. and the dynam i c r ange is quite
impressive. With records such as the se. it may
come to pass that when a fidelitarian is asked
to demonstrate his sound system h e will simply reach for his 45 ..•
HIGH FIDELITY
CHABRIER: Fete Polona ise, Es pana, Ma rch Joye use: WEBER- Inv itation
to the Dance: ADAM-Si j'etais Ra i: Pie rre Dervau x, Orchestre
45001
des Concerts Colonne.
BRAVO TORO: Exciti ng bullfig ht music, Estaba n Valdez, Banda de Corrida
de Cadiz.
45002

E. Power Biggs hasn't entirely deserted his
usual field here, "authentic" Baroque-style organ playing. T his is music from the far
reaches of the late French Romantic school, to
be sure, and very much removed from Bach
& Co. But the organ is a big new one (1958)
designed by Ernest White. Though it is technically a "Romantic" Instrument-probably
with claSSic-style stops as well-it is clearly
influenced by the Biggs-favored revival of the
old organs. Colors are brighter, more varied,
spatial placement is dramatic, with three
divisions, right, left and ahead, and In particular, the organ is voiced to fit the chu rch's
acoustics with unusual success; every note
is clearly audible in the long-period reverberation, as with the famo us old organs in
Europe.
The Biggs program isn't all heavy; several
items are nicely humorous aDd colorfu l.
Stereo is In its element here, too. The three
spaced banks of organ pipes, widely separated.
are ever so clearly reproduced- not ping-pongstyle, ABC, but always within the large
space. Finally, Mr. Biggs playing, though
perhaps not to the taste of most church
organists, tends to stress sharp colors and
separations, playing down the ubiquitous
swell box effects that are usual In this sort of
music. Mr. Biggs doesn't like swell boxes and
neither do I . (Their effect Is exactly similar to
the old-time u se of console doors as volume
controls for the acoustic and orthophonic
phonographs!) The swell box seemed a fine
idea, a century ago; somehow we today prefer to hear our volume differences naturally
produced, by actual changes in registl'U tlon,
changes in the combinations of pipes. That's
a Biggs special ty, even here.

RICHARD STRAUSS : Til Eule nsp ieg e l, Don Juan: Rad io Fra nkfurt Symphony
Orchestra , Otto Acke rma nn
45003

MODERATELY OLD

STRAVINSKY: Firebird Su ite. DE FALLA : EI Amor Bruio . Net herlands Philharmonic O rchestra, Wal te r Goe hr
45004

Sch ubert Songs. Ge rard Souzay; Dalton
Ba ldwin, piano.
Phili ps PHS 900-007 stere o

TCHAIKOVSKY: Slee ping Be auty Ba llet Suite, Sw a n La ke Ballet Suite:
Rom e Opera Orchestra .
45005

Available at your hi-fidelity component equipment dealer-or write
for literature. Be sure to include the name of your nearest dealer.

QUARANTE·CINQ RECORDS

333 Sixth Avenue, New York 14, N. Y.

A Division of Audio Re productions, Inc.

It was a pleasu re to welcome Philips to
our shor es under its own label. ~oud t~
find in Its catalogue the familia r names we've
known for so long on the Epic label, which
used to be the Philips outlet. These new discs
are like Fords with Chevy motors! Mercu ry
is now the pu rveying company, instead of
Colu mbia. (Mercury is now a Philips acquisition, as Capitol is for EM!.)
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MOST AMAZING STEREO RECORD EVER MADEl
THE TRIPLE PLAY MIRACLE . .. a revolutionary innovation in stereo listen ·
ing. Using regular stereo controls the listener can create infinitely variable
blends of lilting pop music with spicy jazz; or play back pop or jazz music
separately. This Triple Play Process offers at least three times more musi·
cal ententainment than the conventipnal stereo album!.
Benny Golson has orchestrated and conducted special scores for the
Triple Play Process. Musicians included are: Bill Evans, Curtis Fulle r,
Wayne Shorter, others.
Selections included are: You ' re Driving. Me Crazy, Out Of Nowhere, Whis·
pering, Autumn Leaves, Lover Come Back To Me , Moten Swing, Groovin '
High , Quicksilver, Ornithology, others.
Stereo-AFSD 5978

NOW ... A NEW KIND OF STEREOPHONIC SOUND
EXPERIENCE UNEQUALLED ON RECORDS!
'THE AWESOME, DRAMATIC SOUNDS OF THE SPACE AGE:
A LISTENING EXPERIENCE WITH STUNNING IMPACT!
Crackling, screaming, 'raaring, booming sounds of iets, rockets and
missiles as they were heard at the Eglin Air Force Base demonstra·
tian for President Jahn F. Ken nedy and the Executive Party. U.S.A.F.
weapans heard include: B52's, air·to·air rockets, Stamghters, Delta
Darts, Delta Daggers, Falcan and Genie rockets, Hound Dog, Side.
winder and Bull Pup missiles, cannons, machine guns and NUCLEAR

liii=~~~~~~~EXPLOSION!

AMAZING PRODUCTION!

-

The ultimate exercise in stereophonics!

B;........' •

l: ~

SPECTACULAR ·
DEMONSTRATION

&SOUND EFFECTS

,A fast·movin g, guided
tour through t he
mag ical, exc itin g world
of stereo ph onic sound.
Astounding situ ation al
stereo eHects have
be en in geniou sly
conceived and
prec isio n eng in ee red
to provide stunnin g,
dramati c ent ertain·
ment. DFS 7013

~~I
It's a new beat ... a fresh musical diversion ...
it's BOSSA NOVA! ... the new Brazilian jazz creating
musical excitement and interest across the country
JUST RELEASED!
Featuring Lalo Schifrin with Leo Wright, Rudy Col/ins,
Christopher White and others playing: Boato, Chora Tua Tristeza,
Poema Do Adeus, Bossa Em Nova York, 8 others.
~~~Li1ms!]TIER!:E.
O-AFSD 5981/MONO-AFlP 1981

LEVEE LOUNGERS at

the Golden Garter
-Hey·Lyle e and
other rousers
includin g: Daisy,
Cotton & Corn,
Five Foot Two,
Railroad.
'--"'~===--

__~

AFLP 1977/
AFSD 5977

EL DEBKE, Naif Agby
• iii;iii'ii;;T'i';i.',';;;~ 1 MOVIE THEME HITS,
Jo Basile & Accordion
- Tonigh t, Ai Di La,
-·OF:S.~~;';Eiil Moon Rive r, Neve r
...:
On Sunday, Pepe,
Mar ia, oth ers.
AFLP 19791
AFSD 5979

& Orch .
- Music of th e
Middl e East , Va
Samra, Meli e Va
Helwee , Kabber·
Kabber, Raksat
Wadad, oth ers.

AFLP 1980/
AFSD 5980

For FREE, complete catalogs of records and tapes, write to: .AUDIO FIDELITY Inc. 770 Ele.enth A.e. , New York l~, N. Y.
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At lir~t thought, Schubert-lovers may quail

~t the Idea of a French -type bar itone sing-

mg Schube ~ t. Not to mention an English-type
pianist. It IS true that Sch ubert songs In particular and above all can suffer when misunde rstood by a non-Germanic artist. Never
fear. This is a superb set of performances
even though the Souzay voice is not the tra:
dltional sort usually hear d out of Germany
or Austria. The man is a fine mUSician, obviously of wide m usical understandin~ and
culture. That's all we need. I have s"eldom
been so moved as I was by some of these
performances.
Note that the voice is not only controlled
to a frequent pianissimo, but Phlllips has
placed the singer on a real equality with the
piano-sometimes a lmost covered by the plano
sound. Precisely right. It's high time we recorded more of our great voices in a natural
perspective and at natural volume. The day
of the close-mike so loist is over-or should be.

Bach: Sonatas and Partitas f or Solo
Violin. Arthur Grum iaux .
Philips PH 2-900 (2) stereo.
Terriffic. Arthur Grumiaux, long known for
his splendidly musical recordings on the Epic
label, here reaches to the heights in one of
the traditionally most difficult violin assignments in a ll the. literature. And what 11 recording!
Not only difficult technically-for the incredible double-stops and multiple voice parts
in these works demand fantastic technique-but even more difficult musically. Some of
the biggest violinists make hash of the music
simply because they do not hear its implied
harmonies and the implied complex of musical
strands or lines of melody. Or if they do,
their playing mannerisms may not get the
sense over to the listener, especially in terms
of rhythm.
Grumiaux has a fau ltless ear, a perfect and
easy knowledge of the implied harmonic sequences and an excellent grasp of the juggling
that keeps up to four musical "melodies" going
at once in the music. He knows, unlike some
fiddlers, that Bach would have expected an
older type of bow, arched, and undoubtedly
capable of more relaxed three-string and fourstring chords; like all present-day players,
Grumiaux has to sweat to get out the Bach
chords; but he makes it show less than most.
And in addition, he benefits from the newer
and more rigidly mathematical playing style
in vogue today among younger artists of all
types. Many an old violin maestro pluyed
these pieces with so much "rubber" in the
timing, so much rubato, such extra-fancy
phrasing, that few listeners could malie head
or tall of the rhythms. Grumiaux ploughs
resolutely ahead without frllls, but musically.
You can follow the beat and the rhythms with
exceptional ease.
Finally, Philips has given us an ideal big
stereo recording, in a resonant space. Fiue
stereo room-sound. More important, a big
fidd le tone and a blending that helps immensely to fuse the sound into the intended
harmonies. For these are big pieces, "orchestral" in scope, sketched out in a sort of shorthand on the solo violin. A good reverberation
makes chords out of arpeggios that are chords,
implied. In sum, we never had it so easy.
Almost anyone who likes a bit of Bach will
enjoy these discs.
Bach: The Complete Brandenburg Concerti. Ph ilharmonia Orch ., Kl empe re r.
Angel 3627 B (2) stereo
A "definitive" recording of the six Bach
Brandenburgs, with their marvelous variety
of instrumental color, their catchy themes
and rhythms, seems to be hailed every year
or so. My last, if I remember, was also from
England, with Yehudi Menuhin.
This one is ter rific-if you enjoy stunning
close-up recording, "authentic" small-group
instrumentation and a slightly old-fashioned
conductorial approach, taking each moYcmen t
at an optimum pace for leisurely exploration.
No frantic rush here, and it's a good thing.
The fad for high-speed tempi is getting tiresome; so much is obscured, so much is sloppy
and unmusical in exchange for what seems
most to be desired- tension, brilliance, nuclear propulsion. Not here.
Each of these is a gem of interest in the
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broad widened spread·apart recording; every
instrt;ment is' present and directional-you
can almost reach out and touch each. Yet the
space is meJlow, live, imaginati vely r~al. Particularly in the music of the two stflng concerti the Third and Sixth, this accurate separation of the multiple strands is precisely
what the mus ic n eeds.

FROM THE LABORATORIES OF PAUL WEATHERS :

Handel: Messiah. Ritch ie , Shacklock .
He rbert, Stand e n; London Philharmonic
Choir, London Symphony, Scherchen .
Vanguard BG 631/3 (3) mono.
Well whadd'ya know! A new cover, new
preSSing, new label , but this is :nOIl~ other
than the old Westminster "Messtah,' \VAL
306 the fi"st '''es tminster "Messiah," which
I a~quir ed early in 1954. (Five year s later,
Westminster re-did it in stereo with Scherchen in a Viennese performance, but issued
the new job in the same white album as the
old one. Used the same annotations, too-by
yours tru ly.) Vanguard h as stuck a label on
t his new release, tactfully ma rl<ed "label removable," which says YOUR PRICE) $9.96. I
tried to remove it but it wouldn't come oft'.
That's a commentary on pricing for you!
I got out t h e old recording- which cost a
lot more--a nd am glad to report that the new
version is technically much Improved, as could
be expected, in particular via noiseless surfaces where the old one had the noisy pops
still 'common in 1954, and in a re-equalization to RlAA, where the old Westminster used
the then Columbia curve. (RlAA became effective a year or so later. )
The Scherchen "Messiah," regularly plugged
as the original "Dublin version" (the first performance was in Dublin) is hardly t hat, nor
is it "aut hentic" in the curr ent sense, beyond a moderate degree. Small group, harpsichord some restored instrumental solos and
gener al' scaling-down- yes. But Scherchen's
" re-studied" tempi, claimed to be chosen in
the light of 18th century practice, strike me
as more often illuminated by Scherchen's eccent ricit~·. Some are very fast , some dismally
slow, upsetting the stolid old traditions right
and left; many are exciting and will be
ha iled as improvemen ts a nd a welcome release
from out-of-date custom. But others many
of u s will find just arbitrary an d often unrn usical, doing violence to words and notes
alil;e. SI·ill-a s imulating performance and
never dull for a moment, with much fine
British singing and playing, superior to that
in the later Westminster stereo version out
of Vienna. Fine sound, too.

Now, the professional performance of a Weathers Tonearm can be enjoyed
by all! Buy it mounted on the new Weathers low-mass turntable , or use it on
any table to improve reproduction . • . install any cartridge in its interchangeable plug-in shell. Because of its pe rfect balance, no side thrust is present
to cause distortion, and no "skating" can occu r. The non-reson ant walnut arm
rids the tonal coloration usually associated with metall ic tonearms. Full-time
viscous-damping both vertical and lateral, exclusive with Weathers, prevents
accidental stylus and record damage . .. insures that correct stylus force is
constantly applied. 100% cable shielding insures stereo channel isolation,
eliminates induced hum. Micrometer adjustment for all stylus pressures.
THE WEATHERS ML66A SYSTEM-Universal Tonearm with New Low-Mass
66 Turntable-16"L. x 14" D. and only 2" high including the integrated base.
Dual synchronous motor drive system and seismic platform suspension fo r
500 to 1 isolation from floor and cabinet vibrations. Juli an Hirsch, in December
Hi-Fi/Stereo Review, calls its speed " exact" -its rumble , "10 cps . . . and
t otally inaudible under any listening conditions." MT-66 Weathers Universal
Tonearm, $31.50. Weathers ML66A Turntable and Universal Tonearm System,
$99.50. Now at your hi-fi dealer. For free catalog write: Desk AC-12.

ATH R

Division of TelePrompTer Corp. 50 West 44th Street. New York 36, N.Y.

w

The Virtuoso Recorder. Frans Bruggen ;
Janny van Wer ing, harpsichord .
Decca DL 10049 mono.
This youn g Hollander, 28, is a breath taking
virtuoso on t hat once-amateurish revived instrument, the recorder. But the music he plays
with such incredible fl eetness and such excellent pitch and phrasing was composed ,
centuries back, for other virtuosi who clearly
ruust have played just as well . One of the
fascinating aspects of our modern interest
in old mu sic is the complete revival of such
advauced playiug techu iqu es, virtually lost
for centu ries. The harpsichord came first, with
Landowska. The recorder has been waxing
more and more professional for a good many
years. There is the "Bach trumpet," virtually
unp layable on ly a quarter century back (Toscanini still substituted a shrill clarinet for
it) and now widely and skillfully blown.
There are the lu tes, the viols, and now, such
strange noisemakers as the krummhoro , se rpent, zink, a ll coming back to profession al
performance standards.
Alas. only the "olel voice"-the voice as it
sounded in olden days-remains absent. Our
preseu t voices a re largely neo-Caruso. . • .
Anyhow, Brliggen plays 1'elemann, Loeillet,
De Fesch anel Veracini, out of the 18th century heyday of recorder virtUOSity, a nd the
recorded souud is fa ntastically good as well
as the plnying. Congrats to the enginee r-be
h e Du tch or America n-who d id this j ob.
Th ere's even a d uet, both recorders played
by Bruggen via rereco rdiug. The typ icall y
buzzing interfereuce tones of a pair of recorders are h eard, just as though the two
wel'e play ing together "live" ! That's synthetic
a uthenticity for yo u.
11:
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NEW LITERATURE
• L oudspeaker CataJ.og . Jensen Catalog
165-H has just been re leased. The 2-color
catalog covers all technical and styling
details of Jensen's entire line of high fidelIty loud!<peaker and headphone equipment.
An introd u ction by Ralph P. G lover, Exec utive Vice President, discusses the argumen ts for "slim" speakers as opposed to
the normal bookshelf size. Mr. Glover
comments also o n stereo headphone listening and the exclusive Jensen CC- l SpacePerspective system incorporating circuitry
developed by CBS Laboratories. In addition to s u ggestions on building a new
stereo system and an explanation of l oudspeaker principles, the new catalog presents Jensen's 3-P speaker line and their
shelf grou p which includes the compact
X - 20 an d X - I0 m ode ls. T here is a section
<)D Jensen's new headphone accessory prodproducts, with a discussion on the remote
control of private listening. Outdoor
spealters, component speakers, accessories
and kits are a lso detailed in the new catal og. Jensen Mfg. Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave.,
Chicago 38, Illinois.
M-l
• Lever -Switch Ca t aJ.og . The 6-page 2-color
Sw itchcr aft Catalog S - 302 con tains engineering drawings, specifications, and operating features of their lin e of l ever-type
switches. Detail specifications are given
on the new "Lever-Lock" communications
lever switch. T his switch permanently
locks in each switch ing position. A choice
of contacts, circuits in 2- and 3-position
types-locking and n on-locking- is shown.
Telever and Lev- R Swi t ches are also described. A full page is given to lllustrate
and explain variou s p r oduct applications
u sing
varying
lever-switch
designs.
Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. E l ston Avenue,
Chicago 30, Illinois.
M-2
• '.I.'ra.nsistor Book . "Understanding Transistors- A n d How To Use T hem" is a 96page handbook of transistor fundamentals
published by Allied Rad io Corp. , Chicago.
The manual was prepared as an introduction to the s u bject of sem1conductors for
hobbyists a nd experimenters, and as a
guide for home study a n d classroom u se.
Eleven chapter headings range from the
history a n d development of the transistor
to its performan ce characteristics and its
use in various types of circuits. NPN,
PNP, alloy-j u n ction, drift, tetrode, s u r face barrier, power types, and other sub jects are covered. Other sections describe
transistor circu itry in such devices as a
one-transistor radio, audio amplifier, capacity-operated relay a n d a photoelectric
controller. A special section details constru ction a nd exper im ental projects. "Understand ing T ransistors" (Cat. No. 37 K
602) is avallable at 50 cents per copy, postpaid, from Allied Rad io Corp., 100 N.
Western Ave., Chicago 80, Illinois.
• Record a.nd T a p e Bevle·w Book. Argyle
Publishing Corp . announces the publication November 13 of "The LP/Stereo
Record G uide a n d Tape Review" by Warren DeMotte, with a fore ward by Leopold
Stokowski. Priced at 95 cents, this 320page paperback book contains comparative reviews of t h ou sands of stereo a n d
mono pronograph records and stereo tapes.
Among the in teresting statistical features
In the G u ide are considerations of 33 renditions of "Scheherazad e," 11 versions of
Bach's "St. Matthew Passion," 38 of
Schubert's "Unfinished Symphony," 28 of
Vivaldi's " T he F o u r Seasons," 11 albums
of "La Boheme," and 29 renditions of
Beeth oven 's "Appassion ata Sonata." War ren DeMotte is the Record Editor of
Electronics Illustrated Magazine and a
former Associate Editor of HiFi/Stereo
Review Magazine, for which he still regularly writes. Argyl e P ublishing Corp., 298
Fifth Ave., N. Y . C. I, N. Y.
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'-SOUND INVESTMENT FORCH RISTMAS
LET'S FACE IT. $289 buys a lot of Aquavit in Stockholm. Also, .it can buy you the
f inest Swedish tape recorder sold in America. It plays any k~nd of tape except
adhesive .. . . It's got more tracks than the New York Central and Its co~p.lete. stereo
electronic system fa ithfully reproduces the Highest of FI. To get speCificatIOns as
complete as smorgasbord about the inputs and outputs, the db's and cps's .. . see the
top audio dealer in your vi llage. He's loaded with facts. Invest Now", Play Later !
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JAZZ and all that
CHARLESA.ROBERTSON

From the day of the Soviet Union's choice
of Benny Goodman as the first jazz personality to go on an official tour of Moscow and
five other cities, the project was the subject
of a lot of conflicting opinion, originating both
ill this country and in press reports sent back
from abroad. Now that the Cuban crisis has
caused nIl the furor to be forgotten, the music
in this two-record set cnn be enjoyed on its
merits, without interference from the dissenting voices of political or musical bias. In fact,
there should be something among the twentyone selection s to mollify just abou t every
partisan of big-band jazz. All were recorded at
concerts during a return visit to Moscow in
the final week of the tOUI·. at a time when the
group was thoroughly 'Pllsoned and pla~' ing at
top form. Whatever diJlicu lties were encountered at rehearsals 1",,1 ileeu ironed out, and
aUdience cheers and app lause buried any uncertainty about the Russian reaction. Not
only does the alullm Ii I'e up to an historic
occasion, but the iJanu itself deserves a place
beside the great Goodman outfits of th e swin~
era.
0
Despite cbillls that Goodmun gl1 l'e s hort
shrift to new material, there are a good halfdozen new nnmilers from the pens of Bob
Prince, John Bunch, Tommy Newsom and
Tadd Dameron. Particularly masterful is the
performance or Dameron's Fo,t1Ituineblea1t, an
impressionistic sketch in three sections describing the fnmous ,gardens of the French palace.
Whether the good work is due to the leader's
discipline or resentment at his a lleged indifference to contemporary writing, the results
are gra tifylng enough to recommend his presence nt similar dates in the future. Quite a
few J'ecent albums devoted to modern composit Ions or band innovations would be that
mucb hetter for Goodman 's guidance, either
as leader or in the control room in a superI'isory capacity. If any complaints are registered, they w!ll probably come from faithful
fans of twenty-five years ago, as some of the
old arrangements show signs of refurbishing.
There Is a zesty sparkle to Mission To M 08cow, and a fresh polish to Stealin' Apples.
The leader's clarinet sounds better tban
ever, but signs of mellowing might be detected In the generous amounts of solo space
all.otted to the likes of Joe Wilder, Ph i1 Woods,
Wlllle Dennis, Zoot Sims and John BunCh. A
quintet medley brings Teddy Wilson's piano
to the fore on ce again, and Vic Feldman, vibes,
and trumpeter Joe Newman are featu red on
an attractive septet version of Bei Jfir Bist
Du Schoen. The stereo sound benefits from the
auditorium's spacious acoustics, and tbe main
engineering difficulty seems to have been a
blown fuse. George Avakian 's notes are about
the fir st reports on the trip to be authoritative and not merely sensational or opinionated. With Goodman's successful tour on
record, hopes ar.e high that an Invlta tion will
go to Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong or
Count Basie. But whether Dizzy G!IIespie will
ever be allowed to unfurl a rhythmic AfroCuban specialty in Moscow is a question only
time will decide.

of tbe things that impresses them most is the
co urageous Singing of the demonstrators.
~Inrchers are apt to burst into song at the
slightest provocation, while sit-Inners usually
wnit un til being carted 011' to jail. Rarely does
an article at some point fail to mention the
g rea t Impact of the songs and massed voices.
The New York Times sent Robert Shelton to
Albany, Georgia, just to write abou t this
single aspect of the story, and his Investigations included a talk with Chief of Police
Laurie Pritchett, who frankly admitted that
the whole police force enjoyed the freedom
so ngs and often sang or hummed along with
the prisoners. A short time later, the Congress
of Racial Equality loaded veterans of the
AliJany s truggle into a freedom bus, turned it
around, and headed back for a fund-raising
drive in the North . This recording session was
arranged during a stopover in Manhattan,
and CORE will sbare in the royalties.
A freedom song cons ists of topical lyri cs
set to a familiar melody, and the words can
be altered at will to fit a speCific situation.
Tempos and phrasing are also subject to
change according to the fortunes of the mom~nt, and the same song may swing along to
a JIllInty gospel iJeat or be used as a dirgeless
lament. When not thinkin g up new verses the
~inge:s ~hile away the time by trYing' out
Jmagma twe vocal in terpolations, un til the
whole song gradually becomes something different. All of which, if the folk authorities
a J'e to be believed, is the substance and method
fOJ' creating folk music.
The youthful group of mIxed voices from
A Ibany can hardly be called a trained chorus
but every member knows spirituals and gos:
pel songs inside out. They iJegi n where Ray
CIHules left off on Get Your Rights, Jack, one
of the few r ecruits drafted from the pop field,
and the amount of humor expressed may cause
so me amazement among listeners In the North
IHU·tic ularly those who are accustomed to un:
s mil ing jazz figures. Another adaptation deri ves from St. James Tnji"ntary which soloIst
William Bradford transforms into a moving
We Went Dawn To Mississippi. Hank Thomas
s teps into the role of old-faShioned preacher
to deliver a timely message on Do You Want
Yo,,,' F" eedont? A pianist and an organist on
opposite Sides of the stereo stage, help to keep
the marchers from straying out of line. The
fu ll text of these dozen songs, a long with several oth ers, may be obtained iJy sending a
quarte r to CORE, at 38 Park Row, New York
38, N. Y.
Once known as Dauntless International, the
new label is a subsidiary of Audio Fidelity
and will handle other special projects of an
unusual nature. It will a lso be used to develop
".rtlsts not on the parent company's current
hst. A lower price tag in no way means a
lessening in the quality of presslngs and the
sa me high engineering standards ~re maintained. The only evidence of economy is the
absence of a four-co lor cover, a thoroughly
expendable item. This introductory release
was one of the first assignments for Tom
Wilson, new artists and repertoire director
for iJoth labels. A seasoned jazz buff, Wilson
started in Boston with Transition, then moved
on to United Artists before taking the present
post. Foremost among his plans are several
ambitious and novel jazz albums.

Sit·ln Songs: Songs Of The Freedom Ride rs
Dauntless Stereo DS4601

The Arthur Logan Singers: Roots
Pinnacle Stereo PLP1 065

When newspaper reporters and magazine
writers first journey to a Southern town and
cOI'er a new round in the freedom fight, one

Every young jazz player talks about roots
these days, but too many look in the wrong
places and never get back to the basic truths

STEREO
Benny Goodman : Be nny Goodman In
Moscow
RCA Victor Stereo LS06008
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of th is recording. Their experience with Negro
church music may be limited to a few contemporary gospel groups, and what they know
of its influ~nce on jazz often starts with Milt
Jackson and ends with Les McCann. The older
ways of Si nging spirituals and jubilees are
t hough t of as being too prosaiC for this age
of rocllets and space capsules. The average
college glee club appears to be supplied with
trickier arrangements than those the Fisk
Jubilee Singers first took along to astound
audiences In Europe. To meet competition
f rom this and other quarters, directors of
church choirs must keep up to date and be
alert to changing trends. Arthur Logan, who
has directed the Goodwlll Choir of Chicago
fo r the past nineteen years, demonstrates how
the historical process works in a dozen examples taken from two concerts held at McCormick Place. To lllustrate the traditional
New Orleans funeral parade, Franz Jackson
and the Original Jass All-Stars jOin the fourteen-voice choir on Just A Gloser Walk Wit"
Thee.
By Incorpornting as many as three different styles in a single song, Logan places
the new and the old together In an order
convenient for close comparisons. Besides pre·
senting an enlightening review of proj(ress
to date, the program points up such rhythmiC
relationships as that existing between jubilees
of nearly a century ago and the latest gospel
beat. While the director's spoken Introductions Indicate disapproval of the extremes
to which gospel music is being carried, especially by pop singers, no sign of a restraining hand hampers Doris Grimes' spirited
piano or such lively pieces as Elijah Rock,
Rockin' Jerusalem, and Clintb'i n' Up The
Mountain. The ensemble work is always
polished, with excellent solo passages by
Maggie Bracey, Treopia W!IIiams and Alvin
Naylor. The All-Stars unite with the choir In
a stirring finale, and a sequel bringing them
together again for an entire a lbum would be
a welcome event. Jackson produced the date
for release on his own label, and Ray Blaa's
engineering of the stereo version should encourage any gospel group to take its trade
to the same place.

Ella Fitzgerald: Sings The Geo rge a nd Ira
Gershwi n Song Book, Vol. 2
Verve VSTP277 (4-t rack UST tape)
In this instance, Twin-Pak means gift pack,
as this four-track stereo tape adds up to two
and one-half albums and sells at a bargain
price to Christmas shoppers, due to a special
rebate slip enclosed in the wrapplng_ The
original set was released as five albums, and
tape combines the last two and part of the
third for a total playing time of eighty-seven
minutes and thirty seconds. That should be
enough to break in a new tape recorder, with
some left over to decorate the tree. Actually,
both Ella Fitzgerald and arranger-conductor
Nelson Riddle gave considerable thought to
the pacing of this ma rathon session, and quite
a few ordinary vocal albums prove tiring In
much less time. Tape and stereo also contrive
to give more body and dimension to the orchestral accompaniments. And no Gershwin
fan ev~r complains of lack of variety, even
while lIstening one after another to twen tysix selections. Some complain ts may arise because one number, Strike Up The Baoul, disappears between the list on the con talner and
the label on the tape spool. Bu t then, anyone
too disconsolate can a lways return to Ethel
Merman for that rousing sal ute.

Joao G ilberto: Brazil's Brillian t Joao
Gilberto
Capitol Stereo STl 0280
Lau rindo Almeida & Bud Shank: Brazilliance / Vol. Tw o
World·Pacific Ste reo WP1419
Whether the bossa nova craze lasts much
longer or not, these albums will continue to
be status symbols for collectors who like to
prove they are ahead of the crowd. Neither
cover carries the name of the new Brazilian
dance rhythm, as both were r eleased before
it had gained much currency In this country.
J oao Gilberto is described as a singer of pops
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"SKIMPING"ON THE CARTRIDGE
JEOPARDIZES THE SOUND
(AND SATISFACTION) OF THE
WHOLE SYSTEM The hundreds,

Oynetic cartridge for their personal systems. It was, from its inception, and is
today the finest stereo cartridge your
money can buy. And not much money, at
even thousands of dollars you put into '
that. The $36.50 spent on a Shure M33-5 (if
speakers, pre-amps , amplifiers, turntables
you have a fine tone arm that tracks bee.
tween % and 1.5 grams) or Shure M33-7 (for trackand recordings can be virtually nullified by an offhand selection of the phono cartridge. For even
ing pressures from 1.5 to 3 grams) will audibly
improve even fine quality stereo systems. Comthough it is the lowest-cost single component in the
pliance is an astounding 22 x 10- 6 for the M33-5
typical system, it is charged with the frighteningly
complextaskofgettingthemusicoutofthegrooves
(20 x 10- 6 for the M33-7). Response is transparent
and smooth not only at the top and bottom but in
and translating it into precise electrical impulses
... without addition, subtraction,
the critical middle range (where
or distortion. And without damagmost music happens-and where
IF YOU INSIST ON A SHURE DYNETIC CARTRIDGE.
most
other cartridges garble the
ing the record grooves. Leading
YOU CAN EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR SYSTEM
critics and noted audiophiles recsound). No "peaks," no "shatterognize this and (with due care
ing." Et cetera, et cetera. Better
and study) select a Shure Stereo
listen to it, and judge for yourself.

~

M33 SERIES HIGH FIDELITY PHONO CARTRIDGES
SHURE BROTHERS, INC .• 222 HARTREY AVE ., EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
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HEAR! HEAR!

In High Fidelity, the name LEAK is acclaimed "The
Finest." Performance, Engineering and lowest distortion merit this reputation, ..
as yet-unsurpassed. Now LEAK's unrivalled engineering is graced by the elegance
of the finest in modern design .... styling so beautiful that it has just been
awarded the coveted Fashion Foundation of America Gold Medal.

As a critical listene r with an equally discriminating eye for appearance, the NEW
LEAK Line merits your attention. See* the dynamic, revolutionary NEW LEAK
Piston-Action "Sandwich " Speaker System-"the first major invention in loudspeakers since 1925." See* the powerful NEW LEAK "Stereo-60" Ampl ifier with
the "straight-line" response curve. See * the NEW LEAK "Point-One" Control
Center-choice of professional broadcast engineers. See* the sensitive NEW
LEAK FM tuner with multiplex adaptability .. . you wi ll even marvel at the Decrodisc controls which co lor- blends the NEW LEAK system to your room decor . . .
.. . they await your appraisal at your nearest LEAK Franchised Dealer

in Portuguese, despite his thoroughly deva·
stating attack on I'm Looking Over A Four
Leal Clover. Accompanied by Antonio Carlol
Joblm's orchestra and his own persua sive
guitar playing, he Introduces works by native
composers that are now being fea t u red In jazz
versions by just about every North American
leader. Gilberto, who sounds somewhat like a
youthful Bing Crosby, has a lready arrived
here to display his vocal charms In concert
and more recordings are on the way, but noth·
Ing will quite replace this first venture. The
stereo recording Is very effective, and It
should be purchased before a new cover reo
places the original.
Guitarist Laurindo Almeida and Bud Shank,
alto sax, take credit for first combining jazz
and native Brazilian mu sic on a 10·lnch LP,
now available with a few additions as "Bra·
zllliance/Vol. One (WP·1412.» T he second
volume to be reissued was reviewed in these
columns three years ago under the title "Holl·
day In Brazll," and a few copies of the orlgl·
nal may stIlI be around In stores for avid
collectors. It was the arrival of t hese albums
In Brazll that is reputed to h ave started
Gllberto, Jobim and their countrymen on the
bossa nova trall. It was a lso on e of the early
stereo releases, and the realistic sound of
Gary Peacock's bass a n d two Indian tabla
drums played by Chuck Flores helped prove
the new dimension's ultimate worth.

MONO
J ames P. J ohnson: Yamekraw
Folkways FJ2842
Ja mes P. J ohnson : Father Of The Strid e
Piano
Columbia CL1780

THE NEW

FASHIONFOUNDATION DF
AM ERICA'S GOLD MEDAL FOR
DI STI NCTIVE STYLI NG.

lEAK lINE
Literature,
Performance data & Price Lis t
avaiiable upon request

Excl us ive U.S. Re presentativ es:

ERCONA CORPORATION, 16 West 46th St., New York, N. Y.
In Canada: ELDON INDUSTRIES of CANADA LTD.. Don Mills, Ontario
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At a time when the fou nder of stride plano
Is remembered In the catalogue under his own
name by only a brace of LPs, the arrival of
an additional pair becomes doubly welcome,
especially as they both contain material never
released before. Setting the pace for other
members of the Harlem school of p lano tick·
lers was just one of the numer ous accomplish.
ments of James P. Johnson, who enjoyed noth.
ing so much as a night spen t with friends,
jousting at the plano. His accompaniments to
various early blues singers were models of
perfection, and most shops can still supply
examples of his fine playing behind Bessie
Smith. But much of h is energy during the '20s
was expanded on writing popular songs and
scores for m usical revues. He tou red Europe
as musical director of "Plantation Days," lllld
he was invited to Hollywood daring the first
days of sound on film . Whenever possible, an
hour or so would be stolen t o work on more
ambitious proj ects In the concert field, as
Johnson finish music's Third Stream long
before the current crop of anglers came along.
Through the help of such good frien ds as
William Grant Still, W. C. Handy, Willard
Robinson, and the auspices of AS CAP, John.
son met with greater success in securing per.
formances of serious works In the concert
hall and broadcast live on radio than Third
Stream composers a re able t o achieve today.
Hard as the depreSSion was on his earnings,
It did provide extra leisure for the writing
and promotion of new works. T he really dam.
aging effect was on his r ecor ded output, as
the industry stopped preSSing older titles and
set up a cry of poverty at the sight of fresh
manuscript. So great is the demand for scores
now that final touches are often Inked In the
studio, and this arena Is wh ere the T hird
Stream finds Its best chance to be heard.
Because a similar opportunity was denied
Johnson, the present generation knows first
hand of his influence f rom the piano styles
of Duke EIIIngton and Count Basle. These two
releases should go a long way towar d showing
how ;Tohnson was puzzled by some of the
same problems modernists face, as well as
revealing the fact that his pioneer ing blazed
a trail for such pianists as Thelonlous Monk,
Ray Bryant, Bobby Scott, Red Garland,
Tommy Flannagan and the late Eddie Costa.
Until Moses Asch consented to unveil the
composer's piano version of Yamekraw, the
sole recording of the concert works stIlI
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around was reputed to be a symphonic reading on Japan ese Polydor of this r hapsodic
sketch about a Negro section on t h e outski rts of Savan nah, Geor gia. Like Geo rge
Gershwin's piano r oll of R hapsody in Blue,
reclaimed a year or so ago on RCA Victor ,
t he piano score is much l ess da ted than the
orchestral arrangement. Al t h ough t h oroughly
acquainted wi th su ch fan cy lu res as atonaJism
and modern dissona n ce, J oh n son endeavo red
to demonstr at e how spiritu als a nd ear thy
blues t h emes could enrich con ventional framewor ks. While keeping closer to true blues
In tonation a n d feeling t h an similar efforts by
Dvorak, Str avinsky and Milh a ud, t h e or chestration s were t oo blan d fo r jazz enthusiasts
and too unsoph isticated fo r t h e concert audiences at which they were a imed. Nor did
they reduce to t he sa me common denom inator
that Gershwin's did, with t h e r esultin g huge
a t t raction for t he public a t l arge. Because
jazz tastes wer e r elatively u nformed and the
subject Itself not a lways clearly defined, Johnson can be excu sed for depar tin g too fa r
from t he type of music h e was best qualified
to write. Now tha t the body of jazz listeners
has grown in size a n d wisdom, T hir d Stream
composer s sh ould not make t h e same mistake
and let such a pr ize swim away. Both they
and other modern a rra ngers can learn much
from Johnson 's career, a nd a good star t would
be to t ry writing vigorous, n ew treatments
of some of his scores. They are certainly
wor thy of t h e atten tion s of Gary McFarland,
Oliver Nelson or Bobby Scott.
Anyon e lookin g f or jazz roots will find t h ey
grow deep in Yamekraw, which draws on a
wide variet y of sou rce material, including
Every time I Fee l T he Spirit, a n d Sam Jones
Don Snagged HiB B,·itch es. Perry B r adford,
who published the score and a lso often collabora t ed with Joh n son, supplies an example
of the last title among fo u r ea rly recordings
of syncopated novelty t unes added by way of
docum en tation. Da t ing fr om 1921, a n d the
days of J oh nson 's H armony Seven , a bout the
only distinguishing feature is t h e leader's
pian o.
The Columbia set also harks back to the
period of acoustic recording, with such
classic solos from t he Okeh label as Carolina
S hot~ t. anel Snow11 Me r ning Blue8. Ten of the
sixteen per forma nces wer e r ecorded In 1939
and never Issu ed· her e, Including five with
a small band. The pr esen ce of Gene Sed ric,
along with Red Allen, J . C. Higginbotha m and
Sid Catlett, points u p a compar ison to one
of Fats Waller 's priceless ba nd dates. Anna
Robinson sin gs the Langst on Hughes lyrics t o
Httngry Blue8, and Duke E llin gton r eminisces on the linea r about h is old friend and
mentor .

Ten Great Bands (Five Volume Set)
RCA Victor LPM6702
The bands of t h e swing er a always played
for dan cer s, a nd t h e listening audience could
be grateful fo r any brilliant j azz solos. T his
five-disk gathering Is pretty much proof of
the pudding, as the ten great ban ds presented
by producer Brad McCuen are largely involved
in typical d ance sets, with the choice jazz
bits firm ly Imbedded In set a r rangements.
About the only exception Is L ionel Hampton's small stu dio crew of sidemen bor rowed
from Duke Ellington and Ben ny Goodman.
Each leader Is a lloted on e si de con Sisting of
six selection s, and t h e p rograms recall one
of the many radio hroadcast s from r esort or
hotel ballrooms. Every n umber Is new to LP,
and a few wer e never Issued before, notably
Tommy Dorsey playing a 12-in ch 78 rpm version of I'm Getting Sent i m ental Over You,
a second Goodman master of Plea8e Be Kind,
and Ivie Ander son vocalizing on Ellington's
Jump F or J oy . Par en ts with a sedate Image
st ill Intact are advised to keep modern youth
from laying han ds on such nonsense son gs as
Hal Kemp's r eading of T h r ee Little Fishe8,
Larry Clinton's Abba Dabba, and Count
Basie's Open Th e Door , Richard! Glenn Miller
and Louis Armst rong are a lso head from, nnd
Oran " Lips" Page jOins Artie Shaw on T ake
Off Your Shoe8, Baby. T he collection, which
carries a reduced price tag, seems to be
pressed fo r utlllty from harder material t h an
curren t stereo relea ses.
.a:
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to make professional quality stereo
tape racordings your recorder must
have
three heads
All professional tape recorders have three separate heads-one erase,
one record, one playback. Record heads and playback heads have different
gap widths. A wide gap record head is a must to record all the sound on the
tape. A narrow gap playback head is a must to reproduce all the sound from
the tape. Professional quality sound on sound recordings can be made -only
on a recorder with three heads.
The Concord 880 was designed for Connoisseurs of fine music-for
thos e who want to hear and appreciate the difference between ordinary
tape recordings and the fine professional recording and sound reproduction
of the Concord 880.
Other imp ortant professional features of the Concord 880 include:
• all push button operation
. 4-track stereo record-playback
• new varisync flutter free
salient pole drive motor
• sound with sound recording
• exclusive Concord computerized
channel indicator

• three speeds
• built in monitoring
• dual full range speakers
.10 watt dual amplifier
• dual cathode follower high
impedance outputs

The 880 includes two profess ional dynamic microphones in a compact un it
pe rfect fo r use as a port abl e ste re o recording and playback system-ideal
as a permanent p art of your hi-fidelity music system.
Compare the Concord 880 and see why it offers much morein performance-in feat ures-in reliability-in valu e.
Make a recording quality comparison test at your dealersif you' re a conno isseur you 'll hear the difference.

If y ou'd like a copy of Concord's booklet, "All the Facts"
send lO¢ to Concord E lectronics Corporation
The best value in Stereo Tape Recorders-under $400.00

CONCORD 8 80
~ CON CORD ELECTRONICS CORPORAT ION

809 North Cahuenga Boulevard, Dept. L, Los Angeles 38, California
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LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE
(from page 30)

any form of amplifier matching a dynamic speaker.
Now we add the impedance-changing
feature made extremely simple by leakage inductance. At higher frequencies,
the amplifier is matched by the 600-cps
value of loudspeaker impedance. But at
lower frequencies the same matching
load for the amplifier is provided by an
impedance several times as great, following the ideal impedance curve of (D) .
With an impedance following this curve
the output tubes would 'see' a constant
resistance. This immediately raises the
natural power-available curve of (B) to
that shown at (E), without any change
in damping factor.
Note that now the amplifier comes
close to correct match at frequencies not
far above and below the resonant peak
in impedance as well as at the minimumimpedance frequency from 600 to 1000
cps. The impression of increased available power can be tremendous, and distortion is maintained low, because the
output tubes are matched more closely
to their correct load impedance at all
frequencies. It's like multiplying the
available power of an amplifier by five
times or more, and cutting its distortion

at the same time. Who can object to
that'!
F igure 13 shows how it's done physi-

OUTP~\\
STA~
(Al

I~I~------1[JI

ID\

II
(8)

Fig. 13. Arrangement of special output
transformer with impedance match of
curve (D), Fig. 12.

cally. A t (A) is the circuit, while (B)
shows the physical layout of the windings in the window space that will
achieve it.
In summary, these few examples show
the versatility of leakage inductance
when used as a circuit element. Because
of power economy, in that last case, the
output transformer, with its extra winding, can actually be smaller than in the
prototype amplifier, while still delivering much more power to the loudspeaker.
Proper use of leakage inductance in
audio work comes the closest we have
seen to enabling you to "eat your cake
and still have it."
IE
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Dynamic Directional Microphone
the premier mike for semi -pro
tape recording
K 50

Dynamic Headphones
the premier phones for serious
musiC-listeners
For the home music fan , this pair of aces
from AKG (Vienna) guarantees a house full
of audio pleasure . Full-range input to the
recorder, full-range output to the earsmono or stereo . Both are well within
modest budgets . Hear them at your AKG
Dealer - or write today for details. Electronic Applications , Inc., Wi lton, Connecticut/ (203) PO 2-5537 / TWX WILT 426.
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LIGHT LISTENING

EDITOR'S REVIEW

(from page 10)

(from page 16)

tion, in particular, recorded with the same
closeup impact of the rest of the orchestra is
kept very busy. Certainly the man at the n:ix ing board deserves a special word of commendation. The 35 MM technique really gets a
chance to shine in this release a s the Light
organization subjects each passage to microscopic scrutiny. It's a scrutiny the same instruments would never get were you to listen
to the same recording session from any seat
in the house.
The Melachrino disc may seem tame should
you happen tC' play it right after the Command opus. ConSidered on its own merits, it
is easily the best sounding stereo disc we have
to date by Melachrino's smooth-working outfit.
Perspective is just as natural as the instrumen tal timbre ; you see the orchestra instead
of swimming about inside it. The response in
the rhythm section would indicate thnt a different mike has been aimed at the bass fiddle.
That stalwart of the rhythm area now emerges
in a reproduced form that somehow manages
to combine lushness with the good tight sound
found only in the bes t of today's stereo discs.
Melachrino's lineup of tunes incl udes several
of the composer's items that are seldom performed these days: ReachinD for the Moon
f rom the 1930 Boardway show of the same
name and When J Lost YO"U written by Berlin
in 1912 following the death of bis fir st wife.
Although far less sensational than the Command disc, this release will hold its appeal
when the la test fa ds have d ied away.

dium 'with quality programming. Weare all aware of
the fact that AM radio (except for a mere handful of
stations), when confronted by the challenge of TV,
took to the lowlands where quality programs were concerned-some people have been unkind enough to call
AM radio "a giant jukebox." On the other hand, we
are aware also that FM radio (except for the adjuncts
to some large AM stations) generally has had a much
higher quality of programming, as well as an inherently better sound quality. Unfortunately (or perhaps
fortunately?), the higher cultural order of the FM
programming has provoked little interest amongst the
major advertizers. We will not speculate why. Now,
however, with the advent of FM-stereo and the attendant original excitement, some major commercial interests have taken notice to the extent of actually plunking down money for a netw01'k FM program. Yes,
network! A combination of 40 FM stations which are
members of, or affiliated with, the QXR Network. To
our way of thinking this is of potentially greater value
for the audio fan than FM-stereo itself since with
major budgets there undoubtedly will be a greater
emphasis on live performances than heretofore, live
performances by the great artists. Also there will be a
much more active heralding of FM and its virtues. We
may well experience a surge of excellent programs.

Sergio Franchi : Romantic Italian Songs
RCA Victor LSC 2640
When one of the characters in Cole Porter's
"Kiss Me Kate" rema rks that there's lots of
"quail" i n Cremona, he Is telllng only part of
the story. RCA's latest tenor discovery happens to be a native of that Italian city. If
Sergio Franchi continues the pace he has set
in his debut a lbum, he is sure to do a lmost as
much for Cremona as he will for the coffers of
RCA. With the build and looks that Ezio
Pinza had at the start of his career, Franchi
is bound to prove strong box offi ce in concert
appearances. Wheneve r a promising tenor
emerges from Ita ly tbese days, he is usually
snapped up by the opera impresarios bu t RCA
Victor seems to be grooming Franchi to occupy several niches in their artist roster.
Since the death of Mario Lanza, Victor has
been without the services of a tenor able to
belt out the romantic Italian songs that always sell to the record buy ing public. Even
when Lan za was around, he wasn't able to
match all the talen ts of some of the tenors
under contract at other labels. Such tenor
stars as Giuseppe Di Stefano, Franco Corell i
and Mario Del Monaco have done well with
Neopolitan songs. RCA is now going after that
market with a talent discovered in England by
conductor Norman Luboft'. Before the tenor
came to Luboft"s attention on the British television program "Sunday Night at the Palladium," he had gone through many of the
preliminary stages for the career he now
faces. When FranChi's family moved from
Italy to South Africa in 1952, he studied
voice wh ile working as a part-time draftsman.
Once his career got under way in operetta, he
was soon signed fo r an operatic tour by South
Africa's for emost impresario. Concert and television appearances in Switzerland, Germany,
France and Holland preceded Franchi's encounter with Luboft' in Ma rch 1962. The tenor
was hired by RCA on the basis of two selections recorded in England and shipped her e
for audition. Perhaps an even more significant
augury is the fact that Sol Hurok signed
Franchi for an American concert tour sight
un seen after listening to his r eco rdings. In his
debut album the tenor is ass is ted by a chorus
and orchestra under th e direction of \Vally
Stott. The program includes a cross section of
Italian favorites (.ilfan·echia,-e, 0 Sole M 'io,
Mattinata and T orna a Sorriento) which
Franchi deli vel'S with the proper amount of
quicksilver in the voice. All he needs now is
the final l ayer of poi~e and polish that an
American concert tour is sure to give him . .1E
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Tra nsistors
For many years the transistor has tantalized the
audio engineer because of certain technical properties :
it is a low-impedance device with extremely fast recovery time. Of course we have all heard about those other
virtues of low heat and small size ad nattsettrn j frankly,
these virtues are significant only in military or mobile
applications. To the audiofan, the only reason for
count enancing a new device is that it will give him
better performance. Thu!' we come back to the properties we mentioned at the outset which permit greater
bandwidth with excellent transient response. Unfortunately in the past, engineers have been unable to take
advantage of these devices because the good ones were
just too costly-and not because the devices didn't
exist. Now, several manufacturers have decided (or
rather the engineers have convinced management) that
the transistor provides such excellent performance that
they should market equipment even though the transistor prices are still relatively high (lower than they
were but still 10 to 20 times higher than tubes in power
applications). Actually, this decision to go ahead wil'l
materially affect prices in future equipment as more
transistors are used in audio applications. Thus we
can see a trend in motion: this year there were very
few types of transistor equipment available and those
that did appear were relatively expensive; next year
there will be much more equipment with some reduction in the price level-we would expect major entries
this year; the year after next there will be some second
generation equipment; and again many new entries.
Altogether we would expect that transistor equipment
will be as common as tube equipment two years from
now (yes, we think that they will co-exist) . We also
expect "transistor fever" to become virulent during
this period of time. If you are like us you can expect
to get bitten by the bug (we are not able to resist a new
device) therefore start saving those pennies now so
that you don't have to raid your child's piggy bankagain.
.1E
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ABOUT MUSIC.
Harold La_renee

A Tale of Two Halls
at Lincoln Center
is settling down. The first week was
hectic. There was opening night with
the milling throngs, the ropes and barricades, 800 chauffeur-driven limousines, elegant ladies and their well-dressed escorts,
police in tuxedos, klieg lights and television
cameras. Inside the auditorium, Leonard
Bernstein waited in the wings with a battery of over a hundred orchestral musicians, three choruses, and thirteen famous
soloists. For social and cultural elite it was
the biggest night in New York since the
opening of the Museum of Modern Art.
For Dr. Leo L. Beranek it was one of
the biggest nights of his career. As president of Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, he had
been entrusted with the acoustical design
of the first public concert hall of orchestral
size in New York since Carnegie Hall was
built in 1890. Now the distinguished audience moving up the escalator toward the
spanking new hall would, in less than two
hours, size up the result of six years of
planning, which included an intensive study
of 54 concert and opera halls on four continents. What would they say'
"The first night was a near disaster,
acoustically," reported Harold C. Schonberg, critic of The New York Times. "Listening to the music in Philharmonic Hall
on opening night was like hearing a giant

P

HILHARMONIC HALL

No longer must you have noise in your
audio circuits due to mechanical resistance systems. Now, the FAIRCHILD
LUMITEN, the most advanced concept
in professional attenuator design, uses
a be~m of light to change resistance,
and provides absolutely noise-free attenuation. Total operating reliability is also
assured because the FAIRCHILD LUMITEN
eliminates the critical disadvantages of
conventional attenuators such as dirty
contacts, static charge buildup, erratic
attenuation, abrupt, shaky fades and
continual maintenance.
'
In addition, the FAIRCHILD LUMITEN
allows flexibility in console design. Attenuator circuits can be controlled remotely by placing the FAIRCHILD
LUM ITEN attenuator actuator at the
location and the attenuation network
hundreds of feet away at the same time
utilizing inexpensive connecting cables.
The result is a tremendous cost reduction in wiring and also the ability to
change levels from a remote point withou~ the ~se of exp~nsive servo systems.
ThiS design also eliminates the problems
of noise pickup in signal cables going
to and from conventional type attenuators including the problem of noise
cross talk.
The FAIRCHILD LUMITEN system of
level control can honestly be considered
the first real breakthrough in audio
attenuation systems.
The FAIRCHILD LUMITEN is available
in both slide type (Model 668) or rotary
typ~ (Model 669) in 150 and 600 ohm
resistances for either adjacent or · remote operation.

hi-fi set, with the characteristic shrill and
hard high-frequencies so dear to hi-fi buffs,"
wrote Paul Henry Lang in Th e New York
Herald Tribune.
What had gone wrong' Not a thing, said
the acousticians, who had not made flat
predictions that the hall would be troublefree from the start. Provisions had been
made for "tuning" adjustments, using canopies, baffies, risers, absorptive and r eflective panels, and other devices. Dr. Beranek
estimated that these refinements might keep
the acoustical engineers busy in Philharmonic Hall for as long aa a year after
opening night. Furthermore, he stated that
no other hall had as much built-in sonic
flexibility. Meanwhile the controversy hovered over Philharmonic Hall like the 106
acoustical "clouds" above the audience and
orchestra.
As expected, critics drew comparisons
between Philharmonic Hall and London's
Royal Festival Hall, the forerunner of the
modern concert halls. (It is interesting to
note that Mr. Hope Bagenal, the acoustical
consultant to the builders of Royal Festival
Hall, was engaged by Lincoln Center to
advise on Philharmonic Hall.) Philharmonic Hall generally came off better than
its English cousin, although in point and
descriptiveness the opinions were remarkably close.
"The

double

basses simply

cannot be

Fairchild Lumiten prices:

$39.00 to $59.00
For complete details write

FAIRCHILD
RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
10-40 45th Ave. , Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Royal Festival Hall, London .
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heard." (Leopold Stokowski on the Royal
Festival H all)
"Either there is amplification or there is
something wrong. I haven't heard a cello
or a double bass yet." (Virgil Thomson on
Philharmonic Hall)

* * *

"The lack of bass in the hall is the most
serious problem." (Dr. Leo L. Beranek on
Royal Festival Hall)
" ... a decided lack of bass ... Cellos and
basses do not seem able to carry their
weight." (Harold C. Schonberg, The New
York Times, on Philharmonic Hall)

* • •
"The f ault is that the hall is lacking in
resonance... One never gets the f eeling of
a tremendous sound of a resonant chording.
The part writing is always too clear when
flhordal climaxes are desired." (Sir Malcolm
Sargent on the Royal Festival Hall)
"Sound was too dry, resonance was almost
completely lacking, and low strings could
scarcely be heard." (H. C. S., The New
York Times on Philharmonic Hall)

the manual turntable you can play automatically
A superbly engineered unit developed especially
counterbalanced tone arm and 'feather-touch'
for use in high quality music systems for faithpushbutton automatic controls. Model 10H with
fully reproducing high fidelity stereo and mono·
hysteresis-synchronous motor, $99.50; Model 10
phonic recordings. Plays single record manually,
with heavy-duty induction molar, $89.50 (prices
automatically or continuously, and up to 10 rec·
are less cartridge and base). Descriptive literaords, automatically. Operates at
ture at your dealer, or write to
four speeds. Has a heavy die-cast,
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp.,
12-inch balanced turntable, mass- !MIRACORO!.J 80 Swaim St., Westbury, N.Y.
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* * *

L _____________ _ ______ _ _____

"The back stalls under the grand tier are
to be avoided . . . here it seemed that a
thick blanket had been suspended between
orchestra and audience, and the resultant
sound had no more 'stage presence' than
has the seedy cacchination of an inferior
phonograph." (Geoffrey Sharp Musio Review, May 1951 on the Royal Festival Hall)
"In the loges and in the extreme back of
the hall, the sound thins out a bit; and because of the lack of bass, the effect is not
unlike that of a high-fidelity outfit with
the bass control out of the circuit." (H. C.
S., The New York Times on Philharmonic
H all)
"Two kinds of music suffer the most; the
elusive, atmospheric piece, and the sumptuous late Romantic scores of Wagner,
Strauss and Rachmaninoff." (Desmond
Shawe-Taylor, New Statesman and Nation,
on the Royal Festival Hall)
"The concensus is that the hall is best for
intimate music, where the clarity of acoustics helps quiet sounds along." (The New
York Times on Philharmonic Hall)

~I
RECORDS
SOUND-ON- SOUND

LAFAYETTE
PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY 4-TRACK
STEREO TAPE RECORDER

* * *
"The acoustics are first·class with regard
to clarity, in fact, frighteningly so." (Sir
Malcolm Sargent on the Royal Festival
Hall
"In this hall the sound is metallic and
tinny. There is no warmth." (Leopold
Stokowski on the Royal Festival Hall)
"To many auditors, clarity rather than richness of sound seemed the chief tonal characteristic of the hall." (Ross Parmenter,
The New York Times on Philharmonic
Hall)

* * *
"At Festival Hall today, even after some
changes, (the reverberation time) stands
at 1.5, and when there are standees, (it)
drops to 1.4." (Howard Taubman, The
New York 1'imes, May 11, 1958 on the
Royal Festival Hall)
"There is every reason to believe the hall
will be properly tuned ... but there is also
every reason to believe that it will be a
sharp, clear, dry auditorium rather than a
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Here is professional quality at Lafayette's low price. Compare
this dependable portable tape machine with others and you
will agree, the RK-155 is tops.

in one case

16995

• Playback 4 and 2-track stereo; 4-track monaural • Record
4-track stereo and monaural • Dual level meters. Built-in
amplifiers and 2 full-tone stereo speakers for hi-fi sound
• Response: 40-18,000 cps at 71/2 ips. 2 Speeds: 33ft! ips
& 7112 ips • Plays reels up to 7 inches • Complete with 2
dynamic mikes, output cable, tape reel and 1200 ft. of tape.
RK-155WX With Carrying Case
..... ................ Net 169.95

-----------------

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
0 Rush m!, FREE 388
Giant S,zed Pages
Dept. AL -2
P.O. Box 10,
1963 Catalog.
• Syosset, L.r., ltv.
0 RK-155WX $....
................. enclosed
•
• NAME .. ...... ......... ........................ .............. ................. ...........

•

: ADDRESS .. ...

L
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........................................... ................. .....

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
Jamai~T~3~~.~~Ctc~~~d~~, N.Y. •

Paramus, N.J. I
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New York 13, N.Y.

---------------------
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mellow one." (H. C. S., T he New York
Ti'rnes, on Philharmonic Hall)

*

PORTABLE. ..
PROFESSIO NAL. ..
PRECISION·MADE!

BUTO BA

is a precision tape recorder, qual·
ity-engineered and hand . crafted by skilled
West German technicians, offering perform·
ance and features never before found in
portable recorders!

UNEQUALLED FEATURES:

* *

T he above criticisms would seem to in·
dicate that P hilharmonic Hall and Royal
Festival Hall have common traits- bass de·
ficiency, lack of resonance, ir regular dis·
tribution of sound. However, the New York
hall does not seem to suffer from the lack
of homogeneity noted by most critics of
the Royal Festival Hall :
"The voices of individual instr uments often
seem isolated. . . You hear every sound
made on stage- not only the sounds meant
to be heard but even the turning of the
pages and the accidental touch of bow
against music stand." (Howard T aubman,
The N ew Yor7c T i?nes )
"One is inclined to hear each instrument as
a separate entity." (Alec Rober tson, The
Gr(Jll'nophone)
Dr. Beranek's reply to the critical reception of Philharmonic Hall is to move panels, lower or raise clouds, experiment with
risers, replace screens, and otherwise alter
reflective surfaces. One concert-goer (Seymour Solomon, President of Vanguard
Records) recently proposed a more drastic
method of improving the auditorium's acoustics in a letter to The N ew York T im es:
"An educated guess would be that adjusting
souud-reflecting panels will not alter the
ba sic sound quality, and that nothing short
of structural alteration will suffice. To be
considered is the possibility of constructing
a more resonant floorin g under the orchestra to reinforce and amplify the bass response of the instrument s."
As of this writing, acoustics at last a.re
taking second place to music in the review
columns. Meanwhile the t uning continues.
What will tomorrow bring' More bass, bet·
tel' distribut ion of sound' Smoother frequency responsei Whatever the outcome of
future adjustments, Philharmonic H all, like
Royal F estival H all, promises t o remain
con troversial.
1£

4 hrs. recording or play· back on 5 inch reels
• Exceptionally fast forward and rewind •
Instant start and stop • 2 motors with tran·
sistorized electronic speed control. Separate
volume and tone controls. Built·in push· pull
amplifier and 5" x 7" heavy· duty speaker.
Tape position indicator • 40 hrs. operation
from 8 ordinary flashlight batteries • Fully
transistorized, battery or AlC operated .

RECOMMENDED READING: "Music, Acoustics
& Architecture," Leo L. Beranek; John
Wiley & Sons, New York. $17.50

SPECIFICATIONS:

Condenser Microphone Matching

Response : 50-13,000 cps @ 3 34 ips ,
60- 6,000 cps @ l Ya ips. Half track. Flutter
and wow: Max .. 2% @ 334 ips. Mike input
-200 ohms; line input lOOK ohms. Compact
• Lightweight. Complete with dynamic mike
• Full line of accessories available.

(The following lett er is reprinted from
last month with the inclusion of two paragraphs which significantly add to it s
meaning. )

BOOKLET FREE!
" 25 WAYS TO USE YOUR TAPE
RECORDER" and color folder . Yours for
the asking. Write . ..

Si
I

STANFORD INTERNATIONAL
569 laurel St reet • San Carlos . Calif.
Telephone : 591 ·0339

FOR A LIMITED TIME!

LETTERS
(from page 6)

SIR:

'l'he amplifier in all professional condenser microphones is in itself basically
an impedance· matching device; it converts
the extremely high diaphragm/grid impedance (approximately 180 megohms) to
a balanced low-impedance line suitable for
long cable r uns. It is by nat ure a voltage
amplifier and is, therefore, incapable of
any power output. The impedance that
is listed in the European specifications,
usually either 200 or 50 ohms, is the
source impedance looking back into the
microphone output tr ansformer. If the
transformer load is improper, it will reo

Specid/25%
SdV inK for

AUDIO readers
TROUBLESHOOTING HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS was written specifically
for the service technician and the
audio hobbyist who specializesor wants to speciali z e-in the
growing and highly profitable field
of audio and h igh fidelity service
and repair.

PREPUBLICATION OFFER
PAY ONLY

$2.20
FOR THIS
NEW BOOK
PUBLISHED
AT $2.95!

This book is for the hobbyist and
technician who wants to know the
plain and simple approach to
TROUBLESHOOTING HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS. Twelve fact-filled, illus·
trated chapters spell out the most
direct approach to curing both ,
vacuum tube and transistorized
amplifier ills. Everything from instruments and test procedures, to
servicing transistorized stereo
amplifiers, is covered in a writing
style that makes it easy to read
and absorb.
Published at $2.95 .. . YOU SAVE
25% when you order this important
book at the special pre·publication
price of only $2.20. Send for your
copy today. We pay the postage*.
Radio Magazines, Inc., Dept. T62
P.O. Box 629
Mineola, New York
I am enclosing $ _ _ _ , please send
me _ __ copies of TROUBLESHOOTING
HIGH FIDELITY AMPlIFIERS*, by Mannie
Horowitz.
NAM~E

_____________________

ADDREss ___________________
CITY________..LZON~STATE_.
·Shipped post pa id in th e U.S. and Ca nada. Please
add 25¢ for foreign orders.

FOR A LIMITED TIME!
AUDIO
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flect bll:ck into the plate circuit of the tube
nd shlft ~he operating point to a nonlinear portlon of the curve. This transformer should never look into an impedance less than 5 times the source value.
Since American input transformers do not
have 1000-ohm strapping, these microphones can never be operated with a 200ohm source impedance. They should always
be strapped for the 50-ohm impedance.
. In order for the console preamplifier
mput transformer to see the nominal impedance in use today (150/250), it is
necessary to insert building-out resistors
in the legs of the microphone output transformer. These should be in the order of
60-75 ohms so that the total impedance
seen by the preamplifier input transformer
is in the order of 200 ohms.
This modification has been included in
most all European condenser microphones
imported through regular channels for the
past two or three years. Anyone that is
operating microphones older than this
would be well advised to perform these
modifications in order to reduce high-frequency distortion.
The problem of overload of the console
preamplifier and the internal mic.rophone
amplifier due to close-miking techniques
has only one satisfactory solution. This
is an integral attenuator in the microphone
itself between the capsule and the preamplifier grid. While padding of the microphone line at the console input will prevent overload after this point, only the
above mentioned type of attenuator will
protect the microphone itself.
ALBERT B. GRUNDY
International Electroacoustics, Inc.
333 Sixth Avenue
New York 14, New York

a:

not present the same problem and allows
~he mike to feed directly to a higher input

lillpedance (Ref. my letter November issue)
without an appreciable peak.
It should be obvious, therefore that a
resistive network is not only not 'required
for proper performance, but the attendant
loss of approximately 12 db will render
this m~er uuusable ~rom a sensitivity
standpomt, and also, WIll negate any flenb~ity gains from this design. I, therefore,
reIterate the recommended ideal input
termination for my design: The Neumann
U-47 microphone should be strapped for
50-ohm impedance and fed directly to an
input transformer having an input of 250
ohms and a secondary of lOOK ohms
that is loaded with a lOOK potentiometer.
WILLIAM G. DILLEY
514 E. Avery St.,
San Bernardino, Calif.

SPEAKERS
(from page 22)
3. H. F. Olson, "Elements of acoustical
engineering," D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.
New York, p. 142, 1957.
4. r. Wolff, L. Malter, "Sound radiation
from a system of vibrating circular diaphragms," Phys. Rev., 33, 1061, 1929.
5. R. L. Pritchard, "Mutual acoustic impedance between radiators in an infinite
rigid plane," J. Acous. Soc. Am. 32, No.6,
730, 1960.
6. H. M. Tremaine, "All about crossover
networks," Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.,
New York, 1960.
7. J. F. Novak, "Performance of Enclosures for low-resonance high-compliance
loudspeakers," J. A. E. S., No.1, 29, 1959.

And Still More
SIR:

I am flattered by the interest and comments generated by my article "A condenser microphone mixer" in the October
issue. It is regrettable that they have been
made, in large part, because of a termination error (200-ohm source rather than
50 ohms) and as a result, the major philosophy of my design has been missed. Some
degree of clarification is obviously required. First, let me say that while the
schematic was obviously in error and implied an impedance-matching connection,
the text belies this approach by the very
terminology employed: "In order to prevent overload within the microphone preamplifiers . . ." That the microphone
amplifier should work into a load impedance considerably higher than its source
impedance is not open to conjecture and I
wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Temmer
and Mr. Grundy.
The manner of accomplishing this requirement, however, is the subject for controversy, and is, in itself, the basis for
my design. The input transformer of the
standard console is normally employed
with an unloaded secondary and exhibits
a frequency discriminative response when
fed from a source other than the specified
nominal impedance. This response varies
with the individual transformer employed,
of course, but it can be generally stated
that the high-frequency peaking as a result
of "undeterminating" the input is unsatisfactory and can run as high as 5 db. This
condition is satisfied by a resistive network
between the mike and transformer which
allows the source to "see" its proper load
while simultaneously providing the necessary input impedance for the transformer.
With respect to the unloaded-secondary
condition, Mr. Temmer is quite correct.
The loaded secondary of my design does

AUDIO

•

Wheth er your particular requirements in a tape recorder are sim ple or
complex . .. whe th er they demand multiplex (FM stereo ) recording facilities
or something less . . . whether they reflect the demands of hobby or profession, of quality over portability or vice versa ... choosing the one right tape
recorder for you has now become as simple as A-B·C!
There are now 4 Norelco 'Continentals'. One for every purpose. One for
every purse. A ll gui ld -crafted for you by Philips of the Netherlands. Each
designed to provide its owner with the features best suited to his special
requirements-whether on vacation, on location, in the home, studio, office,
church o r school.
For a pleasant demonstration, visit your favorite hi-fi or photo dealer. Write
for Brochure A-12.
North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity
Products Division, 230 Dully Avenue, Hicksville, Long Island, New York.

In Canada and throughout the free world Norelco is known as 'the Ph ilips'
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SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE

3
MOTORS
•

3
SPEEDS
•

3
HEADS
•
73 PRODUCTION COMBINATIONS

For Home

•

•

•

•

•

•

Studio

Recording Lab

Tops in Performance per Dollar
Write Dept. 1262-A for
personalized information
on your specific needs.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Division ·01

.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS CORP.
ELKHART, INDIANA

The First Book of its Kind-No Other Like It!

SOUND in the THEATRE
by Harold Burris·Meyer and Vincent Mallory
othing like SOUND in the THEATRE
has ever been published. It is the first
N
book to set forth in authoritative detail what

rived systems and equipment specifications.
Complete procedures are given for: Planning,
assembling, and testing sound control installations-Articulating sound control with other
elements of production-Rehearsals and performances - Operation and maintenance· of
sound control equipment.

you can do with sound by ' electronic control,
lind how to do it whenever the source (singer,
musician, speaker, etc.) and the audience are
present together. The book develops the requirements for electronic sound control from
the necessities of the performance, the charTHE AUTHORS
acteristics of the audience (hearing and psyDuring the past thirty years, the authors have developed
choacoustics), and the way sound is modified
the techniques of sound control in opera, open·air amphi.
by environment, hall, and scenery. Sound
theatres, theatres on Broadway, theatres on-the-road and
sources are considered for their susceptibility
off·Broadway, in concert halls and night clubs, in Hollyof control and need for it, and the many techwood and in the laboratory. Some of their techniques are
used in broadcast and recording as well as in perform·
niques for applying electronic sound control
ances where an audience is present. From their laboratory
~ are described and illustrated in thirty-two spehave come notably successful applications of sound con~fiC problems. From these problems are d"e-,-."...,,,,t,,,,ro~l.,,,to_..
P S,~YC~hr0",lo,,..gi_Ca_l_w_ar_fa_r_e_an...,d",p.,..,SY,...,C_hO."I0o-og_ic...a...1s~c_re_e_ni_ng....

~DIO
~GAZINES,
!If

AC-I

It OfRce Box 629

,.ola, New York
I enc:looln, my remillance for $10.00
I my copy of
ND In the THEATRE postpaid.

C.O.D .. all books sent postpaid in U .SA.
pOllelllons, Canada, and Mexico.
50e tor Foreign orders.)

~-----------------------------------------------_ _ _ _ _ _ Zone _
Stotl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ATTENUATOR
(from page 23)

faced is finding some resistors of the
values shown. The best way is to select
them using a Wheatstone bridge, from
a lar~e stock of 5-per-cent resistors_ This
is what the author did. Of course not
everybody -has access to a bridge The
next best thing would be to use the nearest
5-per-cent value without attempting to
bridge them. Actually, this can be quite
good in some cases since the manufacturers usually hold a tighter tolerance
than 5 per cent on these resistors. A
range of 3 per cent is what you usually
find but, of course, you can't depend on
it. Also, not all the exact values you need
fall close to a 5-per-cent value, either.
If you want a 1-per-cent attenuator and
don't have a bridge you will just have
to invest in a supply of 1-per-cent resistors. These can be obtained from any
good electronic wholesaler. Be sure to
get deposited carbon and not wire
wound. Although the latter can have a
higher wattage rating than the carbons,
lf2-watt units are more than sufficient for
home use. For example, ten volts rIDS
across 600 ohms is only 0.17 watts. In
general, wire-wound resistors have a
poorer frequency response than the
equivalent carbon. Thirty lf2-watt 1-percent deposited-carbon resistors will cost
you about $10 if you remember to get a
quantity discount.
Selected 5-per-cent resistors, then, are
a better deal if you can borrow a bridge.
There is one catch, though: if you aren't
careful when you solder them in you can
increase their value over what you measured by up to 2 per cent-these resistors
are sensitive to overheating. So leave
lots of lead length when you solder and
use a heat sink as well. Long leads won't
hurt anything and can make as nice a
looking package as if you cut them short.
A tip on bridging. The heating sensitivity of carbon resistors can be used to
good advantage if no particular resistor
happens to fall close enough to your
value. Simply choose one a few per cent
low and heat the leads(s) near the body.
Apply heat with discretion and proceed
in short steps, always measuring afterwards. This is a good, quick way to set
the value.
A more common way is to file a notch
into the resistor. This is usually more
trouble but can raise the value much further than heating can. I always used
staking lacquer to seal the cut but this
will raise the resistance as soon as it fills
in. A little experience is in order here,
and many trials and errors, too, before
you will have perfect results.
As a general rule, always work the resistor back and forth in the bridge before removing. Sometimes the value is

intermittent and this check will show
it up.
If you like, a more modest version can
bp. built simply by leaving out sections.
This is quite all right since every pi section is complete in itself. Rearrangement in any desired order, addition or
subtraction of attenuation steps can
thus be carried out since everything is
completely bilateral. Just remember that
the attenuator, whether one or more sections, must always be loaded with an
external 600 ohms on both ends. Usually
signal generators are this impedance but
scopes are not. Place a 600-ohm resistor
across the end which feeds the scope.
This will ensure that whatever attenuation setting you use will be accurate. Additional values of attenuation can be
calculated from the following formulas
if you so desire: (Refer to Fig. 2.)
.£1.+1
.£1.2 -1
RI = 600 - R, = 600 -2.£1.
.£1.-1
Here, A is the current ratio from input
to output (always greater than unity).
Choose the desired attenuation in db,
look up the current ratio in any standard
four-place decibel chart, and substitute
in the formulas.
E xample : Suppose 10 db was your
choice. A then is 3.1623; R 1 is 1155
ohms; and R! is 854 ohms.
Don't leave the attenuation string
floating; ground it to the plate on which
the switches are mounted. Hum pickup
can be a problem with 40 db or so in the
line. A shield over the bottom is a good
idea as well and keep a reasonable
amount of spacing between switches.
Stray capacitance isn't t00 much of a
problem but there isn't any point in taking chances. I know one person who
shielded each individual attenuator
switch with a separate can aroUIid it.
This is a good idea if you are really
worried about stray capacitance. For my
part, I have found that a 1.5-in. spacing
or so is sufficient with the resistor bodies
above the switch. Other than this there
are no special precautions to be taken
with the layout. Connecting wires can be
loose or point to point as desired.
As for the switches themselves, any
good quality dpdt toggle switch can be
used. I prefer aircraft type switches,
JAN ST52N, for their reliability. There
is nothing more aggravating than to
throw the switch and have it give intermittent action or partial closing. However, these can be 75¢ more than other
kinds so you can save money if you have
to by buying non-JAN parts.
All told, the cost should run between
$20 and $30. The breakdown is as follows: One mounting plate, $1.23; ten
switches, $9.10 to $15.10; 30 resistors,
$6.20 to $9.90; miscellaneous hardware,
$3.00. When this is compared with commercial attenuators of 3 to 6 times the
price it becomes well worth while to
build your own.
JE
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New~
INSTRUMENTS
for AUDIO
MEASUREMENTS
MODEL 410 DISTORTION METER

• Measur,es audio distortion, noise level and AC
voltages • Also a versatile vacuum tube voltmeter.
• Distortion levels as low as .1 % can be measured
on fundamental frequencies from 20 to 20,000 cps,
indicates harmonics up to 100,000 cps· Distortion
measurements can be made on signal levels of .1
volt to 30 volts tms • The vacuum tube voltmeter

provides an accuracy of ±5% over a frequency range
from 20 cps to 200 KC. for noise and db measure·
ments, the instrument is calibrated in 1 db steps
from 0 db to -15 db, the built·in atlenuator pro·
vides additional ranges from -60 db to +50 db
in 10 db steps.

M\)DEL 210 AUDIO OSCILLATOR

• Provides a sine wave signal
100 kc • Output level within ±1
into 600 ohms (reference 5 kcl
variable to above 150 mw • Hum

from 10 cps to
db when working
• Power output,
and noise, -70

db at 5 volts output· Distortion is less than .2%
at 5 volts output from 50 to 20,000 cps, slightly
higher at higher output and frequency extremes.

These instruments are supplied with many B.C. station installations
for fCC Proof-of Performance tests.

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc.
CRadlc Communication Squipment £ince 1992
BRISTOL. PENNSYLVANIA

•

STillwell 8·6681

CIRCLE G5A

That's only one of the
reasons why the B·12 H
is the standard of the
broadcasting industry!
Another reason?
A Custom·built
hysteresis synchronous
motor (the very one
that drives the
renowned B·16H) which
assures you of all the
torque you need for
fast starts and perfect
cueing. Other reasons?
Write for complete
information today.

Specifications:

So rugged
YOU could
Play it
"25 hours aday"

NOISE LEVEL:
57db below average
recording level.
WOW & FLUTTER : 0.12%
Starting: From standing
start to Qperating
speed at 78 rpm . . . 3,4 turn
at 33 1/ 3 & 45 rpm .. 1,4 turn
8·12" 12" Stereotable
$149.95 net
8·16" 16" Stereotable
$275.00 net
S·320 12" Stereo Tonearm
$ 34,95 net
S·260 16" Stereo Tonearm
$ 36.95 net

REK.O.KUT COMPANY, INC., DEPT. A·I~, 38·19 108th St.. Corona 68, N. V. • EXPORT: Morhan Exporting Corp .• 458 Broadway. N. V. c.

CIRCLE 498
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NEW PRODUCTS
• SUm-Line Speaker System. The Regina
200 is among the first of the Electro-Voice
loudspeaker systems to be produced with
an oiled-walnut finish. It has trim modern
lines that will blend with virtually any
furnit ure style or room decor. The Regina
was developed in answer to demands of
discriminating listeners for a system equal
in performance to the popular ElectroVoice compact low -resonance systems, but
of minimum depth. Less than 6-in. deep,

separates the arm from the counterweight. An integr al calibrated gauge permits a djustment of the tracking force
from 0 to 7 grams. The DST-62 movingcoil cartridge is manufactured by the
Georg Neumann Laboratories of West
Berlin, Germany, producers of professional recording a nd broadcasting eq uipment for over thirty years. The DST-62
cartridge and STA-12 arm are distributed
throughout the United States and Canada
by Gotham A ud io Corporation, 2 W . 46th
St., New York 36, N. Y.

.-4

• MiDia.ture CondensM' Microphone. ANew
minia ture Sony condenser microphone Is
now being marke ted t o the broadcast, rec ording, and entertainment fields by Superscope, Inc . The Sony C-17B microphone's
compact size (% -in. diameter x 3 %. -in.
length) a nd directional characteristics
(cardioid pattern with 25-db front-to-back
sensitivity) makes this microphone ideal
for broadcasting, recording, and live performances. The microphone dia phragm is
constructed of a special pla stic m a terial
that is processed to a thickness of only

heat dissipa tion and minimu m hum. A derived center-channel output Is included to
drive a power amplifier for e xtension
speakers. A high-gain input allows utilization of all popular magnetic stereo cartridges. IHFM power r ating is 15 watts
per channel; 1M distortion is 0.5 percent;
harmonic distortion 0.8 percent; hum and
noise -70 db. Dimensions are 15'h -in. wide
by 5'4. -In. by 13'4. -in. deep, in an accessory
case of either walnut, mahogany, or
leatherette-covered meta l. H . H. Scott,
Inc., 111 Powdermill Road, D ept. P ., Maynard, Massachusetts.

.-6

• Electronic '.rwo-Ka.n.ual Orga.n Kit. The
Heath Compa ny proudly announces an
exclusive kit version of the new Thomas
transistor two-man u al orga n for just
$329.95. A sophisticated instrument, the
kit version features the qualities of the
factory assembled instrument: 1. Ten
organ
voices-u pper manual contains
Trombone, Reed, Flute, Oboe, Cornet, Violin and the lower manual offers Saxophone,
Horn, Viola, Diapason; 2. variable bass
pedal volume control; 3. manua l balance
('(lotrol: 4. variable vibrato; 5. standard
-' 1

J

this system delivers performance identical
to that of conventional-dimension systems
and may therefore be used for monophonic
sound or paired for stereo reproduction
with another Regina or with the E-V
Ley ton 100. The Regina is a multi-way
system with electrical crossover at 800
cps to a 5-in. dynamic cone-type tweeter,
mounted in a totally isolated chamber to
prevent interaction with rear wave pressure of the high compliance 10-ln. woofer.
Electro-Voice, Inc., B u chanan, MiCh.

.-3

• Integrated '.rone Arm a.nd Cartridge. The
new improved Neumann Professional Dynamic Stereo Cartridge DST-62, successor
to the DST, is now available with a
matched tone arm, the Model STA-12. The
Neumann DST-62 incorporates an improved metal underside in place of the

0.006 mm and coated on one side with pure
gold, using a vacuum process that applies
the metal to a thickness of 0.0003 mm. Because of the highly specialized process of
diaphragm manufacture, the Sony C-17B
h as a frequency response of ± 2 db from
20-15,000 cps. The power supply included
with the microphone, provides both lowfrequency four-position step attenuation
a nd high-frequency cutoff. The Sony C-17B
condenser microphone Is priced at $299.50
complete with power supply, carrying case
and 30 feet of co nnecting cable. Superscope, Inc., 8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, California.

. -5

• 30-Watt Stereo AmpWiM'. A n ew 30-watt
stereo amplifier, moderately priced at only
$139.96, the H. H. Scott Model 200 offers
design features and flexibility u s ually associated with much more expensive Scott
eq ui pment. The heavy-duty transformers
provide full power throughout the usable

rubber of the previous model which
tended to deteriorate in use. It Is sealed
against dust and dirt. The unit operates
with all quality preamp Inputs and may be
used with the SME, ESL 310 /N, and EMT
turntable tone arms in addition to the
STA-12 tone arm. The STA-12 keeps extraneous resonances at a low level through
an improved, special rubber damping which

audio range and more than enough power
to drive most popular speaker systems. A
headphone output is loca ted on the front
panel and a tape monitor switch and special inputs and outp uts are Included for
the tape recording enthu siast. The chassis
is of electrolyti c al uminum for maximum

expression pedal; 6. l3-note heel and toe
bass pedals; 7. overhanging keyboards; 8.
beautiful walnut cabinet; 9. 20-watt peakpower amplifier a nd speaker; 10. compact
size- 34'h-in. high, 39 %, -in. wide, 21'h -in.
deep; 11. transistorized. A free copy of
the Thomas "musical fun" book is inc luded which shows how to play the organ
and how to read music. Also available is
the Thomas Self-Teacher Recorded Lesson
Plan-a complete course of 48 lessons on
four 12-in. LP records plus a music book
in a beautiful gold-embossed, white
leatherette album for only $19.95. Heath
Compa ny, Benton Harbor, Michigan. •-7
• I'M-AX Stereo :Receiver. A new 30-watt
FM-AM stereo receiver was introduced by
Bogen Communications Division of Lear
Siegler, Inc. The new unit, Model RP230
is said to have a frequency response of
± 1 db from 20 to 20,000 cps and an FM
sensitivity of 0.85 J.LV for 20 db of quieting.
The new model features Bogen's "StereoMinder" indicator Which lights when the

station is broadcasting in FM stereo, electronic-eYe tuning, a specia l tape record er
filter which eliminates beeps or whistles
when taping off the air, and Bogen's dis-

AUDIO
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Scott Stereo Tuner Kit
Wins Rave Reviews
from every Leading Hi-Fi Expert!
Just one year ago Scott introduced the LT-II0 FM Stereo Tuner Kit.
High Fidelity Dealers built this superb kit themselves, examined its
many features, and recommended it without reservation. Enthusiastic
kit builders deluged us with mail. Now the verdict is in from all the
leading .technic~l exp~rts. Never befo:r:e in the history of the industry
has a SIngle kIt receIved such unanImous praise. We reprint a few
excerpts below.

from ELECTRONICS WORLD

from
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
"No commentary on Scott Kits would
be complete without first m entioning
that this company pioneered new areas
in the hi-fi kit market and brought
forth several (then-radical) innovations.
One of them continues to fascinate all
purchasers of a Scott Kit - the fullcolor instruction manual. .. . Scott also
pioneered the Kit-Pak - a shipping
container which serves as a temporary
workbench and storage box ... a test
model of the LT-110 was wired at
POPULAR ELECTRONICS in just
under five hours. Another 40 minutes
was used for careful alignment and t he
tuner was "on the air." . .. The LT-II0
met or exceeded all the manufacturer's
detailed specifications on sensitivity,
distortion, output level, a .c. hum, and
capture ratio .. . the audio response is
excellent, being within ± 1 db, from
approximately 20 to 16,000 cycles ....
Channel-to-channel crosstalk is particularly excellent both in terms of uniformity and the fact that it holds up
well above 10,000 cycles. . . . Frequency
drift of the LT-110 from a cold start
is extraordinarily low - less than 5 kc.
The a .c. hum level (referred t o 100 %
modulation) is low and exceeds the
manufacturer's rating by 5 db .... It's
difficult to imagine a kit much simpler
to assemble than the LT-llO. The fullcolor instruction book eliminates just
about the last possible chance of
wiring errors. . . . From a plain and
simple operational standpoint, the
LT-110 works well and sounds good."
Populor Electronics, Oct. 1962 ,

AUDIO
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"Construction tiIne for the unit
we tested was 6 % hours, without
alignInent . • • in listening tests,
the tuner showed its high useable
sensitivity to good a dvantage.
Using an in-door antenna which
produced Inarginal signal to noise
ratios on Inost other tuners we
were able to g et noise-free, undistorted stereo reception. It's
quite non-critical to tune, hardly
requiring the use of its tuning
meter."
Electronics World, Nov. 1962

without touching the tuning dial.
No AFC circuits are included in
this tuner and none are needed.
This tuner kit has to be ranked on
the saIne plane as H. H. Scott's
factory-wired units. It is an excellent product, and because of its
conservative parts very likely to
give long, trouble-free service."
American Record Guide, Sept. 1962

from AUDIO
"The LT-110 (is) so simple t o build
that we unhesitatingly recommend it
for even the novice ... . W e found t hat
the useable sensitivit y (IHFM) was
2.1/Lv . . . a fine ster eo tuner and an
unusually easy kit to build."
Audio, April 1962

Now Sonic Monitor* Added
Scott's unique Sonic Monitor has now
been added to the LT-1l0. This foolproof stereo signal ing device tells you
audibly when you are tuned to a
stereo station. Just turn the switch to
"Monitor", and tune across the dial.
When you hear the monitor tone from
your speakers you know you've tuned
to a station broadcasting new FM
Stereo. Now switch the Monitor knob
back to "Listen" to enjoy perfect stereo
sound.

"It seeInS to Ine that every tiIne I
turn around I aIn building another
of H. H. Scott's kits. And each
tiIne I end up praising the unit to
the skies.
The Scott instruction books should
be a Inodel for the industry. They
feature full-color, step-by-step,
illustrated directions. Each resistor
or other cOInponent is shown in
the progressive phases in its color
code and in its proper position .•••
There is no audible drift in the
LT-II0 whatever. You can shut the
tuner off on a station and pick it
up the next day , perfectly tuned,

LT-110 $15 9.95 (slightly high er W est of Rockies.)
· Patent Pending

SCOTT
H. H. Sco tt. Inc. , III Powdermill Rd ., Maynard, Mass.

Dept. 35·12

Rush me complete details o n your LT-110 lfM
Stereo T une r Kit a nd other s u perb Sco ttklts.
Be sure to inclu de your n ew free S tereo Record ,
~'The So unds of F M S tereo" sho wing how ne w
FM stereo sounds, and explaining impor tan t
technical s pecification s.
N a m e' ____________________________
Address. ________________________
City

State'________

Export : Morhsn Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway. N.Y.C.

Canada : Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto
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tinctive brushed gold panel. Model RP230
is priced at $249.95. Metal enclosure EN7,
$12.95; Walnut enclosure, WEI, $27.95. All
prices slightly higher in the West. Bogen
Communications Div. of Lear Siegler, Inc. ,
Param u s, N. J.
1'4-8

FAIR~----ILD

CON-·-

• Low-Cost Dynamic Microphone. A new
l ow-cost omnidirectional microphone, the
Shure Model 575 "Versadyne," features
smooth response from 40-15,000 cps and is
intended for general public addres s, home
recording, and call system u se where both
performance and economy are important.
It has a smartly styled, rugged Armo-Dur
body with satin anodized cap and stainless
steel grill. Small in size and lightweight,
the "Versadyne" is adaptabl e to hand-held,
stand-mounted, or lavaller use. The "Versadyne" is available in two models: The

WNEW·TV Ghannel 5
in New York uses the
FAIRCHILD CO NAX \to
maintain high average audio
levels despite pre·emphasis
problems. The CONAX is silently
at work minimizing problems cre:
ated by sibilants, finger snapping,
the shrill sounds of children, the
rattling of. dishes, muted trumpets
and cymbals, which are all part of
WNEW-TV's program ' schedule. No
more reduction of apPilrent loud·
ness because of these high frequency
problems.
CONAX has been engineered by FAIR·
CHILD to .cope with the problem of
distortion produced in rec;.ording and
broadcasting by excessive, instanta·
neous high frequency peaks. The FAIR·
CHILD CONAX "previews" program
material in emphasj zed form for effi·
cient high frequency contro l. The
device is based on the integrating
properties of the human ear. The
CONAX action is inaudible and instan·
taneous - l/40,OOOths of a second.
• CONAX ~roduces increased signal
levels tn recording and FM broad·
cast.
• CONAX reduces distortion in tape
recording and tape duplication.
• CON AX minimizes channel cross·
·talk In ,stereo bro~dcasting.
• CONAX eliminates high frequency
"splatter" between stereo channels
and SC4 channel.
Why not let the FAIRCHILD CONAX
. help you maintain high average audio
fevels.

Model 575S features high impedance and
high output making it ideal for use with
practically all public address amplifiers
where only a moderate length of cab le is
required; the Model 575SB is a low -impedance model designed for use in installations where long cab le lengths a r e required, or for use with transistor amplifiers where a medium or low-impedance
microphone is required. Both models feature a slide-to-ta lk locking switch. Acces-

I

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE DATA

I 10-40 45th Avenue

: Long Island City 1, N. Y.

I
II

De ar Si r:
Please send me comp lete information on t he
Fai rchild Cona x
Name' __________________________
Firm Name
Address;_________________________
City

Zone __ State _

_

a luminum elements resist oxidation and
give long life. The antenna is 30-in. wide,
22-in. high, 5'h -in. deep. Comes complete
with all hardware for easy mast mounting. B & K Manufacturing Company, DIvision of Dynascan Oorporation, 1801 West
Belle Plaine, Chicago 13, Illinois.
1'4-10

(from page 34)

1----------------FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP.

I

• 7-E1ement F1'4 Antenna.. A new 7-element FM antenna designed for multiplex
reception, the new Mark "Stereo 7" can
be used indoors as well as outdoors. The
Mark ·'Stereo 7" is omnidirectional and Is
horizontally polarized so that it is not
affected by guy wires. There are no insulators to deteriorate. The compact , rugged

SERIES FEEDBACK

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIP. CORP.
10-40 45th Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

I
I
I
I

sories f u rnished are stand adapter, lavaUer
bracket, and cord assembly. List price for
the Model 575S is $24.00 ; Model 575SB is
$21.00. Additional spec ifications are as follows : Frequ ency response is 40-15,000 cps;
outpu t level of the Model 575S is - 58 db
(0 db = 1 volt per microbar), and of the
Model 575SB is - 62 db (0 db = 1 milliwatt
per 10 microbars); impedance of the Model
575S is 100,000 ohms and of the Model
575SB is 150-250 ohms; dimensions are
4%. -in. long x 1 JA. -ln. diameter; t he weigh t
is 5 oz. Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
1'4-9

_

have treated the returned feedback signal deserves just a little mathematics.
We put in some signal E and get out,
fhst time round, just p$: we send back
to the input ~p$) so that we now get
out the delayed signal p.' ~p$. Back to
the input goes ~JL' ~p$ to give a second
delayed signal p.' (JL~) !E. In fact the
total output becomes:

p$ (1 + p.~ + (p.~2 + ... )
This term in the parentheses is equal
to [l-(,...~) n ]I(1- ,...~) and n is going towards infinity so that since JL~ contains
a delay term we get back to ,...1 (1 - ,...~)
provided that we can forget about the
unexploded bomb in the form of
(,...~)". If you want to go into the mathematics more deeply you will find that
series like the one above are discussed
in the standard textbooks, such as
"Methods of Mathematical Physics," H.
and B. S. Jeffreys, (Cambridge University Press, 1946). For our purposes,
however, it is more than sufficient to

notice that the classical feedback equation has got this hidden trap of time
delay, without which the term (JL~)ft
would be significant now and with which
the leading edge of transients is uncontrolled by feedback.
The practical engineer may have become impatient with all this. He always
shapes his feedback-path r esponse so
that there is no ringing when a square
wave is applied, Surely that will be
good enough for anyone. Unfortunately
this is not so. Let us consider a rather
simple design in which the output transformer has exactly the response we
need for the whole amplifier, rolling
off nicely at the highest frequency we
wish to hear so that noise above this
frequency will not be pumped out to
cause intermodulation in the loudspeaker or a deflection on the customer's
meter. The amplifier structure which
precedes the transformer will then be
designed to give a flat frequency re-

AUDIO
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sponse too and very low distortion.
When we combine the amplifier and the
transformer we get no spike on the leading edge and we believe all is well. But
let us, just for the sake of having numbers, take the transformer cut-off frequency as 10,000 cps so that it will
probably be 40 db down at 100,000
cps. If the amplifier produces a spike
lasting 5 microseconds, which is a half
cycle of 100,000 cps, and this spike is
10 times the normal signal amplitude
we just will not see any trace of it
after the transformer. Inside the amplifier, however, we have got this huge
spike. Since we assume that the transient signal is one which drives the amplifier fully, the spike represents a
fantastic overload.
Of course, it only lasts 5 microseconds and my poor old ears cannot detect any intermodulation which is so
short. I have raised before the question
of whether we are designing equipment
to entertain the local bats and for my
part if the bats want music they can
build and pay for the equipment themselves. The only trouble is that it isn't
the fall which hurts, but the bruise.
When the spike hits the grid of a tube
near the end of the amplifier we shall
drive a good deal of grid current through
the grid-cathode diode and leave the
coupling capacitor well charged. It will
be a long time-constant circuit, because
it is chosen to give good low-frequency
response. The amplifier will become
parm.yzed for a time which is quite long
enough to make itself known. We shall
get the same result with transistors
though we may, for circuit reasons, find
that we cannot pump quite such a para-.
lyzing charge into the capacitors.
The example taken is an artificial one
and the reader may therefore be tempted to think that the problem will only
appear in these artificial conditions
and will not worry him when he is
building a practical amplifier. In a
transistor amplifier, however, we shall
normally have a very restricted frequency range in the output transistors
while the front end of the amplifier,
using small transistors, will have a much
more extended frequency response. The
slow response of the output transistors
will provide most of the delay in the
forward amplification path but will prevent the spikes getting through to the
output. The preamplifier will be overloaded, however, in just the way we
have been discussing.
Even without a transformer we normally find that we have an even chance
of designing our amplifiers to produce
this effect. When we design a threestage amplifier we know that if we
want a reasonable amount of feedback
we must design for either one narrowband stage and two wide-band stages or
one wide-band and two narrow-band
stages. Nothing in the theory of stability

I

~agneCOrd
r1!fJ
for

UNFORGETTABLE PERFORMANCES
The King of Swing Chose
Magnecord for the World's
First Stereo Tape Recording
of Popular Jazz
(Chic ago's Blue Note-I951)

It takes a real pro to stand the
test of time . . . a musician like
Benny Goodman ... a tape recorder
like Magnecord, the choice of professionals, the one most widely used
in the sound and broadcast industry.
Don't settle for less . . . your home
deserves the best! For incomparable
Stereo, you'll want the Magnecord
Olympian . .. it's perfect! Has everything you've wanted including full
fidelity 4-track play and record.
write jor additional information and
name of your nearest Magnecord dealer

Iml

agnecord

MIDWESTERN

In

his

New

York

apartment,

Benny

Goodman

listens to his Magnecord Professional with Martin
Bettan, factory sales represe ntative.

5 ALE 5

DEPARTMENT

INSTRUMENTS,

INC.

manufacturers of electronic data acquis i tion instruments

P. O. BOX 7509

TULSA 35, OKLAHOMA
CIRCLE 69A

The new Koss Professio:r;tal Headset is designed to
meet the rugged, sensitive
listening requirements of
the pros. No eve
he
needs it,,,bu'ryou've ~",,·u.i:l....
hea,rd anything quite
it before. What a Christ1ifu.as gift it will make!· Ask
for a demonstration.
Fluid-filled ~arpieces, connector for boom-mounted '
mike. $45.00

KOSS

ELECTRONICS, INC.
2227 NORTH 31ST STREET
MTI.,WAUKEE8, WISCONSIN

CIRCLE 698
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How important is this effect in the
gives us any reason why we should
choose one of these arrangements practical use of amplifiers ~ After all
rather than the other and nothing in the we rarely have to deal with transients
theory tells us why they should be in representing anything like the full output. The practical situation is that we
any particular order.
It is here, however, that our salvation are using much of the grid bias for
lies. The input stage of an amplifier the low-frequency components of the
can usually handle a very much larger sound and we must consider that the
signal than will ever be applied to it transient will be added to this. Since
and certainly it does not need very much we are thinking in terms of factors of
extravaganee in design to make sure 10-30 times, corresponding to 20-30 db
that this is the case. If this stage is of feedback, realistic transient signals
made to be a narrow-band stage it will can make a firm bid for all the grid
prevent the passage further into the am- bias if added to the other signals can
plifier of the transient spike and will produce the overloading we fear.
This suggests that we might examine
save the later stages from overloading.
There is a good deal to be said in favor the amplifier by a sort of intermodulaof making the input circuit, before the tion test. If we apply a sustained lowamplifier itself, restrict the bandwidth frequency sinusoidal signal and a keyed
to the extent permitted. What is cer- high-frequency signal we can filter out
tainly needed is some way of making the high frequency and see whether the
sure that in the interval before the sig- low-frequency sine wave is at all disnal has had time to get through the turbed by the sudden switching on of
amplifier and back round the feedback the high frequency. We must accept a
loop the input cannot have risen to keying click but must watch for a period
the point where overloading will take of paralysis following the switching.
In the long run we will be trusting
place.
An experimental study of this effect our ears. If it sounds all right it is all
is not very easily carried out without right and there is no point in carrying
fairly elaborate equipment. In tube cir- matteI'S any further. It it does not sound
cuits we might think that an oscilloscope right we start making all the measureconnected at various points in the am- ments and the steady-state measurements
plifier would do the job, but unless will not reveal this effect at all. That is
the oscilloscope has a very low ca- why it must not be forgotten. Transient
pacitance it will disturb conditions in distortion is difficult enough to measure,
_..__
the circuit and may obscure the whole but transient intermodulation gives us
issue. In particular when we connect the worst of two worlds: it is difficult
it in our wide-band circuits we may to identify clearly by listening tests and
All the stereo sound .•. the ultimate in sound narrow the band-width to the point difficult to simulate 01' measure. But oh,
from your records . .. is yours when you where the amplifier becomes unstable.
what an 'orrible noise!
IE

--;e~t; ---l
o.nlry half

I

the soundP

I

I

I
~

Hear it all with

tar..

~J

Stereo Cartridges

switch to the incomparable Ortofon stereo
cartridge. Only Ortofon gives you clear, clean
channel separation throughout the entire
audible frequency range ... not merely, as
with ordinary cartridges, only at a specified
single frequency!
Ortofon has long been recognized as a supplier of the finest recording and playback
equipment to professional recording studios
throughout the world .. Today, ELPA, for the
first time, brings Ortofon equipment to the
high fidelity market here .• . tailored to your
needs, but featuring the same Ortofon engineering perfection .•. superlative design
•.. meticulous attention to every detail.
Of course, you'll want to assure the perfect
tracking of your Ortofon cartridge by installing it in a low-inertia, high-precision
Ortofon arm though the new Ortofon
SPUjT cartridge will fit any standard stereo
arm. You'll find an Ortofon arm that's exactly right for your needs and budget. See
and hear the Ortofon at your franchised
dealer's today. Or write for information •••
including comparative cartridge tests made
under identical conditions.
Guaranteed for One Full Year, $49.95 Net
Ortofon RMG 212 arm
-$54.95 net ... most
thoroughly professional 12" stereo arm
on the market. Ortofon arms cove r the
price range from
$19.95 to $59.95 net.
ORTOFON DIVISION

~

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc.
New Hyde Park, N. Y.

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
(from page 38)
of each of the filter transistors is considerably higher than its d.c. resistance.
With the stereo preamplifier connected
to the supply voltage filter the correct
supply voltages of the individud amplifier stages can be adjusted by means of
the bias potentiometers, starting at the
last filter section. For exact results this
procedure should be repeated at least
once since interaction takes place between the filter elements.
The total power consumption of the
entire stereo preamplifier-equalizer unit
mounts to P DO =(- V Oa ) I total= 590 mW.
This value i.s far below that of an equivalent unit employing vacuum tubes, although no special thought has been spent
on the restriction of power consumption.
COMPLETE CIROUIT OF THE UNIT

measurements. Since it is not possible
to measure direct currents in transistor
circuits without upsetting normal operating conditions of the circuit, all direct
current values of interest have been determined from voltage and r esistance
measurements. The exact operating
points obtained are: Stage one: - Voo =
19.0v, - V OF) =4.52v, - 10 =0.50rnA.
Stage two: - V 00 =21.0v, - VOF) =4.80v,
- 10 = 1.05mA.
Stage three: - V oc = 25.0v, - V OF) =7.90v,
- 10 = 8.20mA.
Note that the values actually achieved
very closely approximate the values calculated in advance.

Audio-Frequency Measurements

Operating Points

Test Eq~tipment. The following test instruments were used in measuring the
audio-frequcncy characteristics of the
preamplifier-equalizer:

A VTVM with an input resistance of
11 megohm" has been used for all d.c.

Test InstruITlent
Audio Generator

MEASUREMENTS AND FINAL
SPEOIFIOATIONS

70
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The world's smallest watch, $3000

Courtesy of Vacheron & Constantin·leCoultre Watches, Inc.

Fig . 8 . One of the
amplifier modules
viewed from the
component side of
the circuit board .

Harmonic Distortion Meter
HD-1
Intermodulation Distortion
Meter
AA-1
Audio-Frequency VTVM
AA-1
Monitor Oscilloscope
10 -30
Measurement of 1M distortion was
made possible by inserting a RIAA r ecording-characteristic simulating network between signal generator and preamplifier input.
Audio-frequency specifications.
Characteristics of the individual stages.
Since d.c. coupling is employed between the amplifier stages, only some of
their audio-frequency cbaracteristics can
be measured directly. It will be seen that
the difference between these and the
theoretically expected values is negligibly small.
Measured and intended voltage gain
figures at 1000 cps, with feedback loop
open, are compared in Table II; Table
III shows several voltage gain figures
with fee dback loop closed. Interesting information abc ut the behavior of the amplifier may be gained from critical examination 4i!f these data.
First, it will be noted that the voltagegain reduction due to f eedback around
the first two stages at low frequencies
consists of first-stage gain reduction only.
Second-stage gain remains completely
unaffected since at frequencies below 50
cps the loading effect of the feedback

TABLE II
VOL'r AGE GAIN AT 1000 CPS,
FEEDBACK LOOP OPEN
Voltage Cain
g,,1

Measured
32.8 db
22.4
4 .8
60.0

gvIl
g v lII
gvtot

Intended
33 .0 db
23 .0
4 .0
60.0

TABLE III
VOLTAGE GAIN, FEEDBACK LOOP CLOSED
freq .
gvI
gvII
g v llI

db

g,·t ot

db

25 cps
22.3 db
22.4
4 .8
49.5

1000 cps
9.2 d b
17 .0
4 .8
31.0

THORENS

TABLE IV
INPUT IMPEDANCE

Without
Feedback
With
Feedback

freq.
(cps)
25
1000
25
1000

Input
Impedance
rli
k ohms
rli
k ohms
R.
k ohms
R.
k ohms

Measured
12.9
13.1
48 .0
119.0

Intended
12.15
46.4

network is still negligible. With increasing frequency second-stage gain, too, decreases, as expected.
Second, it may seem surprising that
the voltage gain reduction is only 10.5
db instead of the anticipated value of
about 11.6 db (9 db + 2.6 db, according
to previous calculations ) . This is mainly
due to the increase in input impedance
of the first stage when the feedback loop
is closed. Some input impedance values
of interest are shown in Table ~V. With

TO·124
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
CRAFTSMANSHIP - unique in its precision - superlative in its design a nd style.
These are the marks of a fine Swiss wat ch;
on these qualities the Swiss firm of Thorens
has built its reputation.
No one surpasses the Swiss in precision manufacturing. And no one has surpassed the
precision-cr'afted Thorens TD-124 either ...
with its built-in ver satility, its more conveniences, more . features than any other
turntable available.
A mere glance beneath the table tells you
why: Machined parts, precision balanced,
polished to mirror-like finishes - no mere
metal stampings these! The finest features
of a belt drive ... plus idler wheel ... plus
an ll'h pound, machine-balanced table!
Visit a franchised dealer, and see the TD-124
and all the family of fine Thorens turntables
.. . compare with any other! Or write us for
full specifications. Dept. H-12

Guaranteed for One Full Year.
TO·124 - $110 net

BASES from $10 to $35
Thorens TO-121
$85 net
... a new Swissprecision Thoren s
for those r equiring only 33% rpm
'or oth er . s in g l e
speed.

Fig . 9. Amplifier
module, etched
circuit.

--.,.,
~
ElPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc.
..........

THORENS DIVISION. New Hyde Park, N. Y.

In Canada: Tri-Tel A.sociateB Ltd., WiUowdale. Onto
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Fig. 10. Ripple filter module, components side.

feedback loop open, the input impedance
is nearly independent of frequency. As
expected, it increases with frequency
when the feedback loop is closed. The
close con-espondence of measured and
calculated values again proves the approximate formulas derived.

New Stereotron Antenna and 2 Nuvistor FM
amplifier will positively improve your FM
set performance; pulls in far-away stations!
Now an FM antenna has been designed by
Winegard that will deliver unexcelled FM
and FM stereo listening whether you live
close to FM stations or 200 miles away. The
new Stereotron is so powerful, so efficient
that we actually guarantee better performance from your FM, guarantee that you will
receive 85% of all FM stations in a 200
mile radius.
The Stereotron Antenna (model SF - 8)
with Stereotron 2 nuvistor oamplifier (model
AP-320) is the only antenna-amplifier combination that can be used anywhere. Nuvistor
amplifier takes up to 200,000 micro-volts of
signal without overloading-yet responds to
signals of only I micro-volt. The Stereotron
with nuvistor amplifier has minimum gain of
26 DB over a folded dipole and flat frequency response of ± % DB from 88 to 108 me.
Antenna is GOLD ANODIZED, amplifier
completely weather-sealed. Available for
300 ohm or 75 ohm coax.
SF-8 Stereotron Antenna $23.65
AP-320 Stereotron Amplifier $39.95-can be
used with any FM antenna.
Write for information and spec. sheets
tQday on the Stereotron and other Winegard
FM and TV antennas and accessories. Get
FREE Station Log and FM map of U.S.write today.

Final Specifications of the Entire Unit.
The measured audio-frequency characteristics of the preamplifier per channel are:
Input resistance
Ri > 46,000 ohms
(See Fig. 6, page 38.)
Output resistance
Ro =620 ohms ± 5%
Voltage gain at 1000 cps
31 db
Harmonic distortion (20-20,000 cps)
standard output level
(-10 dbm into 600 ohms)
less than 0.03%
maximum output level
(0 dbm into 600 ohms) less than 0.08%
Intermodulation distortion
(50 and 5000 cps, 4:1)
standard output level less than 0.12%
maximum output level less than 0.28%
Noise output level
- 83.6 dbm
Signal-to-noise ratio, referred
to standard signal level
73.6 db
Frequency response
RIAA playback curve
± 0.2 db 50-30,000 cps
- 1.5 db less than 50 cps

- 2.5 db at 10 cps
(See Fig. 7, p age 38)
Interchannel frequency balance
± 0.5 db 10-5tl,000 cps
Channel separation
greater than 60 db from 10-50,000 cps
Power consumption
about 600 mw
The actually measured specifications of
the unit meet or even exceed the previously listed specification.
CONSTRUCTION

Because of the low impedance level of
the entire audio circuit and because of
the low supply voltages involved the
mechanical construction of the preamplifier is not critical in any respect. The
small size of the circuit elements employed quite logically leads to etchedcircuit board construction.
In common with the other units of
the author's stereo system the preamplifier is built as a plug-in unit intended for
rack mounting. An aluminum chassis of
c()nventional construction holds the
rather heavy electrolytic capacitors. The
amplifier itself consists of two separate,
but completely identical circuit boards,
one for each channel. A third circuit
board of similar shape holds the ripple
filter circuit minus the supply voltage illtel' capacitors. A special part of each of
the etched-circuit modules is designed

Fig. 11. Ripple fil·
ter module, etched
circuit.

World's Most Complete Line of FM and TV
antennas, FM- TV Couplers and Amplifiers

~ 1fl'!f!Ds~!!{

3008-12 Kirkwood Blvd.• Burlington, Iowa

t..
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LOOK···
THIS
PHOTO

STEREO CARTRIDGE
MODEL SX- I

as a connector which mates with a standard printed-circut connector (Amphenol
143-010-01). Mounted on the plug-in
chassis three connectors of this type provide for electrical connection with the
rest of the circuit as well as for mechanical support of the three circuit boards.
All three of the etched-circuit modules
are of equal size, that is 115/16 x 2 9/16in. Though possible, further miniaturization was considered unnecessary. The
photographs (Fig. 8 and 9) show the
components side and the etched-circuit
side, respectively, of one of the amplifier
modules, the ripple filter module is shown
in Fig. 10 and n.
It will be noted that some of the components used are of European origin.
They may not be available in the United
States, but most certainly the American
equivalents will be of similar shape and
size. However, if completely different
components are to be used, the layout of
the circuits will have to be changed accordingly.
(To be continued)

AUDIO ETC
(from page 73)

SONOVOX CO.. LTD,
l OI T ok iw omOlsu ' cho,

Shibuvo. To k yo, Japon

CIRCLE 738

PURCHASING
A HI-FI
SYSTEM?
TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
Up to 2 years to payl

Send Us
Your List Of
Components
For A
Package
Quotation
AIREX
WON'T BE
UNDERSOLD
A11 merchandise is
brand new. f actory
f rc,h & 1(1Ia ra il teed.
Free HI-FI Catalog

AIREX
RADIO
CORPORATION

Jim Lansing·
Altec Lansing
Electrovoice
Jensen
Hartley·
University
Acoustic Research
Janszen
Wharfedale
USL Citizen Band
Gonset .. Hallicraft.r
Texas Crystals
Concer:tone • Viking
Bell .. G.E.
Weathers
Horman-Kardon
Eico • Pilot • TEC
Sherwood*
ESL • Frazier
Supers cope
Dual Changer
Bogen .. Leak
Dynakit • Fisher
H. H. SCali
Thorens·
Finco • ECI
D.Wald
Sony • Rabarts
Challenger
Browning
Garrard • Nor.lco
Mlracold
Gen.ral Radio
Rek-O-Kut
Components
Tandberg ·
Fairchild
Pickering • Gray
Audio Tape
Magnecord *
Rockford Cabinets
Artizan Cabinets
• Fllir Pruded

15-AMCortlancit St .• N. Y. 7. WO 4·1820
CIRCLE 73C
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furnaces, which we "hear" only when they
suddenly cease' There is the human total
listening-mechanism at work.
(It is possible, a nagging little voice
tells me, that there may be some actual
noise cancellation in the Jensen-Bauer
circuit, roughly akin to that which cancels
out noise when stereo is switched to mono.
This might combine with the illusionary
improvement in signal-to-noise perception.
Somebody else can follow this one up.)

Space Control
The Jensen CC-1 is a small and very
neat passive control box, inserted in your
speaker lines. No power cord. White body,
wood frame, five mirror-faced controls, output (phone socket) for two 8-ohm phones.
You can switch between phones and
speakers and ad just relative levels, though
you can't use both at once. (Who wants
to ~) You can get either ear alone, just
for checking, or reverse the channels- in
case you've hooked things up wrong or
in the unlikely event that RCA Victor
has put its violins on the right side by a
mistake. You can switch from SPACE
PERSPECTIVE to REG ( a nice euphemism
for straight two-channel, which J ensen
quite properly is NOT calling stereo).
Also MONO. You have a balance control
and a volume control-all of these, of
course, operating only on the phones. No
effect on speakers, which simply feed
through the unit. It takes eight connections in the rear to accomondate power
amplifier and speaker leads; you furnish
the cables. I just hung on my standard
short modUlar-system connections, polarized male towards the amplifier, female
towards the speakers. The whole unit plugs
into my sy-stem in two seconds.
I note only one side-observation on the
CC-1 action. There is these days an unfortunately large variation in efficiency
between available brands of phones, even
at a uniform stated figure of 8-10 ohms.
On the weakest phones I found that CC-l's
volume control turned on full was barely
enough, with practically all the umph
available from a big stereo amp. Could be

KENWOOD KW-60
Integrated AM/FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner
Control Center/SO Watt Amplifier
Outstanding hit at the New York Hi Fi Show. Reasons
aplenty! Has everything to make a complete multipl ex
stereo hi fi system exce pt a pair of speakers. You can
add turntabl e. tape recorder, stereo earphones. Expand
as you wish. Its versatility is unlimited.
Some outstanding f eatures: • High sensitivity (FM: 1.8
microvolts for 20 db. quieting; AM: 11 microvolts for
30 db. signal to noise ratio) • Complete control versa·
til lty including tone. loudn ess. balance, AFC ON·OFF
and 'others • Rumble filter • DC filament supply to
eliminate hum • Separate AM and FM tuning m e ter~
• Stereo headphone jack.
net $249.95
See your nearest dealer or write for additional
te chni cal information today . Dept. A-12

KENWOOD

~

ELECTRONICS. INC.
212 Fifth Avenue . New York 10. New York
3700 S. Broadway PI ., Los Angel es 7. Calif.
CIRCLE 73A
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Designing and Building Hi-Fi Furniture
Jeff Markel

Maintaining Hi-Fi Equipment
Joseph Marshall
A valuable reference for

Written by a professional
hi-fi furniture designer

leges, this book is an authentic refe rence of value

equipment . Outlines the
professional approach for

to th e hi -fi fan and pro -

servicing all types of hitronic, mechanical and

problems.

casting , simulcasting,
multiplexi "g . Covers
stereo discs and tapes
with a unique and prac ..

fessional custom builder.
Cove rs everything from
types of woods to furnitur e fin is hing for the
mechanically ad e pt; de sign principles, styles and
arrangement s for the

Covers

trouble·shooting of elecacoustic

technolo'gy of stereo. Its
theory and operating
techniques including recording, playback, broad-

design at leading col-

hobby is servicing hi-fi

components.

write s on the excit i ng

who has taught furniture

anyone whose living or

fi

Sterea •• . How It Warks
lierman Burstein
A well known authority

224

pages.

No. 58 Paperback $2.90*

tical approach. 224
pages.
No. 80 Paperback $2.90*

decor minded . 224 pages.
No.79 Paperback $2.90*

McProud High Fidelity Omnibook
Prepared and edited by
C. G. McProud, publisher
of Audio and noted au-

Handbook of
Sound Reproduction

in

Edgar M. Villchur

the field of high fidelity.

Right up to date, a com-

thority

a"nd

pioneer

Contains a wealth of
ideas, how to' s, what
to's, and when to' s, writ-

plete course on sound reproduction. Covers every·

thing

ten so plainly that both

from

elements

engineer and layman can
appreciate its valuable
context. Covers planning,
problems with decoration,

to

the

basic

individual

chapters of each of the

importcnt components of

a high fidelity system .
No. 110 $3.75*

cabinets and building hi-

fi furniture. A perfecr

Introduction .to Hi-Fi
Clement Brown
An original, refreshing
approach to hi -fi theory
and practice--a typically
British thoroughness in
the discussion of pickups, preamps, amplifiers,
speakers, acoustics, etc.
- with an interesting
prognosis of hi·fi in the
future. The author is a
renowned British author-

ity. His style contributes
a fresh new look at hi-fi .

192 pages.
No. 88 Paperback $3.20*

guide.
No.115 $2.50 ·
"th. best of AUDIO" .dit.d by C. G. McProud
Tape Recorders and Tape Recording '
Harold D. Weiler

A new compendium of
AUDIO knowledge. Here
is a called ion of the
best of AUDIO - The
AUDIO Clinic by Joseph

A complete book on home
recording by the author
of High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and

Giovanelli . • • noted
audio engineer and the

learn the techniques re quired for professional
results with home re corders. Covers "room
acoustics, microphone
techniques, sound effects,
editing and splicing, etc.

original high fidelity answer-man - EQUIPMENT
PROFI LES edited by C. G.
McProud • • • Editor of
AUDIO. Here is a wealth
of hi-fi and audio information. Answers to the

Invaluable to recording

most important issues in
high fidelity and a valu-

enthusiasts.

able reference.
No. 124 Volume I $2.00*

No. 112 Paper Cover $2.95*

•

MONTHLY SPECIAL!

SAVE $5.25

Save over 45% with this collection of AUDIO Books.
Handbook of Sound Reproduction ($3.75) "best of AUDIO" ($2.00)
McProud High Fidelity Omnibook ($250)
Tape Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.95)

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL FOUR BOOKS $11.20
Your cost ONLY $5.95 POSTPAID
This offer expires December

31, 1962. Cood only on direct order to Publisher

CIRCLE 05300

P. O. Box 629, Mineola, New York
Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the

58
1 15

$. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79
123

80
124

(No

C.O.D.
88
142

Of'

Add 501t for Foreign
orders (sent at buyer's risk ).

all audio and hi·fi sub-

jects. More than 7 years
in preparation-the most
authoritative encyclope·
dic work w ith a unique
quick reference system for
instant answers to any
question. A vital com-

plete reference book for
every audio engineer,
technicia n, and serious

No. 123 $19.95*

audiophile .

High Fidelity Simplified
Harold D. Weiler

[3 rd Editio.;]

The comp le te hi-fl story-

an swe rs all ques tions about
tun e rs, changers, am p lifie rs .
tope reco rders, speakers.

record playe rs, e lc . Lo ts o f
ide a s (or cus tom installa-

ti ons . Te ll s how to a chi eve
concert hall reception in
your hom e. 21 6 pages.

$3.30

Getting The MOlt Out Of Your Tape Recorder
Herman

Burstein
W ritte n i n "plain tolk " for
the mon w ho ha s, or w i shes
10

billing .)

110
251

mg

:
roai;~:
• 1600 illustrations

Here is one single volume
with the most comprehensive coverage of every
phase of audio. Concise,
accurate explanations of

No. 142

U.S.A. and CANADIAN
AUDIO Bookshelf - RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. *All
orders shipped postpoid .

full remittance of

"The AUDIO Cyclopedia"
Howard M. T~emaine

buy . a tope reco rd e r. It

a nsw e rs

the

my riad

ques·

ti o ns rai sed by tope reco rd·
in g e nthusias ts. Its cha pte rs

112
05300

cove r eve ry pho se of operot ion and main tenan ce- f ro m
a dd i ng a top e record er to
the hi-II sys tem, to a th o r·
ough d issertation on micro·
phon es. l ots of pra ct i ca l
info rmati o n on how to buy"

NAME _________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

176 poges.

CITY

ZONE ___ STATE
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Dynamic

HEADPHONES

Standard of the World
Unexcelled for • Quality
• Frequency Response Range
• Durability & Ruggedness
•
•

Comfort
Noise Exclusion

PERMO FLUX headphones
carry a life-time warranty!
Write for catalog
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
P.o. Box 1449, Clendale, Calif.
CIRCLE 758

YOU
SAVE
MONEY!
RUSH US YOUR
LIST OF HI - FI
COMPONENTS
FOR A SPECIAL
QUOTATION
WRITE FOR FREE
AUDIO DISCOUNT
CATALOC A-15
New 'ow pric.. on ampll.

fiers, fun.r., fap. reco,tI.
e,s, .pealcers, .tc.

KEY

ELECTRONICS CO.
120 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

CIRCLE 75C

AUDIO

•

my ears and my taste for loudness; but I
think maybe a slight revision of the matching-up values in the unit, to cut down a
bit less, would be helpful.
If you use two different brands of phone,
of course, you're in hot water- one is
usually louder than the other. I had to
match my phones up in roughly equal
pairs for co=unal listening_ There's
nothing Jensen can do about that short
of an extra set of padding units in the
box, which would be prohibitively expensive_ Solution: use two sets of phones of
the same brand. (The Koss phones are so
very much louder than most others that
perhaps Jensen had to set its values in
the present fashion, or risk blowing out
a few Koss-equipped ears.)
Jensen sent me a set of their own whiteplastic HS-I phones, to match the CC-l.
Soft, dark-grey ear surrounds, tailored
to fit the ear. I had tried an earlier pair
briefly last spring; these were from later
production. Jensen showed me curves (a
standard phone measuring technique involving a fixed-size air cavity and a test
microphone, simulating an average earand-earphone) which indicate that these
phones should produce smooth full highs,
though as in most phones the bass falls
off. With a poor head seal, bass loss is
more drastic. I compared Jensen's HS-I,
AB style, with the Koss phones, which
seem to be the notable competition, and
found that indeed the Jensens do have
an audibly quite clean and loud high end,
and an evident lack of bass, particularly
with a loose ear-seal. The Kosses, quite
differently, have a loud bass end and lose
less of it with an imperfect seal; the
Koss highs, on the other hand, show a
definite drop and are somewhat colored,
though pleasantly, not harshly. At least
for my ears.
The Koss type of phone is popular, I
think, because the balance of response is a
sort that intuitively satisfies the musical
ear, providing presence-a realistic sense
of being close to the music-and, especially,
an excellent bass-to-treble relationship, the
falling-off in the highs matching the bass
end. I suggest that the Jensen phones,
though their highs are full and clean, tend
to sound a bit shrill simply because of their
relative abundance and the consequent unbalance with the bass. The effect is more
apparent than actual, in good part a trick
of the ear.
The ear-mechanism, as I say, is dogmatic
about these things. Give it over-all frequency balance-first. Then start fussing
about clean response.
An ultra-simple way to get the best out
of the Jensen phones: just roll off the
highs a bit on your stereo amplifier control.
Be assured that nothing is lost; a lot is
gained. A very considerable drop may be
necessary to balance the bass curve, but
the results, once you have listened awhile,
will be authentically musical.
I suggest a not unflattering parallel between these phones (also others like them)
and the small but extraordinary little shoebox speaker system of the KLH Model
Eight FM radio. That miniscule speaker
has fiat highs, same as in the big KLH
models. It has astonishing bass for its size,
but the lows, even so, aren't quite as big
as those of the f ull-size KLH speaker systems. I find it invariably helpful, thus, to
roll off the little speaker's high end, deliberately, 'way down, until a natural musical
balance is established. The music sounds
better.
The question is-which do you want
mostf Flat highs (with drooping bass), or
good musical sound' The principle applies
to Jensen's phones and to a good many
others on the market.
JE

The perfect companion
for
professional recording
Foster's dynamic DF-l is an omnidirectional bar-type microphone for both
professional and home use. This versatile
mike weighs only Y4 lb. including cord,
and is just 3 Y4 /1 long and Ys/l in diameter·
Yet it has a range of 100 to 12,000 c.p.s.
and sensitivity of - 58dB (50 K Q) ±3dB
at 1,000 cIs (OdB=IV/pbar). Your
choice of 600 ohm, 10,000 ohm , or 50,000
ohm impedances.
Rugged and precision made, the DF-l
assures professional results right in your
living room. Used with hi-fi, stereo, or
tape recorder it faithfully recreates a
broad band of audio frequencies - and
takes up less space doing it. The DF-l
can be hand held, suspended from its
neck cord, or clipped to your lapel. A
strong diecast frame gives it complete
protection for long trouble-free service.
You can get this
outstanding all-new
microphone now at
popular prices. For
further information
write directly to the
address below .

~

FOSTER ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
384 Shimo-Renjoku, Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan
CABLE : FOSTERELErTR1C MUSASHINOMITAKA
CIRCLE 7SA
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~CLASSIFIED----.

Advanced pulse techn iqu es and Oynoco's pat..
ented para · coupled windings and massive
grain .. oriented cores insure superior square
wave performance and near.. perfect transients.

All Iransfarm ers handle full raled power from

20 cps to 20 KC, and are conservatively rated

and guaranleed 10 handle double nominal
powe r from 30 cps 10 15 KC.
SPECI FICA TlONS
Response : Plus or min us 1 db 6 cps 10 60 KC.
Power Curve: Within 1 db 20 cps to 20 KC.
Square Wave Response: No ringing or di s·

tortion from 20 cps. to 20 KC.
Permissible Feedback: 30 db.
MODELS
A-410 15 watts EL-84, 6V6, 6AQ5
14.95
A-420 30 watts 5881, EL-34, KT-66
19.95
A-430
60 watts KT-88, EL-34
29.95
39.95
A-440 120 watts KT-88,6550
A-450 120 watts pp par KT·88, EL-34 . 39.95
A-470
35 watts pp par EL-84, EL-34 24.95
(all with lapped primaries excepl A-440 which
has lertiary for screen or calhode feedback)
Write for complete da ta on Dynaco tra nsform·
ers including suggested ci rcui ts and modern·

ization of Williamson-type amplifiers to 50
wotts output.

3912 Powelton Ave., Phila. 4, Pa.
CIRCLE 76A

ISOTONE
acoustical tone equalizing system

AN ACOUSTICAL LANDMARK

• Altec To Show at World's Fair. Altec
Lansing Corporation has been appointed,
by invitation, to participate and display a
complete stereo home music system at the
New York World's Fair in 1964-1965. The
House of Good Taste, Inc., one of the featured exhibits in the forthcoming World's
Fair, extended the special invitation, based
on the merit of Altec's products, to the
company's president, Alvis A. Ward.
• Concord Dlstributor Sales Manager_
Donald E. Hassler, Marketing Manager of
Concord Electronics Corp., Los Angeles,
has announced the appointment of Ted
Inahara to the position of Distributor
Sa les Manager. In addition to his new
position, Mr. Inahara will continue in his
position as Sales Manager for Hosho of
America, Inc., a subsidiary of Concord.
• Technical Oonsultant f or Blpa. Charles
K . Nostrand, formerly of Audio Consultants, Huntington, New York, has joined
the Elpa organization as Technical Consultant. Included in Mr. Nostrand's d u ties
will be those of application engineering
and field servicing for the Ortofon professional recording equipment.
• Gra.y Chief Engineer. Chester A. Snow,
Jr. has been named Chief Engineer of
Gray Research and Development Co., Hartford, Connecticut. Mr. Snow's new duties
will center aro und the d esign an d production of professional tone arms, turntables,
equalizers, aad slide projectors for industrial u se.
• F aIrchild BecordiDg' Enters Attenuator
Field. At the recent Audio Engineering
Society Convention in New York, Fairchild
introduced its new line of professionaltype attenuators called the "Lumiten."
The "Lumiten" series is the result of Fairchild research in photo-conductive control
technology, which has also produced a
who le line of studio speech input equipment.
• Harman-Xardon I:a.it1s.tes "Cita.tion Semina.rs." Harman-Kardon, Inc. has announced a series of "Citation Seminars"
for consumers in the New York City area
to be held during the winter months to
acqu a int consumers with its Citation line
of products. The seminars will be held
initially at fo ur dealer locations in the
New York City area. Dealers participating
are Sam Goody, Airex, Leonard Radio, and
Packard.

SAVE YOUR
OF

In selling our music systems not only do we use
words, of course , in good raj th, we also offer
their fulfillment. ISOTONE'S sound will be
found outstandi ng, perhaps even revolutionary ;
because it is the kind of sound one would ex~
pect from a d evice the specific function of
which is to m irror natural musical tonality.

ISOTONE effects this hy atmospheric, air-mass

pressure, not air resistance as such. Thus Iso~
tone's transducers 'breathe' under perfect line-

arity and control. The tonal surface thus pre-

sented is sensed as an aural plateau-virtually
Bat, natural, satisfying. Brochure. Dealers, at~

tention. Illustrated is the EROICA, 6 cu . feet.
$299.

ISOTONE ASSOCIATES
3402 Third Ave., New York 56, N. Y.
CIRCLE 768

.UDIO
• Each file holds a
full year's copies.
• Jesse Jones Volume Files for every
publication.
• Cavered in durable
leathe r like Kivar,
title embossed in 16
KI gold.
SOlisiactlon guaranteed

Attractive and
practical for your
home or office

Rat.. : 10' per word per Insertion lor noncommercial
advertlSll1lnb ; 25' per word for comm.rclal adve,·
t1l1menb. Rates art nit. and no dlscolnts wIll ~.
allowed. COpy must bt a,oompanled by remlttanlt In
fill, and must rtaeh thl New York omel 'Y tbt
nrst 01 t he month preceding the date 01 Issue.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKER SERVICE
168 W. 23rd St .• New York 11. N. Y_
CH 3-4812
ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES. Then
write us before you purchuse any hi-fl. You'U
be glad you did. Unusual savillgs. Key Eleetronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N_ Y.
CLoverdale 8-4288.
WRITE for quotation on components recorders. FREE cutalog. HI-FIDELITY SUPPLY, 2817-VC Third Ave., New York 55. N_ Y.
SALE
ITEMS-tapes-pack ag~
Bayla, Box 131-0, Wantugh, N. Y.

WANTED: Used Measurement Model 210A
FM generator in good condition. Also would
ilke to buy Pilot Model 913 preamplifier in
good condition. J. Leo Calhoun, P. O. Box
26244, Dallas 26, T exas.
WILL PAY CASH tor Ampex 300. 400 (with
solenoids). 350, or 351 t ape recorder or head
assemblies. Write Pete Helffrich, 419 West
49th lltreet, Bethlehem, Penna. Call Area
Code 215 865-1112.
HARPSICHORD in kit form for home
workshop assembly, $150. Clavichord $100.
Free brochure. Write Zuckerman Harpsichords,
Dept. R, 115 Christopher St., New York, 14,
N. Y.

WANTED 2 RCA 77DX microphones, 2
Electro-\' oice, 2 Neumann or etc. II tu te age,
condition and price. John Price, 11819 Lippitt,
Dallas. Taxes.
PIPE ORGANS WANTED-AND FOR
SALE- Monthly magazine. $2, year; orfisns
-n('w, used, parts. music. Alden 1>11 ler,
3212-34th Avenue South, Minneapolis 6, Minnesota.
HALF PRICE OR LESS on slightly used
stereo cartridges, arms. speakers. recorders,
tuners. Revamping system. Geraci, 1424 Quinwood, Hyattsville, Maryland.
RECONDITIONED COMPONENTS FOR
SALE. Fully guaranteed. Write tor listing.
Your trade-ins accepted toward new components, Marrt Electronics, 690 Central Ave..
Cedarhurst, N. Y.
NEW condenser microphones, complete with
cables and power supply. Made In Sweden.
One cardioid and one variable pattern remotely controllable. 29/82-lnch diameter. 5'l:tinch long microphone size. Price: $155-$195.
L . P . Oros, 1331 Sierra Ave .• San Jose, Callf_
MUST SELL: Ampex 350-2P stereo recorder
and remote control (50 hours) $1600; latest
Presto 800 console tape recorder. plug-In tulltrack head assembly. !lIumlnated mode selectors. cue and edit fun ctions (10 hours) $1690;
Sigma 4/ 2 channel stereo/ mono mixer with
line-level outputs (5 hours) $375 ; Van EplI
suction system and 2 tapered hoses to disc
recorders (35 hours) $225; Capps Hot-Stylus
System (1 hour) $55; Neumann U-47 condenser microphone and elastic suspension
(3 hours) $290 ; Sony C-37A condenser microphone (3 hours) $250; Electro-Voice 655C
mike and Electro-Voice 6098 transistor preamplifier-equalizer (3 hours) $230; two Shure
#330 and one Reslo ribbon mikes (10 hours)
$15 0 ; Beyer DT-48 profeSSional stereo headphones and 2 bridging~ transformers (6 hours)
$92. All reasonable offers considered. Star Recording Co., 1615 London Roa d. Duluth 12.
Minnesota.

From braces
10 wheelchair
10 bed ...
Ihat is the
tragic life slory
of a child with
muscular dystrophy.

3 for $7.00
6 for $13.00
ORDER NOW - send
check or money order
MAGAZINE FILE CO.
520 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Please contribute to the

MARCH FOR
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

FREE
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CROWHURST
BURSTEIN
FIDELMAN

Coming Attractions
Complete details on the design philosophy and constructional details of the
newest of the transistor power amplifiers.-Acoustech I.

•

This Business of Heat Sinks. With
the increased use of power transistors,
it is important for the home constructor
to have practical information about the
shape and size of heat sinks necessary
for a particular transistor application.
Storage

•

available or do-it-yourself

E liminates visibil ity pr oblem of edge~stacked ~
albums, stops j ac ket-bottom wear. Installs
.
a nywhere in fiv e minu tes w ith 4 scr ews. Sturdy
welded steel constr uction, ball· bearing tr acks.
balanced suspens ion. 9 models for LP's & tape,
hold to 125 albums ; black or br ass, $6.95 up.
/
Write tor brochure A. Dealer 111qll iric8 invited

KERSTING MFG . CO .•

~0 4

S OATE . ALHAMBRA . CALIF

Audio Testing, Beginning a series of
independent articles on the principles
and practice of testing audio equipment
-the first relative to multiplex stereo
circuitry.

CIRCLE 77C

, ,1,](», :i/J":I!iM
COilllJUllents or tape reconJers until you get our low, low

r.tum mall quotation. °EaS1-Pay-Plao. 015 da, rr.. bomo
trial. °Trades accepted. OWe guarantee not to be UnderBold. Best Buy Hi-Fi List and Stereo Tape Catalog II'r...

IIHere's a brush that covers the entire
tracking surface of your records. Designed
especially for manual op.ra~lng turntables, turns out of the way for automatic operation. Made of MACHINED
ALUMINUM with a LARGE CAMEL'S HAIR
BRUSH that will last the life of your turntable. After several revolutions of the
record, you will notic. an improvement In
sound caused by the removal of dust
particles from the playing surface. This
is not a toy, but a fine piece of equipment with quality and service built into
every inch. Makes a PERFECT GIFT. ONLY
$4.95 (postpaid). Send check or money
order to PRECISION MANUFACTURING
CO., BOX 232, AURORA, INDIANA.

ELECTRONIC WORLD HI-FI RECORDING TAPE
guaranteed 1st qualitv
3-23
24 +
85M
3%"
600' Mylar
1.09
.99
12A
7"
1200' Acetate
1.09
.99
12M
7"
1200' Mylar
1.19
1.09
IBM
i"
1800' Mylar
1.89
1.78
24M
7"
2400' Mylar
2.89
2.59
24MT
7"
2400' Ten.
2.89
2.79
Any Asst. permitted tor 24 + price. Add 15¢ per ree1
postage I: bandJlng-10¢ 24 + Continental U.S.A. Write
tor complete Ilst1ng & 100 +
prices. We sblp tbrough entire world.
1797-U First An.
N. Y. 28, N. Y.
CIRCLE 77D

GIVE YOUR

'(1/l

•

Enclosed is $
. Please send:
D # 282, $1.50 D #209, $2.90
D #201,1$8.70 D #201.H,$9.95
(J #251, $4.25 D #226, $2.95 D #205, $3.90
Name ______________________
Address, _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

L:.:~

_

___ ~o~_=~~ ____I
CIRCLE 77A

CIRCLE 77H

--------,
ARTISAN ORGAN I

------

FACTORY FRESH COMPONENTS
LOWEST POSSIBLE QUOTATIONS
" FAST DELIVERY

We are FRANCHISED for moat HI-Fl line •.
Orders SHIPPED PROMPTLY fro. our larg.
.tock. RECORDING TAPE at LOWEST
PRICES. FREE STEREO CATALOG.
715-A Second Ave. (38th
St.), New York 16, N. Y. Visit Our Showroom
CIRCLE 77F

I
I

ton. & .tylln,
• Slip .ealer pralts and I
factory law
I
Pay U YOI . .II. & I
playa. YOI blUd
No prevlol. technleall
• llll reClllr"
I
n. original ..Ud-Ityoorselt o"an
I
Chole. of lIod,l. from $1750 to $5500
I
Write today for dotail.
I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CIRCLE 77L

CANADA

•

JOHN E. RIO(R PUBLISHER INC.
A division of Hayden Publishing Co., Inc. A-12.
116 West 14th st., New York II, N. Y.

339 BROAD AVENUE
RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY
"TRADEMARK

v'
v'
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I
I
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BARKER SALES COMPANY

Specializes in SAVING YOU MONEY

CIRCLE 770

.

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

A CLEAN·SWEEP TODAY

"King of Kits"
I
Th. IlIImat. In .... n I

• AMPLIFIERS • MOTORS • TUNERS
• SPEAKERS • PICK-UPS
All goods Packed, Insured and Shipped promptly
at minimum cost. Send us details of your needsl
C. C. GOODWIN (Sal..) Ltd. (Dept. A)
7, The Broadway, Wood Gr... n, London N.22. ENG.

FIDELIT Y MAGAZINE. II ~ 05. $3.90.

See your dealer or write for compl,t. lIterat... :

CIRCLE 77E

LONDON CALLINC THE WORLD
KEEP HI-FI COSTS LOW
buy
BRITISH EQUIPMENT from the United
Kingdom Mail Order Specialists!

ELECTRONICS WORLD . 11209, $2.90.

BASIC AUDIO, 3-VOLUME LEARN BY PICTURES
COURSE It • • • experimenters and more experienced
hobbyIsts will find no other syllabus more rIchly
Informative or authoritative." HIGH FIDELITY
) [AGAZIN E. 3 vols., soft cover s, /1201, $8.70; cloth,
/l201-H. $9.95.
by IIer'man Bur stein
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER
u ••• Written lor the users of tape recorders, In
his language ., •• Indeed:a contribution to the audio
field." - DESIGN N EWS. ' /1251. $4.25.
.
FUNDAMENTALS OF HIGH FIDELITY. Tells you how
to select the best equipment for the money and
ach ieve the best performa nce from it. /1226, $2.95.
REPAIRING HI-FI SYSTEMS bll David FideZman.
Sav e m on ey ! "Deals authoritatively • •• with test
gear and techniques, the major troubles encountered In various system components." HIGH

Leaders in Hi -Fi sinee 1927
First in value.

125-N East 88 St., N.. Yorl 28, II. Y'.

CARSTDNStMIrN

STEREOPHONIC SOUND (2nd Ed. )" ••• valuable 10
those who like theIr ' fidelity' high and 'realistic'"

STENTORIAN"
BRITISH HI-FI SPEAKERS
A complet. line of highest ~uality full rang"
loudspeakers-from 6" to IS' coaxlals, tweeters, woofers and crossover networks.

Send tor "Monthly Specials" bulletin.
HI·FI RECORDING TAPE
with 15 day money-back guarantee
3-11
12-23
24 +
1200' 7" acetate ..... $1.09
$1.05
$ .99
1200' 7" mylar ......
1.29
1.19
1.09
1800' 7" mylar . . . . . .
1.99
1.85
1.83
1.59
1.50
1.45
1800' 7" acetate . . .. .
2400' 7" mylar .. . . ..
2.59
2.52
2.49
2.95
2.89
2.85
2400' 7" tenslllzed mylar
Can Be Assorted. Add 15¢ Posta,o Per Reo!
lOt For 24 Loti

I

by Nonnan H. CrOWh1l,.Tst.
FM STEREO MULTIPLEXING " ••• a detailed desc.
rlptlon of the FCC standards for 1M stereo brood.
casting ••• " - ELECTItON lC WORLD. 11282. 51.50.

CIRCLE H

W~t~~~~~~~T~:ot! ~~~o~E~~!~~ll!m_ :
ponents. Save more on "pnes." All ractorr sealed. •

•

RECOR~S

the experts help you
get the most out of hi-fi

High Fidelity Equipment
Complete lines

•

Complete Servlc:e

HI-Fi Records - Components
and Acces~ories

~ LECTRO..l}OICE
U SOUND SYSTEMS
126 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO. CANADA
CIRCLE 77M

WHEN YOU PURCHASE
The SH ERWOOD 5-3000 IV
FM/MX STEREO TUNER
with "Aero-beam" Tuning

Features 7" expanded .lide·rule tuning .eale, Automatic Frequency Scale, special Inter· channel hush
system which eliminat•• noisy "hash" between FM
channels •

TRADE 4 WAYS
• TRADE Hi-fi for hi-fi
• TRADE Amateur radio" for hi-fi
• TRADE Hi-fi for amateur radio
• TRADE Amateur radio" for amateur radio"
"Includes HAM; SWL; Citizen's Band; Test Equipment

AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCLUSIVES:
Trade·Back Plan ° New Equipment from over 100
manufacturers • Used Equipment sold on 10·day un·
conditional money·back guarantee ... plus 90·day s~rv·
Ic.e warranty ° Special GE credit plan. custom In~tal.
lation for stereo and monaural equipment. ° HI FI
service laboratory.
~
Get more! Pay less when YOU trade at ~

audio exchange

For Trading Info., write dept. .0.

PLEASE MAIL All ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO JAMAICA

153·21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y.
WHITE PLAINS. N. Y.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.

•

AXlel 7·7577

MANHASSET, N. Y.

203 Mamaroneck Ave. 1065 Flatbush Ave. 451 Plandome Rei.
CIRCLE 77B
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SUBJECT INDEX
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AMPLIFIERS
Feedback-head cook and bottle washer!
Norman H. Crowhurst. Jan 40.
High Fidelity with transistors; George
Fletcher Cooper. May 22.
High-quality, low-power stereo amplifier;
Joseph Giovanelli. July 23.
High-quality transistorized stereo preamplifier; Erhard Aschinger. I, Nov 30;
II, Dec 36.
High-stability feedback amplifier; Arnold
J. Kauder. Oct. 18.
Measuring and matching tape playback
and microphone amplifiers; Mannie
Horowitz. Sept 42.
Power supply with protection; George
Fletcher Cooper. June 27.
Reduction of feedthrough in audio
switching; R. D. Herlocker. Feb 28.
Series Feedback; George Fletcher Cooper.
Dec. 34.
Taillight transistor-protector; Norman
Kramer. Sept 48.
The transistor amplifier; George Fletcher
Cooper. Feb 23.
The transistor amplifier, economy model;
George Fletcher Cooper. Apr 24.
Transistor output-stage response; George
Fletcher Cooper. Oct 62.
Transistorized 200-watt stereo amplitler;
Richard S. BUl-wen. Nov 40.
ATTENUATORS
A 125.5-db I-megacycle audio attenuator;
Weaver Dodge. Dec 23.
BLINDNESS and Technology;
Giovanelli. Sept 68.

Joseph

CONTROLS
Light-actuated gain control; William G.
Dilley, Sept 38.

Leak "Sandwich" loudspeaker. June 86.
Mark-Q-Matic recorder/slide projector
synchronizer, Model MQM-l. Apr 44.
Omega Model 1600 transistorized amplifier. Mar 44.
Permotlux headphones, models B-DHS-2S,
-17, HS-S. July 32.
Pickering stereo cartridge, Model U3S-AT.
June 38.
Pilot Model 602M FM-stereo receiver.
Jan 44.
Pioneer Model SE-l headphones. July 83.
Rek-O-Kut Autopoise kit. Feb 48.
H. H. Scott LK-48 stereo amplifier kit.
Apr 40.
H. H. Scott LT-110 FM-stereo tuner kit.
Apr 42.
H. H. Scott Model S-3 speaker system.
Mar 44.
Sharpe "Live Tone" headphones. July 83.
Sherwood Model SR-3 loudspeaker system. Apr 44.
Shure-SME phono arm. Nov 64.
Shure Model M33-5 stereo cartridge. Nov
66.
Telefunken Magnetophone 97 tape recorder. Jan 44.
Telex Model HPD53A headphones. July 83.
Thorens Model TD-135 turntable and arm.
Sept 50.
Transis-Tronics FM-15MX stereo tuner.
Apr 47.
Weathers "66" turntable and pickup system. Oct 78.
FANTASY
Single-speaker
Apr 18.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Another word on multiple speakers; John
W. Ward. Dec 19.
Thirty pounds of Magnet and an 18-inch
cone; S. Robert Russeli. July 19.
MEASURElIENTS
Audio measuring equipment; Mannie
Horowitz. Jan 19.
Evaluating signal-to-noise ratio; Herman
Burnstein. Apr. 26.
The frequency-response specification;
Mannie Horowitz. Mar 24.
Measuring and matching the phono equalization curve; Mannie Horowitz. Aug
24.
Stereophonic test record for evaluating
systems; B. B. Bauer. G. Sioles, A.
Schwartz, A. Gust. Feb 18.
Test equipment roundup; David Saslaw.
Jan 23.
MIXERS
A condenser microphone mixer; William
G. Dilley. Oct 48.
High-quality stereophonic mixer; Robert
Gerbracht. lIar 19.
MOTORS
Electronic speed control for hysteresissynchronous motors; Harold W. Wiebe.
Apr 20.
lruSICAL INSTRUlIENTS

stereo,

L.

H.

Garner;

:FEEDBACK
Feedback-head cook and bottle washer!
Norman H. Crowhurst. Jan 40.
Series Feedback; George Fletcher Cooper.
Dec 34.

EQUIPMENT PROFILES

FM TUNERS

ADC Pritchard phono arm. Sept 52.
AKG Model K-50 headphones. July 33.
Dual TG12SK tape recorder. Dec 42.
EICO RP-I00 stereo tape deck kit. July
34.
Electro-Voice Sentry II loudspeaker. Oct
80.
EMI Model DLS-529 loudspeaker. Sept 52.
Fisher KX-200 stereo amplifier kit.
Mar. 40.
Fisher ICM-60 FM-stereo tuner kit.
lIar 40.
Fisher Model FM-I000 FM tuner. Oct 76.
Harman-Kardon stereo tuner amplifier,
TA-5000X. July 49.
Harman-Kardon Citation A transistorized
preamplifier. Oct 75.
Harman-Kardon Citation MA FM-stereo
adapter. Feb 46.
Heathkit Model AD-22 stereo tape recorder. Nov 62.
Heathkit Model 10-21 oscilloscope. Mar 43.
Isotone "Eroica" loudspeaker. Feb 48.
Knight-Kit a.c. vacuum-tube voltmeter,
83YU60S. June 88.
Knight-Kit KX-60 50-watt transistorized
amplifier. Sept 54.
Koss Model SP-3 headphones. July Sll.
Lafayette Model KT-174 vacuum-tube
voltmeter kit. Dec 46.

Transistorized FM front ends; C. R. Gray
and T. C. Lawson. Aug 19.
How to align multiplex adapters; H.
Heinz. June 18.
Filterless method for the detection of FMstereo signals; Theodore Bially. Jan 85.
HEADPHONE control center for monaural, diotic, and binaural listening;
Robert J. Larson and John M. Eargle.
Nov 55.
HI·FI SHOW8--Audio visits Paris for
two shows; C. G. McProud. Apr. 82.

Electronic organ tone generators; D.
Wolkov. I, Feb S4; II, Mar 80.
Extending the usefulness of the Schober
Autotuner; Winthrop S. Pike. Oct 68.
The Hamograph, a new approach to electronic music; J. W. Berridge. Oct 23.
PHONO REPRODUCTION
Measuring and matching the phono equalization curve; Mannie Horowitz. Aug 24.
New turntable-arm design; Edgar Vlllchur. I, Sept 19; II, Oct 34.
Phono CUI"ve data for indolent engineers;
Bruno Staffen and Johan van Leer.
Sept 46.
Setting the stage for opera; R. Katz.
June 43.
Vertical tracking angle-a source of 1M
distortion; E. R. Madsen. Nov. 21.
POWER
SUPPLY with
protection;
George Fletcher Cooper. June 27.
PRODUCT PREVIEW SECTION; August issue.

HISTORICAL

PSYCHOACOUSTICS

Anecdotal history of stereo; Russel J.
Tinkham. May 35.
15 years of AUDIO; C. G. McProud. May
19.
The state of the art; Norman H. Crowhurst. May 6.

Effect of phase shift on hearing; R. Klein
and J. Tributsch. July 86.
Prerude for the well-tempered clavichord,
not well tempered; Harold Tornheim.
Oct 42.

LAW

Inner-groove distortion; R. S. Oakley, Jr.
June 82.
Stereophonic test record for evaluating
systems; B. B. Bauer, G. Sioles. A.
Schwartz, A. Gust. Feb 18.
Vertical tracking angle--a source of 1M
distortion; E. R. Madsen. Nov 21.

RECORDING, DISC
Essentials in the protection of trade secrets; Albert Woodruff Gray. Apr 23.
LEAKAGE Inductance-a useful circuit
component; Norman H . Crowhurst.
Dec 24.
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RECORDING MAGNETIC

RELAYS

A condenser microphone mixer; William
G. Dilley. Oct 48.
Evaluating slgnal-to- noise ratio; Herman Burstein. Apr. 26.
High-quality stereophonic mixer; Robert
Gerbracht. Mar 19.
Let's talk about tape synchronization;
Hal Magargle. Nov 2v.
Measuring and matching tape playback
and microphone amplifiers; Mannie
Horowitz. Sept 42.
Professional tape reversing mechanism;
North C. Ham. June 23.

Use of d.c. relays in home audio systems;
Francis F. Chen. Sept 27.
TEST EQUIPMENT ROUNDUP ; David
Saslaw. Jan 23.
TRANSISTORS
High fidelity with transistors; George
Fletcher Cooper, May 22.
H igh -quality transistorized stereo preamplifier; Erhard Aschinger. I, Nov 30;
II, Dec 36.

Power supply with protection; George
Fletcher Cooper. June 27.
Taillight transistor-protector; Norman
Kramer. Sept 48.
The transistor amplifier; George Fletcher
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The transistor amplifier, economy model;
George Fletcher Cooper. Apr 24.
Transistor output-stage response; George
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Transistorized 200-watt stereo amplifier;
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ADVERTISING
INDEX

A Professional
Quality
Turntable Kit

•

Acoustic Reseorch, Inc. .... ........ ........ .... ....
Acoustical Technology Laboratories, Inc.
Airex Radio Corporation .............. ..........
Allied Radio Corporation ...................... ..
Altec Lansing Corporation .. ........ ....... ...
AmeLux Elec:tronics Corporation ............
Ampex Corporation ... ......... ........ ....... .....
Artisan Organs ............................ ........... .
Audio 800kshelf .. ..................... ............. ..
Audio Devices, Inc. ................................. .
Audio Exchange ... .......... ................ ..... ... .
Audio Fidelity Records .. .... ........ .. .......... ..
Audio Unlimited ........ ...................... .... ....
Barkes Sales Company ... ........ ........ .........
Barker & William son, Inc. .... .. ... ... ........ ..
Benjamin Elec:tronic Sound Corp . ... .......
British Industries Corporation ................
Carston Studios ........... .............................
Classified
Concord EI~d~~~i~~.. ·c~~·p~~~ti~~· · :: ::::: ::: ::
Crown International .. ..... ............... ........ ..
Dynaco, Inc. .. ..... ..... ......... .... ........... ..........
Easlman Kodak Company .. ... .............. ...
EICO Elec:tronic Instr. Co., Inc...............
Elec:tro-Voice, Inc . ...... .......... .... .. .. .. .. Cov.
Elec:tro-Voice Sound Systems ............. .... .
Elec:tronic Applications, Inc. ..... ... .. ..........
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. ........ 70,
Empire Scientific Corporation .............. ..
Ercona Corporation .. .... ... .......................
Fairchild Recording Equipment

GRAY PK-33

An easy-to-assemble stereo LP
turntable
kit of professional
quality and performance_ Rumble
better than 50 DB down ... flutter
0.08% ... wow 0.2%. Polyurethane
drive belt; hysteresis-synchronous
drive motor.

PK·33 Turntable Kit
$49.50
TBA Accessory Base
17.95
SAK - 12/G Tone Arm Kit 24.95
for complete dealer data write to:

GRAY RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT CD. INC.

Fid~~~~~~····~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:.~.O~ ~~

Box 12, Elmwood, ConnectiCut

SEND TODAY FOR
YOUR

1963

ALLIED
CATALOG

•

save most on

stereo

hi-fi
see the exclusive new
TRANSISTORIZED EQUIPMENT
B i g g est s a ving s -world ' s
la rgest Ill-fi and tape recorder
selection , including products
aDd values av a ilable only from

e Q\
~ ,? o_O?

~
c.o

NO....

ALLIED .

Save on complete

Stereo Systems. a ll famousmake components. records and
tapes. Sa ve most with KNIGHT@
components a nd quality buildyour-own KNIGHT-KITS@. Ask
for our low price on a component system of your own choice.
For everything in hi-fi, recording , a nrl Electronics-get your
1963 ALLIED C a talog today!

46-12-M
Ave., Chicago 80, III.

I ALLIED RADIO, Dept.
: 100 N. Western

I
I

35
37
73
80
11
53
31
77
74
39
77
49
77
77
65
61
3
77
76
57
64
76
33
13
IV
77
58
71
25
56

0 Send FREE 1963 ALLIED Ca talog.

: N~~~7'~'R~'"~T------------------------: Address,___________________________
I
IL City
Zone_State_______ I
______________________
~

..
Finney Company .. .... ............ ..... ........ .... ... 2
Fisher Radio Corporation .. ...................... 9
Foster Elec:tric Co., Ltd ........ ....... .... ...... .... 75
Garrard Sales Corp. .... ....... .. ............... .... 3
Goodwin, C. C. (Sales) Ltd. ... ......... ... ... .. 77
Gray Research & Development Co. ........ 80
Grommes, Division of Precision
Elec:tronics, Inc. .. ...... .... .................... .... 4
Harman-Kardon .. .... ..... .. .. ......... .. 27, 40, 41
Hi Fidelity Center ................... ........... ...... 77
Isotone Associates .... ..... ..... .... ............ ...... 76
Kenwood Elec:tronics, Inc. ... .... ........ ....... .. 73
Kersting Mfg. Co. .. .. .......... ...... ...... .... ...... 77
Key Elec:tronics Company .... .................. .. 75
Klipsch and Associates, Inc . ................ .. .. 80
Koss Elec:tronics, Inc. .. .... .......................... 69
Lafayette Radio .... ... ... ......... ......... ...... ...... 61
Lansing, James B. Sound, Inc ............... .. 45
Leak ....... .. .... .......... ....... .. ... .............. ... ........ 56
Magnecord Sales Department, Midwestern
Instruments, Inc. ...... ....... ..................... .. 69
3M Company........ ....... ...... .. ...... ............... 47
Neat Onkyo Denki Co., Ltd . .................... 10
North American Philips Co., Inc.. ........... 63
Permoflux Corporation ........ .............. ...... 75
Pickering & Company, ..Inc.................. ... 17
:~Iot Radio Corporatio'n .. ............. ..... .... 43
loneer ...... .................. ....... ...................... . 15
Precision Manufac:turing Co. .. .............. 77
Quarante Cinq Records .............. .. ......... ... 50
Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc. ......... ....................... 62
Rider, John F., Publisher, Inc. ................ 77
Rotron Mfg. Co . ........ .................. .............. 51
Scott, H. H., Inc. . ......................... .......... 67
Sherwood Elec:tronic Laboratories, Inc. .. 18
Shure 8rothers, Inc. .................... ........ 1, 55
Sonovox Co., Ltd. .. .................................. 73
Stanford International .. .......................... 62
Superscope, Inc. ...... ....... ................... Cov. II
Tandberg of America, Inc........... .... .... .. 14
University Loudspeakers .......... ..... ......... 5, 7
Viking of Minneapolis, Inc . ........ .... Cov. III
Weathers Division of TelePrompTer
52
Winegard Antenna Systems .... .. .... .......... 72

"Model H"

-

-HOW TO
SUCCEED
IN SOUND
WITHOUT EVEN TRYING
Start at the top with a Klipsch system you can
afford . Whether it's a single MODEL Hor a master
stereo system composed of two KLI PSCHORNS
and a CORNWALL, you'll find Klipsch quality
sound reproduction in a wide range of prices.
And you 'll save in the long run because of Klipsch
fundamental design which means low obsolescence. You'll avoid expensive trade-ins of inferior
equipment. Write for details on our progressive
plan for economical upgrading of your sound
system. - - - - - - - - - - - -

KliPSCH and ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.

o.

BOX 96 A

HOPE . ARKANSAS

CIRCLE 80C

Chief Fidelitone
ingredient:

QUALITY
We don't use just diamonds-we
use gem stone quality diamonds.
And it's the same with each
component of each Fidelitone
diamond needle. The finest materials, engineering talent, and
workmanship - all combine to
assure you of quality needles
for quality sound reproduction
equipment.
W?en you n~ed a. needle, get
qualIty - speCIfy FIdelitone on top since 1929.

Fidelitone
"Best buy on records"
Chicago 26, Illinois

CI RCLE 80B

CIRCLE 80D
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Just 2-Y2" larger all around than a "compact"
.. ~- yet it 'm easures ,up to the design
philosophy of the mighty Patrician!
The differencl'\ between full-sized sound and
compact compromise is measured in just a
few cubic inches . . . inside the new Marquis
300! This modest extra volume has allowed
E-V engineers to extend useful bass response
smoothly-up to an octave more than many
popular "bookshelf" speaker systems!
But the Marquis has more than bass . . . it
has balance! Balance that results froJ]1 three
precision component speakers exactly
matched t6' each other and to the magnificent Marquis enclosure.
Don't look for revolutionary or radieal designs in the Marquis 300. For this system
is the evolutionary product of over 11 years
of specialized electro-acoustical research.
Starting with the famous E-V Radax dual-

cone 12" sp'eaker for bass and midbass, we have added the outstanding
performance of the E~V 5" cone midrange speaker plus the brilliance of the re,nowned Super-Sonax VHF tweeter. These
popular and proved components ]lave been
housed in an enclosure whose tuned acoustical phase inverter permits highly efficient
performance within remarkably modest dimensions.

as

The net result is a speaker system attractive to the eye as it is impre,ssive t9 the ear.
We invite you to form your own opinion of
the Marquis 300' at" your E-V high fidelity
showroom soon. We' re betting {hat you'll
be glad to make rQoin'' -just 2V27. more all
around-for the new Marquis 300!

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Con sumer Products Division, Dept. 1224A, Buchanan, Mi chigan
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, SPECIFicATI ONS

S ize: 29-1/2"H, 19"W" 15-1/8" 0
Weight: 57 Ibs. , ship pi ng
Components: SP128. TCB, T35- type
speakers; Combined 800 and 3600 cps,
1/2 section crossover ; 2·A T37 L-pads
Freq uency Response: 40·1 9,000 cps
.
Power Handli ng Capac ity : 30 watts prog ra m
Impedance: 16 ohms
Fini sh:-Mahoga ny or Oil ed Wal nut
Pri<;e: $ 190.00, net
Marq ~ i s 63 enclosu re on l y, less compo nen ts , $70.00, net

.

-'

